Requirement-driven Design and Optimization of Data-Intensive Flows

Data have become number one asset in today’s business world. Thus, its exploitation and analysis attracted the attention of people from different fields and having different technical backgrounds. Data-intensive flows are central processes in today’s business intelligence (BI) systems, deploying different technologies to deliver data, from a multitude of data sources, in user-preferred and analysis-ready formats. However, designing and optimizing such data flows, have been known as a burdensome task, typically left to the manual efforts of a BI system designer. These tasks have become even more challenging for next generation BI systems, where data flows typically need to combine data from in-house transactional storages, and data coming from external sources, in a variety of formats (e.g., social media, governmental data, news feeds). These challenges largely indicate a need for boosting the automation of the design and optimization of data-intensive flows.

This PhD thesis aims at providing automatable means for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows. In particular, the thesis first proposes an approach (CoAI) for incremental design of data-intensive flows, by means of multi-flow consolidation. CoAI not only facilitates the maintenance of data flow designs in front of changing information needs, but also supports the multi-flow optimization of data-intensive flows, by maximizing their reuse. Next, in the data warehousing (DW) context, we propose a complementary method (ORE) for incremental design of the target DW schema, along with systematically tracing the evolution metadata, which can further facilitate the design of back-end data-intensive flows (i.e., ETL processes). The thesis then studies the problem of implementing data-intensive flows into deployable formats of different execution engines, and proposes the BabbleFlow system for translating logical data-intensive flows into executable formats, spanning single or multiple execution engines. Lastly, the thesis focuses on managing the execution of data-intensive flows on distributed data processing platforms, and to this end, proposes an algorithm (H-WorD) for supporting the scheduling of data-intensive flows by workload-driven redistribution of data in computing clusters.

The overall outcome of this thesis is an end-to-end platform for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows, called Quarry. The results of this thesis largely contribute to the field of data-intensive flows in today’s BI systems, and advocate for further attention by both academia and industry to the problems of the design and optimization of data-intensive flows.
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Abstract

Data have become number one assets of today’s business world. Thus, its exploitation and analysis attracted the attention of people from different fields and having different technical backgrounds. Data-intensive flows are central processes in today’s business intelligence (BI) systems, deploying different technologies to deliver data, from a multitude of data sources, in user-preferred and analysis-ready formats. However, designing and optimizing such data flows, to satisfy both users’ information needs and agreed quality standards, have been known as a burdensome task, typically left to the manual efforts of a BI system designer. These tasks have become even more challenging for next generation BI systems, where data flows typically need to combine data from in-house transactional storages, and data coming from external sources, in a variety of formats (e.g., social media, governmental data, news feeds). Moreover, for making an impact to business outcomes, data flows are expected to answer unanticipated analytical needs of a broader set of business users’ and deliver valuable information in near real-time (i.e., at the right time). These challenges largely indicate a need for boosting the automation of the design and optimization of data-intensive flows.

This PhD thesis aims at providing automatable means for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows. The study primarily analyzes the remaining challenges to be solved in the field of data-intensive flows, by performing a survey of current literature, and envisioning an architecture for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows. Following the proposed architecture, we further focus on providing automatic techniques for covering different phases of the data-intensive flows’ lifecycle. In particular, the thesis first proposes an approach (CoAl) for incremental design of data-intensive flows, by means of multi-flow consolidation. CoAl not only facilitates the maintenance of data flow designs in front of changing information needs, but also supports the multi-flow optimization of data-intensive flows, by maximizing their reuse. Next, in the data warehousing (DW) context, we propose a complementary method (ORE) for incremental design of the target DW schema, along with systematically tracing the evolution metadata, which can further facilitate the design of back-end data-intensive flows (i.e., ETL processes). The thesis then studies the problem
of implementing data-intensive flows into deployable formats of different execution engines, and proposes the BabbleFlow system for translating logical data-intensive flows into executable formats, spanning single or multiple execution engines. Lastly, the thesis focuses on managing the execution of data-intensive flows on distributed data processing platforms, and to this end, proposes an algorithm (H-WorD) for supporting the scheduling of data-intensive flows by workload-driven redistribution of data in computing clusters. The overall outcome of this thesis is building an end-to-end platform for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows, called Quarry. The techniques proposed in this thesis, plugged to the Quarry platform, largely facilitate the manual efforts, and assist users of different technical skills in their analytical tasks. Finally, the results of this thesis largely contribute to the field of data-intensive flows in today’s BI systems, and advocate for further attention by both academia and industry to the problems of the design and optimization of data-intensive flows.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1 Background and Motivation

We have certainly entered the era in which data volumes are uncontrollably generated with immense speeds, by humans, as well as by machines. To make the situation clearer, until 2014 we had that “the amount of data collected in the last two years is higher than the amount of data collected since the dawn of time” [11]. At the same time, data and even more the knowledge extracted from them, have become number one assets in businesses world-wide, namely “the gems of the enterprise” [146].

The companies thus strive to obtain information from these data, and acquire useful knowledge for making their business and strategic decisions. Traditional business intelligence (BI) systems were introduced to support such strategic needs of business users [119]. Intuitively, a BI system typically “refers to a set of tools and techniques that enable a company to transform its business data into timely and accurate information for the decisional process, to be made available to the right persons in the most suitable form” [139].

For enabling smoother data analysis, a variety of data transformations need to be applied over raw data. Besides well-studied relational algebra operations (e.g., selection, join, Cartesian product) [171], other, more complex, and typically ad hoc built operations are additionally required to conform the raw data to the formats suitable to end users’ analytical needs (e.g., data cleaning, pivot, data mappers, or in general operators with black-box semantics [186]). As pointed out in [186], the situation becomes more challenging, as these data transformations typically need to be combined in a workflow.

A prominent solution studied in the past twenty years for enabling data analysis over historical data is data warehousing (DW). The first and the most complete definition of a DW is given by Bill Inmon in 1992 [82]: “A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection
of data in support of management’s decision making process”. Intuitively, a DW system assumes a unified data storage, typically modeled following the multidimensional (MD) paradigm [140], to support analytical needs of business users. In the back stage, a DW system includes a batched data workflow known as extract-transform-load (ETL) process, responsible for orchestrating the flow of data from relevant data sources towards a data warehouse. The complexity and high costs of building an ETL process have been largely discussed both by practitioners and researchers in the peak years of data warehousing [169, 185], reporting that the correct ETL process implementation can take up to 80% of the entire DW project [170].

The situation, however, has become unbearable for traditionally built BI systems [119], given the inherent complexity that the new data characteristics (a.k.a., BigData) brought into picture. As initially defined [81], the three main challenges, also known as the 3 V’s of BigData are: large volumes of data being collected (i.e., volume), growing speed in which data are arriving into systems (i.e., velocity), and plethora of different formats in which these data are supplied (i.e., variety).

At the same time, the high dynamics of global markets demand moving from typical long-term and strategic only, towards medium and short term (i.e., tactical and operational) decision making, such that it “provides the right information to the right people at the right time so they can make a positive impact on business outcomes” [50]. In addition, businesses have become more situation-dependent, thus combining in-house data with external data sources (e.g., governmental data, social networks, open data initiatives) has become essential for providing useful, context-aware knowledge to decision makers [110]. Lastly, there is also a demand for more agility in the BI systems development in order to more easily accommodate new, unanticipated, or changed needs of a broader set of business users [34, 79].

These challenges inevitably required changes in the roadmap for previously long-lasting, BI and DW projects [119], which typically, as other software projects, required long requirement elicitation cycles, followed by several, mostly manual rounds of reconciliation and redesigning, before all the business needs were met [146].

Being the most complex part of BI projects, but at the same time the most critical processes in today’s BI applications, problems related to data workflows, like ETL processes, still occupy the attention of both researchers and practitioners. For meeting complex requirements of next generation BI systems [87], we often need an effective combination of the traditionally batched ETL processes that populate a DW from integrated data sources, and more real-time and operational data flows that integrate source data and provide results to users at runtime. Thus, throughout this document, we use the term data-intensive flow (DIF), or simply, data flow, for capturing in a more general manner the variety of data workflows in the next generation BI systems.
2. The Lifecycle of Data-intensive Flows

Data-intensive flows are critical processes in BI applications with the common goal of delivering the data in user-preferred and analysis-ready formats, from a multitude of data sources. In general, a DIF starts by extracting data from individual data sources, cleans and conforms extracted data to satisfy certain quality standards and business requirements, and finally brings the data to end users.

Similar to other software products, the lifecycle of a DIF in BI applications typically consists of several phases. We further define the lifecycle of DIFs (see Figure 1.1), and give an overview of its phases, along with example approaches that either fully or partially facilitate them.

![Fig. 1.1: The lifecycle of DIFs in BI applications](image)

- Requirements analysis. The lifecycle of DIFs starts by eliciting and analyzing user requirements. In the context of data-centric (analytical) applications, user requirements are typically related to the analytical needs of end users, hence they express the information or knowledge a user wants to acquire from input data. We further refer to them as information requirements.
• Design. The next phase is dedicated to the conceptual and logical design of DIFs that will answer the information requirements of end users. Having a plethora of different commercial and open-source design tools in the market, the research has been rather focused on providing a unified way for the conceptual or logical design of data flows.

• Optimization. Being time-critical processes in BI application, a special attention is dedicated to the optimization of DIFs. Thus, once a DIF is designed to answer user information requirements, the following phase deals with optimizing the data flow considering other, non-functional, requirements, e.g., performance, reliability, fault-tolerance, to mention a few [176]. Consequently, a considerable amount of research has been dedicated to the problems of non-functional requirements of DIFs, especially to the problems of optimizing their performance.

• Implementation. Furthermore, once a DIF is designed to satisfy both information and non-functional requirements, in the following phase a designer needs to select the execution engine(s) for executing DIFs. Consequently, conceptual or logical DIFs need to be translated to the format of the engine of choice (e.g., SQL, PIG scripts, Java/Scala/Python code).

• Testing. Given the inherent complexity of DIFs in BI applications, verifying and testing DIFs for satisfying both information and non-functional requirements represents an important part of the DIF lifecycle. Testbed platforms with benchmarking and syntactic data generation functionalities are needed to support the DIF evaluation tasks.

• Execution. Once ready, the execution of DIFs needs to be properly scheduled and monitored at the selected execution engine(s). Today, execution environments are typically distributed (e.g., organized in a form of a computing cluster), and shared among various applications coming from one or many users. Thus, proper scheduling and runtime optimization are essential for achieving better performance of DIFs and better resource utilization of a computing cluster.

• Maintenance. Lastly, once in place, DIFs are subject to changes, either due to the changed end users’ information requirements, or to changes of the considered data sources. Thus, maintenance techniques, capable of efficiently accommodating such changes to the existing DIFs are needed.

2.1 Research Problems and Challenges

The businesses today are undoubtedly in a need for the means to support and automate the complex DIF lifecycle. To this end, this PhD thesis focuses
on studying the current field of DIFs in BI applications, and providing the techniques and tools for facilitating different phases of the DIF lifecycle.

Current research approaches have dealt with some of the problems in the DIF lifecycle. To this end, we start by surveying the current state of the art in data-intensive flows. We present the results of this survey in detail, later in Chapter 2, while here we give a brief overview of the main remaining challenges for the lifecycle of DIFs.

Requirements analysis. Analyzing user requirements and systematically incorporating them into a design of DIFs has been typically overlooked in real BI projects, and left to more ad hoc techniques, leading many of them to failure. Some attempts towards systematic requirements analysis have been undertaken (e.g., [65, 196]), but they still require long processes of collecting the requirements at different levels of abstraction and their analysis before manually incorporating them into a DIF design. Other works identified this problem and proposed some automation to such time-lasting process (e.g., [146]). However, the automation required lowering the level of abstraction for defining information requirements, tightening them to the multidimensional model notation (i.e., facts and dimensions of analysis). Recently, an extensive study has been performed [60] to identify how decision support system approaches fit the traditional requirements engineering framework (i.e., [132]). As a result, the authors identified a need for a systematic and structured requirements analysis process for further raising the level of automation for the design of decision support systems (including the design of DIFs), while at the same time keeping the requirements analysis aware of all stakeholder needs.

Design. In reality, DIFs are currently mostly built in an engine-specific manner, in a variety of tools, each with its own specific proprietary format [128]. These tools typically do not provide any automation for the design and optimization of DIFs. Thus, we identify a need for providing the re-engineering support for the DIF’s design, with the aim of raising the abstraction of physical DIFs to more logical and conceptual levels. This will further facilitate engine-independent analysis and optimization of DIFs, as well as their redeployment to the same or different execution engine(s). Current research approaches for the DW design were mainly focused either on providing a unified notation for modeling DIFs (e.g., [12, 180, 190]), or on supporting their design, e.g., by providing design guidelines [96], frameworks for assisting designers [189, 13], or by automating the design of DIFs [44, 146]. However, these approaches still lack the automation support for identifying more complex data transformations, typical for analytic needs of today’s business users, like data cleaning, machine learning algorithms, etc.

Optimization. When it comes to the optimization of DIFs, most of the current approaches (e.g., [158, 26, 78, 101]) have focused on optimizing the performance of data flow executions, typically following the principles of traditional relational query optimization [84]. Others have also considered other
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non-functional requirements, e.g., reliability, fault-tolerance, recoverability, to mention a few [161]. In addition, the traditional problem of multi-query optimization [150] has also been identified as advantageous for optimizing today's DIFs, especially for the case of batched data flows, for which the joint execution by means of operation and data reuse is found to be especially beneficial [24, 94]. However, current approaches have dealt with the problem focusing on a limited set of relational algebra operations, thus not taking into account the variability and complexity of data transformations typically required in today's DIFs. Moreover, the current approaches for multi-flow optimization have not studied the benefits of equivalence flow transformations (i.e., operation reordering) for boosting the reuse of data and operations among DIFs.

Implementation. Approaches here have mostly dealt with the problem of deciding the execution engine(s) and implementation for DIFs [102, 181]. Some approaches also focused on automating the translation of a conceptual design of DIFs to the logical and physical level, thus generating an executable code for their execution (e.g., by means of model transformations from UML [120], or from BPMN [13, 195]). However, these approaches were mostly tied to a specific model transformation and thus to a single predefined executable format for DIF implementation. However, in today's BI applications, complex DIFs can span multiple execution engines, and thus require flexibility for the deployment over different execution engines [162].

Testing. Even though testing is an important phase of the DIF lifecycle, it is one of the least supported phases in the literature. The approaches that automate the design of DIFs, do incorporate the verification and validation checks for assuring the correctness of DIFs and their compliance to information requirements. However, testing DIFs for other (non-functional) requirements has been mainly overlooked and left to the manual efforts of a designer. To this end, some approaches further focused on supporting benchmarking of DIFs (e.g., [157, 159, 25]), while others also tackled the problem of automatic data generation to support evaluating the quality of DIFs (e.g., [178]). However, there is still a lack of a unified (end-to-end) solution (i.e., a testbed) for evaluating DIFs for both information and non-functional requirements.

Execution. In the context of scheduling the execution of DIFs, one of the biggest challenges, especially in the case of distributed data processing systems, is boosting the proximity of input data to the data processing tasks, for reducing network traffic costs (a.k.a., data locality). Currently used data processing engines mostly rely on simple techniques for scheduling DIFs (e.g., Capacity [3] and Fair [4] scheduling in Hadoop ecosystem [191]), which focus on exploiting data locality and thus bringing data processing tasks to the resources where their input data is stored (i.e., query shipping). However, with "blindly" favoring query shipping (over data shipping), skewed distribution of data in the cluster can severely affect the performance of DIFs. Therefore, many research attempts have dealt with this problem, typically making a bal-
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ance between query shipping and data shipping, e.g., [194, 72]. Data shipping, on the other side, can also affect the execution of data processing tasks in a DIF, as they are additionally deferred waiting for their input data to arrive. Therefore, distributed data processing systems require more advanced scheduling techniques that would (based on the estimated or predicted workload of executing DIFs), schedule data processing tasks to optimize the performance of DIFs, and as well, schedule the data shipping actions in advance to avoid additionally deferring tasks’ executions.

Maintenance. While many approaches have dealt with either manual or automated design of DIFs, they typically do not provide any support for the redesign of DIFs in front of different evolution changes. Some of the current approaches have focused on dealing with the changes of involved data sources (e.g., [13, 129]). However, there is a lack of support for the evolution of DIFs in front of new, changed, or removed information requirements. We thus identify a need for supporting incremental design of DIFs and the means to efficiently accommodate the changed information needs of end users in the existing DIF design. Moreover, when it comes to the DW context, no existing evolution approaches up to now have dealt with the problem of target schema and ETL process evolution, at the same time, hence they have typically overlooked how the changes at the DW schema affect the design of the back-end DIFs, i.e., ETL process.

Starting from the identified challenges in managing the lifecycle of DIFs, this PhD thesis further aims at addressing some of these challenges and providing methods and tools for facilitating different phases of the DIF lifecycle, namely, design, optimization, implementation, execution, and maintenance.

3 Structure of the Thesis

The results of this PhD thesis are reported inside the five main chapters of this document (i.e., Chapter 2 - Chapter 6). Each chapter is self-contained, corresponding to an individual research paper, and hence it can be read in isolation. There can be some overlaps of concepts, examples, and texts in the introduction and preliminaries sections of different chapters as they are formulated in relatively similar kind of settings. Due to different timelines in which these works have been done, as well as the research teams in which we have worked, there may also be some discrepancies in the terminology for some of the concepts. However, the terminology and notation used in each of the works have been clearly defined and formalized in each particular chapter. One important difference is the term used for denoting a concept of DIFs. In some works they are actually called data-intensive flows (chapters 2 and 3), in some analytic flows (Chapter 5), while in others they are termed more specifically to the scenario in which they are deployed (e.g., ETL processes
in Chapter 4 and Appendix A, and MapReduce jobs in Chapter 6). All of them refer to the general concept of data-intensive flows, defined earlier in this chapter. In addition, Appendix A refers to a published tool demonstration of the Quarry platform, which deploys the modules resulted from this PhD thesis’ work.

The papers included in this thesis are listed below. Chapter 2 is based on Paper 1, Chapter 3 is based on Paper 2, Chapter 4 is based on Paper 3, Chapter 5 is based on Paper 4, Chapter 6 is based on Paper 5, and Appendix A is based on Paper 6.


4 Thesis Overview

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the results of this PhD thesis. In particular, we first give a holistic overview of the thesis’ contributions to the management of the DIF lifecycle (i.e., the Quarry project), and then we provide an overview of the contributions of each chapter of this thesis.

Quarry is the backbone project of this PhD thesis. Its main goal is to provide a system for facilitating and automating different phases of the lifecycle of analytical infrastructures, like DW systems. In particular, Quarry is envisioned
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as an end-to-end platform for assisting users of various technical skills in managing the incremental design and deployment of DIFs, by automating the physical design of a DIF from high-level information requirements. Quarry provides means for efficiently accommodating the design of a MD schema and DIFs to new or changed information needs of its end-users. Finally, Quarry facilitates the deployment of the generated designs over an extensible list of execution engines. Deployed designs are then available for further fine tuning, scheduling, and execution. The overview of Quarry’s functionalities are illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Fig. 1.2: The Quarry project

Quarry starts either from high-level information requirements expressed in terms of analytical needs of end users (e.g., [65, 146]), or the engine (implementation) specific formats (e.g., SQL query, scripts; [93]). Information requirements collected from end users (requirement elicitor) are further translated to the logical designs of DIFs that answer such requirements (requirement interpreter). In addition, in the case of a DW system, a target MD schema design is generated to support the storage of the data processed by the given DIF (i.e., ETL process). Independently of the way end users translate their information requirements into the corresponding logical designs (e.g., automatically [146, 18], or manually [13, 189]), Quarry provides automated means for integrating these designs into a unified design satisfying all requirements met so far (flow integrator & multi-flow optimizer).

On the one hand, data flow integrator incrementally consolidates DIFs satisfying individual information requirements, and facilitates the maintenance of DIFs in front of new, changed, or removed information requirements. While building a unified data-intensive multi-flow satisfying all the requirements, data flow integrator accounts for the cost of produced data flows and optimizes DIFs for joint (multi-flow) execution. For instance, by maximizing the reuse of data and operations and hence, maximizing the throughout of DIFs’ execution.
On the other hand, target schema integrator provides means for facilitating the incremental design of the target MD schema, hence accommodating the new or changed information requirements of end users to the existing design. Importantly, while incrementally building the target schema, target schema integrator keeps traces of the transformations needed to adapt the existing schema to the changed information requirements, which can then be used for conforming the back stage DIFs (i.e., ETL processes).

Quarry further facilitates the implementation and deployment of designed DIFs, by means of translating them to the physical formats executable on different execution engines (flow deployer). Flow deployer also enables the multi-engine execution of DIFs, by providing the capabilities of decomposing a DIF, and hence supporting approaches for execution engine selection (e.g., [102, 162]). Finally, Quarry assists the execution of deployed DIFs (flow executor), through optimally scheduling them over the available resources (data flow scheduler). Furthermore, data flow executor is in charge of submitting the execution of scheduled DIFs to the selected execution engine(s) and monitoring their progress. As a result of their execution, DIFs supply end users with valuable data ready for further analysis and exploitation, e.g., online analytical processing (OLAP), reporting, data mining, visualization.

More details about the complete Quarry system [90] are provided in Appendix A of this document. In the following subsections we give an overview of the Quarry components that resulted from this PhD thesis, which are further explained in detail in the corresponding chapters of this document.


Being a rather complex and broad field of research, problems related to DIFs have been typically addressed individually by different research approaches. Moreover, depending on the application requirements of DIFs, they are mostly separately studied for the case of back-end, batched ETL processes in DW systems, and more real-time and operational data flows that integrate source data at runtime. However, the next generation BI systems require effective combination of the traditional, batched decision making processes, with on-the-fly DIFs to satisfy analytic needs of today's business users (e.g., [9, 42, 73]). For example, a part of the in-house company's sales data, periodically loaded to a DW by an ETL process, can at runtime be joined with up-to-date Web data to make more context-aware business decisions. To build such demanding systems, one must first have a clear understanding of the foundation of different data-intensive flow scenarios and the challenges they bring.

To this end, in Chapter 2, we present a comprehensive survey of today's research on data-intensive flows and the related fundamental fields of the database theory. The study is based on a set of dimensions describing the important chal-
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Challenges of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting. On the one hand, the results of this survey provide us with a clear understanding of the foundations of DIFs, while on the other hand, identified characteristics help us define the main remaining challenges in the field of DIFs. Finally, as the main outcome of this survey, we outlined the envisioned architecture of next generation BI systems, focusing on managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows, which represents the framework of this PhD thesis study.

4.2 Chapter 3: Incremental Consolidation of Data-Intensive Multi-flows (Data Flow Integrator)

A data integration process combines data residing in various data sources and provides a unified view of this data to a user [106]. For instance, in a data warehousing (DW) context, data integration is implemented through back-end, batched ETL processes. Generally, data integration processes are typically represented in a form of a DIF that extracts, cleans, and transforms data from multiple, often heterogeneous data sources, and finally delivers data to users for further analysis or visualization. As we discuss in Chapter 2, there are various remaining challenges related to the design and optimization of DIFs. In Chapter 3, we focus on the challenges of incremental design and maintenance of DIFs.

A major problem that BI decision-makers face relates to the evolution of business requirements. These changes are more frequent at the early stages of a BI project [34] and in part, this is due to a growing use of agile methodologies in data flow design and BI systems in general [79]. But changes may happen during the entire BI lifecycle. Having an up-and-running DW system satisfying an initial set of requirements is still subject to various changes as the business evolves. The DIFs, as other software artifacts, do not lend themselves nicely to evolution events and in general, due to their complexity, maintaining them manually is hard. The situation is even more critical in today’s BI settings, where on-the-fly decision making requires faster and more efficient adaptation to changes. Changes in business needs may result in new, changed, or removed information requirements. Thus having an incremental and agile solution that can automatically absorb occurred changes and produce a flow satisfying the complete set of requirements would largely facilitate the design and maintenance of DIFs.

At the same time, in an enterprise environment, data is usually shared among users with varying technical skills and needs, involved in different parts of a business process. Typical real-world data-intensive workloads have high temporal locality, having 80% of data reused in a range from minutes to hours [36]. However, the cost of accessing these data, especially in distributed scenarios, is often high [24], while intertwined business processes often imply overlapping of data processing. For instance, a sales department may analyze the
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revenue of the sales for the past year, while finance may be interested in the overall net profit. Computing the net profit can largely benefit from the total revenue already computed for the sales department and thus, it could benefit from the sales data flow too. Such data flow reuse could result in a significant reduction in design complexity, but also in intermediate flow executions and thus, in total execution time too [24].

In Chapter 3, we present Consolidation Algorithm (CoAl), our approach to efficient, incremental consolidation of DIFs. CoAl deals with design evolution by providing designers with an agile solution for the design of DIFs. CoAl can assist the early stages of the design process when for only a few requirements we need to build a running data flow from scratch. But, it also helps during the entire lifecycle of a DIF, when the existing data flow must be efficiently accommodated to satisfy new, changed, or removed information requirements. CoAl reduces design complexity with aggressive information and software reuse. Per requirement, it searches for the largest data and operation overlap in the existing data flow design. To boost the reuse of existing design elements when trying to satisfy a new information requirement (i.e., when integrating a new data flow), CoAl aligns the order of data flow operations by applying generic equivalence rules. Note that in the context of data integration, the reuse of both data and code besides reducing flow complexity, might also lead to faster execution, better resource usage, and higher data quality and consistency [24, 94, 148].

CoAl also accounts for the cost of produced data flows when searching for opportunities to integrate new data flows. CoAl uses a tunable cost model to perform multi-flow, logical optimization, while creating a unified flow design that satisfies all information requirements. Here, we focus on maximizing the reuse of data and operations, but the algorithm can be configured to work with different cost models, taking into account different quality factors of data flows (e.g., [161]).

4.3 Chapter 4: A Requirement-Driven Approach to the Design and Evolution of Data Warehouses (Target Schema Integrator)

As mentioned earlier, DW systems have been widely recognized to successfully support strategic decision making. The most common design approach suggests building a centralized decision support repository (like a DW) that gathers the organization’s data and which, to better support its analytical tasks, follows a multidimensional (MD) design [140]. The MD design is distinguished by the fact/dimension dichotomy, where facts represent the subjects of analysis and dimensions show different perspectives from which the subjects can be analyzed. In the context of DW systems, the batched, periodically executed DIFs (i.e., ETL processes) typically populate a unified DW storage. Thus,
the design and evolution of the target schema represents an additional design challenge, having that a design of DIFs is largely dependent on the constraints implied by the target DW schema (see Chapter 2).

While the design of DW systems has been typically considered as static, the dynamic nature of the businesses today requires a more agile approach for building the components of a DW system. Typically, assuming that all information and business requirements are available from the beginning and remain intact is not realistic. Indeed, the complexity of the monolithic approach for building a DW satisfying all information requirements, has also been largely characterized in the literature as a stumbling stone in DW projects, and different techniques, like the Data Warehouse Bus Architecture [97], were proposed as a step-by-step approach for building a DW. However, such design guidelines still assume a tremendous manual effort from a DW architect and hence, DW experts still encounter the burdensome and time-lasting problem of translating end user’s information requirements into an appropriate DW design.

Therefore, automating the design process would largely support DW designers during the complex and time-lasting DW projects. Moreover, automation is also recognized as a way to assure the inherent constraints of a DW design (i.e., MD integrity constraints of target schemas [114]). Various approaches thus recognized the need for automation, and proposed the solution for generating the MD schema design either from data source (i.e., supply-driven; [168, 131, 142]), or from information requirements (i.e., demand-driven; [69, 115, 146]). Other approaches have also proposed hybrid solutions, combining both information about data sources and information requirements (e.g., [113]). However, the evolution of the design and integration of new information requirements is mostly overlooked, or at best left to be done manually, following the proposed guidelines (e.g., [69, 115]).

To cope with such complexity (both at the beginning of the design process and when potential evolution events occur), in Chapter 4, we present a semi-automatic method called ORE, for creating DW designs in an iterative fashion based on a given set of information requirements. We start from MD interpretations of individual requirements and present an iterative method that consolidates them into a single, unified MD schema design satisfying the entire set of information requirements. ORE is useful for the early stages of a DW project, when we need to create an MD schema design from scratch, but it can also serve during the entire DW lifecycle to accommodate potential evolution events. The correctness of the proposed MD schemata is guaranteed according to the MD integrity constraints [114]. While incrementally building a MD schema design of a DW, ORE systematically traces the meta data about the required schema transformation actions in the case of evolution changes. On the one side, such metadata is used for enabling designers to reconsider some of the previous design choices, while on the other side, it also provides a valuable information for adapting back-end ETL processes to the evolution
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changes. Moreover, being highly correlated artifacts in a DW system, having semi-automatic methods for incremental design of MD schema and ETL processes (i.e., ORE and CoAI), both methods can benefit from the information inferred by one another. For instance, the aggregation and normalization levels of the produced MD schema could be considered, since this would affect the way the appropriate ETL process is tailored (i.e., trade-offs between materialized views and OLAP querying). Similarly, checkpointing or bottlenecks detected at the ETL level may cause some changes at the MD schema for the sake of performance.

4.4 Chapter 5: Engine Independence for Logical Analytic Flows (Data Flow Deployer)

As we previously discussed, the design of DIFs may be done either from high level information requirements, in which case the design is first typically done at the conceptual or logical (engine independent) level, or in the case of smaller, ad hoc projects, the design is typically done directly at the physical (engine specific) level. In both cases, given modern enterprise environments, answering business needs in the most efficient manner, may require complex DIFs that integrate data sources from diverse sets of storage repositories, as well as computing from different execution engines, typically deployed by today's enterprises, such as Map-Reduce systems, stream processing systems, statistical analysis engines.

On the one side, creating and deploying such complex DIFs for different execution engines is labor-intensive, time-consuming, and error prone. On the other side, having a DIF spanning different execution engines often conceals possibilities for more extensive optimization actions, as engines typically consider parts of these flows in isolation, hence the holistic picture of such (hybrid [163]) data flows is not available. Thus, data flow designers are in a need for a notion of engine independence for logical analytic flows. Just as logical data independence insulates a data modeler from physical details of the relational database, there are benefits in designing flows at a logical level and using automation to implement the flows.

In Chapter 5, we present a system (called BabbleFlow) that provides engine independence for DIFs. We first describe a language for encoding flows at a logical level, namely xLM. Furthermore, we study how a previously designed logical flow (e.g., by means of our CoAI approach), can be automatically translated to a physical flow (and executable code) for a targeted processing engine(s). Lastly, we also show how existing, physical flows, written for specific processing engines, can be imported, composed in a single (hybrid) flow, and converted to a logical flow that is engine independent.

Other tools, like ETL design GUIs, offer to some extent separation between logical design and implementation, but the design is still tool-specific. Our
work here goes beyond that. We envision hybrid data flow processors, like Hybrid Flow Management System (HFMS) proposed in [164], where logical flows may span multiple engines, which can be seen as peers enabling data and function shipping between all. Such functionalities largely support inter-engine optimization of these hybrid flows. Besides optimization, one might decompose a single, large, complex DIF into smaller subflows to reduce contention in a workload or to improve maintainability of the flow. Another, not unusual scenario for hybrid data-intensive ecosystems is to have an algorithm encoded for one engine (e.g., written in Map-Reduce) that one wishes to apply to data in a different engine (e.g., database). So, rather than shipping the data to the algorithm, our data flow translation techniques enable shipping the algorithm to the data.

In Chapter 5, our focus is not on specific flow processors or use cases. Rather, our goal is to support, on the one side, creating complex (hybrid) data flows in an engine independent manner, as well as to support deployment of previously built DIFs over a variety of execution engines.

4.5 Chapter 6: Supporting Job Scheduling with Workload-driven Data Redistribution (Data Flow Scheduler)

Once the designed DIFs are deployed to the selected execution engines, one may assume that their execution can be handed to the engine specific planner and executor (e.g., Apache Hadoop YARN [191]). While this is true in most of the cases, still a flow designer may choose not to simply rely on the provided functionality of these data processing engines. Consider for instance distributed data processing systems, like Hadoop, which have emerged as a necessity for processing, in a scalable manner, large-scale data volumes in clusters of commodity resources. While they typically provide fault-tolerant, reliable, and scalable platforms for distributed data processing, the network traffic is identified as a bottleneck for the performance in most of these systems [85].

Current scheduling techniques in Hadoop typically follow a query shipping approach where the tasks are brought to their input data, hence data locality is exploited for reducing network traffic. However, such scheduling techniques make these systems sensitive to the specific distribution of data in the cluster, and when skewed, it can drastically affect the performance of data processing applications. At the same time, underlying distributed data storage systems, which are typically independent of the application layer, do not consider the imposed workload when deciding data placements in the cluster. For instance, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) places data block replicas randomly in the cluster following only the data availability policies, hence without a guarantee that data will be uniformly distributed among DataNodes [156]. Some of them provide certain rebalancing techniques, which are however still blindly done, without considering the real workload imposed by executing DIFs.
In Chapter 6, we address these challenges and present a workload-driven approach for data redistribution, called H-WoRD, to support scheduling of DIFs. H-WoRD leverages on having a complete overview of the cluster workload and automatically decides on a better redistribution of workload and data. We exemplify our approach using a well-known MapReduce model [43], implemented inside the Apache Hadoop system [191].

In particular, H-WoRD comprises an algorithm for supporting scheduling of DIFs with workload-driven data redistribution. H-WoRD starts from a set of previously profiled DIFs (e.g., MapReduce jobs) that are planned for execution in the cluster; e.g., a set of jobs currently queued for execution in a batch-queuing grid manager system. The cluster workload is initialized following commonly used scheduling techniques (i.e., exploiting data locality, hence performing query shipping). Then, H-WoRD iteratively reconsiders the current workload distribution by proposing different execution scenarios (e.g., executing map tasks on nodes without local data, hence performing also data shipping). In each step, it estimates the effect of a proposed change to the overall cluster workload, and only accepts those that potentially improve certain quality characteristics.

We focus here on improving the overall makespan of the jobs that are planned for execution. As a result, after selecting execution scenarios, H-WoRD identifies the tasks of DIFs that would require data shipping (i.e., transferring their input data from a remote node). On the one hand, our techniques can be used offline, complementary to existing MapReduce scheduling techniques, to automatically instruct redistribution of data beforehand. On the other hand, our final goal here envisions more sophisticated scheduling techniques where H-WoRD can be used on the fly, to take advantage of a priori knowing potentially needed data transfers, and leveraging on idle network cycles to schedule such data transfers in advance, without deferring other tasks’ executions.

5 Contributions

The first contribution of this PhD thesis is the study of the current field of DIFs. In particular, we survey the existing approaches focusing on the characteristics that best describe the challenges of moving towards next-generation BI systems. We analyze both the foundational work of the database theory, and recent approaches for DIFs. As a result, we envision an architecture for managing the complexity of the DIF lifecycle in the next generation BI setting. The results of this study further help us to identify the remaining challenges for the DIF lifecycle that require further attention.

Furthermore, we map the main contributions of this PhD thesis to the corresponding phases of the DIF lifecycle that they facilitate.
5. Contributions

- **Design.** In the context of the design of DIFs, we provide support for re-engineering DIFs coming from a variety of engine-specific formats, in order to enable further engine-independent composition, analysis, and optimization of DIFs. In particular, we first define a logical (engine-independent) format, called xLM, as well as an extensible translation method for converting flows coming from different engines into a logical format. Moreover, we also provide support for the composition of hybrid data flows, by means of building a unified logical DIF, that in reality can span multiple storage and execution engines.

- **Optimization.** We provide support for multi-flow optimization of DIFs. In particular, we provide a novel algorithm, called CoAl for consolidating DIFs. We define generic methods for reordering and comparing data flow operations, which are applied while searching for a consolidation solution to increase data and operation reuse.

- **Implementation.** We propose an extensible method, called BabbleFlow, for supporting the implementation and deployment of DIFs on a variety of execution engines. Such method can be used complementary with engine selection or multi-engine optimization approaches to assist the optimal deployment of DIFs over the selected engines.

- **Execution.** We provide support for scheduling the execution of DIFs. In particular, we introduce a novel algorithm, named H-Word, that led by the real workload of DIFs, decides on data redistribution that would improve the performance of executing these DIFs in a distributed data processing system.

- **Maintenance.** Lastly, we also largely support the maintenance of DIFs in front of the evolving business needs. In particular, we present a semi-automatic approach to the incremental design of data-intensive flows (i.e., CoAl). We define a framework for accommodating new, changed, or removed information requirements into an existing DIF design. Moreover, in the case of new information requirements, the CoAl algorithm tackles the problem of integrating new data flows from the context of data and code reuse. In addition, in the DW context, we also tackle the problem of supporting the evolution of a target MD schema design in front changed business needs. We propose a novel method, called ORE for accommodating changed business needs to the existing MD schema design, by means of efficiently integrating target MD schemata coming from different information requirements. Lastly, we introduce the traceability metadata structure to systematically record valuable information about the MD schema integration, thus providing valuable information for supporting the redesign of back-end ETL processes.
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Abstract

Data-intensive flows are central processes in today’s business intelligence (BI) systems, deploying different technologies to deliver data, from a multitude of data sources, in user-preferred and analysis-ready formats. To meet complex requirements of next generation BI systems, we often need an effective combination of the traditionally batched extract-transform-load (ETL) processes that populate a data warehouse (DW) from integrated data sources, and more real-time and operational data flows that integrate source data at runtime. Both academia and industry thus must have a clear understanding of the foundations of data-intensive flows and the challenges of moving towards next generation BI environments. In this chapter we present a survey of today’s research on

data-intensive flows and the related fundamental fields of database theory. The study is based on a proposed set of dimensions describing the important challenges of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting. As a result of this survey, we envision an architecture of a system for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows. The results further provide a comprehensive understanding of data-intensive flows, recognizing challenges that still are to be addressed, and how the current solutions can be applied for addressing these challenges.

1 Introduction

Data-intensive flows are critical processes in today’s business intelligence (BI) applications with the common goal of delivering the data in user-preferred and analysis-ready formats, from a multitude of data sources. In general, a data-intensive flow starts by extracting data from individual data sources, cleans and conforms extracted data to satisfy certain quality standards and business requirements, and finally brings the data to end users.

In practice, the most prominent solution for the integration and storage of heterogeneous data, thoroughly studied in the past twenty years, is data warehousing (DW). A DW system assumes a unified database, modeled to support analytical needs of business users. Traditionally, the back stage of a DW system comprises a data-intensive flow known as the extract-transform-load (ETL) process responsible of orchestrating the flow of data from data sources towards a DW. ETL is typically a batch process, scheduled to periodically (e.g., monthly, daily, or hourly) load the target data stores with fresh source data. In such a scenario, limited number of business users (i.e., executives and managers) are expected to query and analyze the data loaded in the latest run of an ETL process, for making strategic and often long-term decisions.

However, highly dynamic enterprise environments have introduced some important challenges into the traditional DW scenario.

- Up-to-date information is needed in near real-time (i.e., right-time [70]) to make prompt and accurate decisions.

- Systems must provide the platform for efficiently combining in-house data with various external data sources to enable context-aware analysis.

- Systems must be able to efficiently support new, unanticipated needs of broader set of business users at runtime (i.e., on-the-fly).

These challenges have induced an important shift from traditional business intelligence (BI) systems and opened a new direction of research and practices. The next generation BI setting goes by various names: operational BI (e.g., [40, 50]), live BI (e.g., [42]), collaborative BI (e.g., [19]), self-service BI (e.g., [7]), situational BI (e.g., [110]). While these works look at the problem from
different perspectives, in general, they all aim at enabling the broader spectrum of business users to access a plethora of heterogeneous sources (not all being under the control of the user's organization and known in advance), and to extract, transform and combine these data, in order to make right-time decisions. Consequently, here, we generalize these settings and use the common term next generation BI, while for the old (DW-based) BI setting we use the term traditional BI. An interesting characterization of the next generation BI setting is given by Eckerson [50]: "...operational BI requires a just-in-time information delivery system that provides the right information to the right people at the right time so they can make a positive impact on business outcomes."

Obviously, in such a scenario periodically scheduled batch loadings from preselected data stores have become unrealistic, since fresh data are required in near real-time for different business users, whose information needs may not be known in advance. In fact, effectively integrating the traditional, batched decision making processes, with on-the-fly data-intensive flows in next generation BI systems is discussed to be important to satisfy analytic needs of today's business users (e.g., [9, 42, 73]). For example, a part of in-house company's sales data, periodically loaded to a DW by an ETL, can be at runtime crossed with the Web data to make context-aware analysis of business decisions. To build such demanding systems, one must first have a clear understanding of the foundation of different data-intensive flow scenarios and the challenges they bring.

From a theoretical perspective, handling data heterogeneity has been separately studied in two different settings, namely data-integration and data exchange. Data integration has studied the problem of providing a user with a unified virtual view over data in terms of a global schema [106]. User queries over the global schema, are then answered by reformulating them on-the-fly in terms of data sources. On the other side, data exchange has studied the problem of materializing an instance of data at the target that reflects the source data as accurately as possible and can be queried by the user, without going back to the original data sources [55].

A recent survey of ETL technologies [186] has pointed out that the data exchange problem is conceptually close to what we traditionally assume by an ETL process. Intuitively, in an ETL process, we also create an instance at the target, by means of more complex data transformations (e.g., aggregation, filtering, format conversions, deduplication). However, the trends of moving towards the next generation BI settings have brought back some challenges initially studied in the field of data integration, i.e., requiring that the user queries should be answered by extracting and integrating source data at runtime. Moreover, the next generation BI settings brought additional challenges into the field of data-intensive flows (e.g., low data latency, context-awareness).

Right-time decision making processes demand close to zero latency for data-intensive flows. Hence the automated optimization of these complex flows is

a must [42, 78], not only for performance, but also for other quality metrics, like fault-tolerance, recoverability, etc. [161]. Considering the increasing complexity of data transformations (e.g., machine learning, natural language processing) and the variety of possible execution engines, the optimization of data-intensive flows is one of the major challenges for next generation BI systems.

Even though the above fields have been studied individually in the past, the literature still lacks a unified view of data-intensive flows. In this chapter, we aim at studying the characteristics of data-intensive flows in next generation BI systems. We focus on analyzing the main challenges in the three main stages when executing data-intensive flows, i.e., (1) data extraction, (2) data transformation, and (3) data delivery. Having low data latency as an important requirement of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting, we additionally analyze the main aspects of data flow optimization. We analyzed these four areas inside the two main scenarios for data-intensive flows: (a) periodically executed, batched processes that materialize and load data at the target data store for future analysis (extract-transform-load - ETL), and (b) on-the-fly, instantaneous data flows executed on demand upon end-users’ query (extract-transform-operate - ETO).

In addition, we identify that a well-known BigData challenge, namely, one of the so called 3 V’s [81] (i.e., massive volumes of data), is an important one also for the design and even more deployment of data-intensive flows in next-generation BI systems. However, the approaches that deal with such challenge represent a separate and rather extensive field of research, which is out of scope of this study. We thus refer an interested reader to [35] for more detailed overview of the approaches dealing with the BigData challenges.

As the first result, we identify the main characteristics of data-intensive flows, focusing on those that best describe the challenges of moving towards the next generation BI setting. Then, in terms of these characteristics we classify the approaches, both from the foundational works and more recent literature, tackling these characteristics at different levels. On the one hand, the results provide us with a clear understanding of the foundations of data-intensive flows, while on the other hand, identified characteristics help us defining the challenges of moving towards the next generation BI setting.

Finally, as the main outcome of this study, we outlined the envisioned architecture of next generation BI systems, focusing on managing the complete lifecycle of data-intensive flows.

Contributions. In particular, our main contributions are as follows.

• We analyzed current approaches, scrutinizing the main aspects of data-intensive flows in today’s BI environments.

• We define the main characteristics of data-intensive flows, focusing on
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those that best describe the challenges of a shift towards the next generation BI.

- In terms of the dimensions defined from these characteristics, we analyze both the foundational work of database theory, and recent approaches for data-intensive flows, at different levels of these dimensions.

- Resulting from this study, we envision an architecture for managing the complexity of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting.

- Finally, we indicate the remaining challenges for data-intensive flows, which require further attention from both academia and industry.

Outline. In Section 2, we first introduce an example scenario used to support our discussions throughout this chapter. We then in Section 3, describe the methodology used in our study, and outline the main study setting. Next, in Section 4 we discuss the process of defining the dimensions that are further used for studying data-intensive flows. In Sections 5 - 8, we analyze different approaches from data-intensive flows inside the previously defined dimensions. In Section 9 we provide the overall discussion and introduce an envisioned architecture of a system for managing data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting, while in Section 7, we conclude this chapter.

2 Example Scenario

We first introduce an example scenario to support discussions throughout this chapter and to motivate our study. Our example scenario is motivated by the data model introduced for the BigData benchmark (a.k.a. BigBench) in [62], which extends the TPC-DS benchmark\(^1\) for the context of BigData analytics. Notice that we adapted their scenario to make the examples more intuitive and suitable to our discussions. In particular, besides the typical operations found in relational database systems, i.e., Join, Selection (Filter), Aggregation (Aggr.), Sort, and Distinct (Remove Duplicates), in the following example scenarios, we also introduce more complex operations typically found in today’s data-intensive flows; that is, (1) User Defined Functions (UDF) that may implement either simple arithmetic expressions or complex, typically black-box operations, (2) Match that implements more relaxed join or lookup semantics (e.g., using approximate string matching), and (3) Sentiment Analysis that typically applies natural language processing techniques for extracting subjective (opinion) information from the Web sources (e.g., forums, social networks).

In general, we consider a simple case of a retail company that has different databases that support its daily operational processes. These databases

\(^1\)http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/spec/tpc_ds_1.1.0.pdf (last accessed 4/4/2014)
cover the information about different items (i.e., products) offered for the sale, company’s customers, their orders, shipping information, etc. Periodically, the company launches campaigns and puts some product on a promotion.

Scenario 1. Originally, the company has used a traditional BI system with a centralized DW that is loaded by means of different ETL flows (one of which is conceptually depicted in Figure 2.1). Users in this scenario are typically upper management executives that analyze the enterprise-wide data (e.g., items and their sales) to make decisions for making strategic actions (e.g., launching promotional campaigns).

Example 1.1. In the specific example in Figure 2.1, the ETL flow is periodically executed to load the DW with information about the percentage of the revenue share made from the items that were on the promotion. Quarterly, the management analyzes how the previous business decisions on promotional campaigns affected the revenue.

Scenario 2. While the above setting has served the company well in having a periodical feedback about the previous strategic decisions, today’s dynamic markets require more prompt reaction to the potentially occurring problems (e.g., hourly or daily). The company thus noticed that instead of waiting for the sales data to analyze the success of the promotional campaign, they can potentially benefit from the opinions that customer may leave about the campaign and product items, in the form of reviews over the Web (e.g., social networks) and react faster to improve the potential revenue. Moreover, the company also noticed that such an analysis should be decentralized to the regional and local representatives and available to a broader set of users involved in the business process. As fast decisions are needed, the users must be able to make them at right time (i.e., "...before a problem escalates into a crisis or a fleeting opportunity disappears..." [50]). We consider the two following
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We further introduce the methodology used for studying data-intensive flows and outline the resulting study setting. We start by introducing the process of selecting the literature to be included in this study. The study further includes three consecutive phases, which we explain in more detail in the following subsections.
3.1 Selection process

The literature exploration started with the keyword search of the relevant works inside the popular research databases (i.e., Scopus\(^2\) and Google Scholar\(^3\)). In Phase I, we focused on the keywords for finding seminal works in the DW and ETL field (i.e., “data warehousing”, “ETL”, “business intelligence”), as well as the most relevant works on the next generation BI (i.e., “next generation business intelligence”, “BI 2.0”, “data-intensive flows”, “operational business intelligence”). While in the case of traditional DW and ETL approaches we encountered and targeted the most influential books from the field (e.g., [96, 82]) and some extensive surveys (e.g., [186]), in the case of the next generation BI approaches, we mostly selected surveys or visionary papers on the topic (e.g., [7, 9, 42, 40, 73]). Furthermore, the following phases included keyword search based on the terminology found in the created study outline (see Figure 2.4), as well as the identified dimensions (see Figure 2.5).

Rather than being extensive in covering all approaches, we used the following criteria for prioritizing and selecting a representative initial set of approaches that we studied.

- The relevance of the works to the field of data-intensive flows and the related topics, i.e., based on the abstract/preface content we discarded the works that did not cover the topics of interest.
- The importance of the works, i.e., number of citations, importance of the venue (e.g., ranking of the conference\(^4\) or impact factor of the journal\(^5\)).
- The maturity of the works, i.e., extensiveness and completeness of a theoretical study or a survey, experimental results, applicability in the real world.

Furthermore, we also followed the snowballing technique and included, previously not found, but relevant approaches referenced from the initial ones.

3.2 Phase I (Outlining the study setting).

First phase included the review of the seminal works on traditional data-intensive flows, ETL, and data warehousing in general; as well as the relevant works discussing the next generation BI systems and their main challenges on moving toward (near) real-time data analysis.

As a result, we outline the setting for studying data-intensive flows. Specifically, in our study we aim at analyzing two main scenarios of data-intensive flows present in today’s BI settings, namely:

---

\(^2\)https://www.scopus.com/

\(^3\)https://scholar.google.com

\(^4\)CORE conference ranking: http://portal.core.edu.au/conf-ranks/
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- **extract-transform-load (ETL).** In the traditional BI setting, data are extracted from the sources, transformed and loaded to a target data store (i.e., a DW). For posing analytical queries (e.g., OLAP), the business users in such a scenario solely rely on the data transferred in periodically scheduled time intervals, when the source systems are idle (e.g., at night time).

- **extract-transform-operate (ETO).** Next generation BI has emerged as a necessity of companies for combining more instantaneous decision making with traditional, batched processes. In such a scenario, a user query, at runtime, gives rise to a data flow that accesses the data sources and alternatively crosses them with already loaded data to deliver an answer.

Kimball and Caserta [96] introduced the following definition of an ETL process "A properly designed ETL system extracts data from the source systems, enforces data quality and consistency standards, conforms data so that separate sources can be used together, and finally delivers data in a presentation-ready format so that application developers can build applications and end users can make decisions."

Being general enough to cover the setting of data-intensive flows studied in this chapter (i.e., both previous scenarios), we follow this definition and first divide our study setting into three main stages, namely:

i **Data extraction.** A data-intensive flow starts by individually accessing various (often heterogeneous) data sources, collecting and preparing data (by means of structuring) for further processing.

ii **Data transformation.** Next, the main stage of a data-intensive flow transforms the extracted data by means of cleaning it for achieving different consistency and quality standards, conforming and combining data that come from different sources.

iii **Data delivery.** This stage is responsible for ensuring that the data, extracted from the sources, transformed and integrated are being delivered to the end user in a format that meets her analytical needs.

**Related fields.** To complete the data-intensive flows lifecycle, in addition to the main three stages, we revisit two fields closely related to data-intensive flows, i.e., data flow optimization and querying.

iv **Data flow optimization considers** data-intensive flow holistically and studies the problem of modifying the given data flow, with the goal of satisfying certain non-functional requirements (e.g., performance, recoverability, reliability). Obviously, the optimization problem is critical for data flows in today’s BI systems, where the data delivery is often required in the near real-time manner.

In addition, for the completeness of the overall picture, we briefly analyze what challenges the two main scenarios in data-intensive flows (i.e., ETL and ETO) bring to querying.

The requirements elicitation and analysis (i.e., querying) stage mainly serves for posing analytical needs of end users over the available data. This stage is not actually part of a data-intensive flow execution, but depending on the scenario (i.e., either ETO or ETL), can respectively come as a preceding or subsequent stage for a data-intensive flow execution. At the lower level of abstraction, end users’ analytical needs are typically expressed in terms of queries (e.g., SQL), programs (e.g., ETL/MapReduce jobs), or scripts (e.g., Pig Scripts), which are then automatically translated to data-intensive flows that retrieve the needed data. The typical challenges of querying the data in the next generation BI setting concern the ability of the system to adapt and complement users’ analytical needs by means of discovering related, external data, and the usability of a BI system for posing analytical needs by end-users. The former challenge may span from the traditional DW systems that typically answer user’s OLAP queries solely by exploiting the data previously loaded into a DW (by means of an ETL process), to situation-(context-)aware approaches that considering end user queries, explore, discover, acquire, and integrate external data [7, 9]. Regarding the latter challenge, we can also observe two extreme cases: traditional querying by means of standard, typically declarative query languages (e.g., SQL, MDX), and approaches that enable users to express their (often incomplete) analytical needs in a more natural and human-preferred manner (e.g., keyword search, natural language). Recently, some researchers have proposed more flexible (semi-structured) query language (SQL++) for querying a variety of both relational and new NoSQL databases that may store data in a variety of formats, like JSON or XML [125].

Other approaches also tackled the problem of providing a higher level of abstraction for posing information requirements, more suitable for business users. As analyzing information requirements and systematically incorporating them into a design of data-intensive flows has been typically overlooked in practice, initial efforts were mostly toward systematic requirements analysis in BI and DW projects (e.g., [65, 196]). However, such approaches still require long processes of collecting the requirements at different levels of abstraction and their analysis, before manually incorporating them into a data-intensive flow design. Thus, they obviously cannot be applied in ETO scenarios, where the generation of data-intensive flows to fulfill end user analytical needs is expected in near real-time. Other works identified such problem and proposed certain automation to such time-lasting process (e.g., [146]). However, the automation required lowering the level
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of abstraction for defining information requirements, tightening them to the multidimensional model notation (i.e., facts and dimensions of analysis). As an extension to this approach the authors further tried to raise the level and provide an abstraction of the data sources’ semantics in terms of a domain ontology, with its graph representation. This has partially hidden the model specific details from business users, and allowed them to pose information requirements using a domain vocabulary. Recent work in [60] conducted an extensive study of decision support system approaches, identifying how they fit the traditional requirements engineering framework (i.e., [132]). As a result, the authors identified a need for systematic and structured requirements analysis process for further raising the level of automation for the design of decision support systems (including the design of data-intensive flows), while at the same time keeping the requirements analysis aware of all stakeholder needs. We have discussed here the main challenges that requirements elicitation and analysis introduces to the field of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting, but we omit further analysis as it falls out of the scope of this work.

As a result, we define a blueprint for studying data-intensive flows, depicted in Figure 2.4. Going from top down, we depict separately the two main scenarios of data-intensive flows studied in this chapter (i.e., ETL and ETO). Going from left to right, the first part of Figure 2.4 (i.e., A, E) depicts the characteristics of the data extraction stage in terms of the complexity that different input data types bring to a data-intensive flow; then the following part (i.e., B, F) covers the characteristics of the data transformation stage; the penultimate part (i.e., C, G) covers the data delivery stage, while the last (most right) part (i.e., D, H) covers querying. Being rather a holistic field (i.e., taking into account the complete data-intensive flow), the optimization spans all stages of data-intensive flows and it is depicted at the bottom of Figure 2.4.

3.3 Phase II (Analyzing the characteristics of data-intensive flows).

This phase included the review of the works that scrutinize the characteristics of data-intensive flows in both previously defined scenarios, i.e., ETL and ETO. This phase aimed at characterizing data-intensive flows in terms of the features that best indicate the movement toward the next generation BI setting.

To this end, we performed an incremental analysis of the included works to discover the features of data-intensive flows they have tackled. We started from the papers that individually covered the traditional and the next generation BI settings. The identified features are then translated into the dimensions for studying data-intensive flows (see Figure 2.5). As new dimensions are discovered, the related papers are reconsidered to analyze their assumptions regarding the new dimensions. Each discovered dimension determines the levels, supported or envisioned by analyzed approaches, in which these approaches
attain the corresponding feature of data-intensive flows. Eventually, we converged to a stable set of dimensions, which can be further used for studying and classifying the approaches of data-intensive flows.

In Section 4, we discuss in more detail the process of discovering dimensions for studying data-intensive flows, and further provide their definitions.

3.4 Phase III (Classification of the reviewed literature).

In this phase, we further extend the study to the works that more specifically cover the previously discussed areas of data-intensive flows (i.e., data extraction, data transformation, data delivery, and data flow optimization). We classify the reviewed approaches using the previously defined dimensions, which build our study setting (see Figure 2.5), and present the results of this phase in Sections 5 - 8. We summarize the classified approaches of the three main stages (i.e., data extraction, data transformation, and data delivery) respectively in Tables 2.1 (page 39) - 2.3 (page 49), and the optimization approaches in Table 2.4 (page 53). We mark the level of the particular dimension (i.e., challenge)
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that each approach achieves or envisions (i.e., Low, Medium, or High).6

In addition, we also classify the approaches in Tables 2.1 - 2.4 based on the fact if they are potentially applicable in ETL, ETO, or both ETL and ETO scenarios.

Finally, for each reviewed approach we define the technology readiness level, focusing on the first four levels of the European Commission scale [51].

- **TRL1** ("basic principles observed"), refers to work that either based on practical use cases or reviewed literature observes the basic principles that should be followed in practice (e.g., guidelines, white or visionary papers)

- **TRL2** ("technology concept formulated"), refers to work that provide theoretical underpinnings of the studied area, which are not always directly applicable in practice, but represent an important foundation for principles that should be followed in practice (e.g., the database theory works on data exchange and data integration).

- **TRL3/TRL4** ("experimental proof of concept" /"technology validated in lab"), refers to the system-oriented work that provide the proof of concept solution for an observed principle from the previous two levels, validated either over synthetic (TRL3) or real-world use cases (TRL4).

4 Defining dimensions for studying data-intensive flows

For each area in the outlined study setting for data-intensive flows (Figure 2.4), we discuss in more detail, and further provide the definitions of the dimensions through which the reviewed works on data-intensive flows are analyzed (see Figure 2.4). Then, in the following sections 5 - 8, we discuss in more detail the works specifically covering each of the studied areas.

4.1 Data Extraction

The most commonly discussed challenge when extracting data (e.g., [7, 96]) is related to the format in which the data are provided, i.e., structuredness.

Structuredness determines the level, in which data in data sources under analysis follow a certain model, constraints or format. It spans from highly structured data that follow strictly defined models and ensures certain constraints over data (High), like relational (see top left of Figure 2.4); then semi-structured data that are represented in a repetitive [83], standard and easily

---

6The exception to this are the approaches from the data flow optimization area, for which we introduced levels that more precisely describe the consequences of their placement inside the corresponding dimensions. Moreover, in the cases when the approach is completely independent of the level for a particular dimension, we mark it as non-applicable (N/A).
parsable format, but that do not enforce strong constraints over data (Medium), like XML, CSV, RDF (see middle left in Figure 2.4); and unstructured data in a free-form (textual or non-textual) that require smarter techniques for extracting real value from it (Low), like free text, photos, x-rays, etc. (see bottom left of Figure 2.4).

Other characteristics of this stage are related to the degree in which BI applications need to be coupled with source systems when extracting the data, i.e., coupledness, and the reliability of accessing these systems, i.e., accessibility.

Coupledness determines the level, in which data-intensive flows depend on a specific knowledge or components obtained from data sources under analysis. It spans from typical ETL processes that consolidate organization’s (“in-house”) operational sources with predictable access policies (e.g., DBMS, ERP systems; see top left of Figure 2.4), using extraction algorithms (e.g., incremental DB snapshots) that strongly depend on information from source systems (High), e.g., materialized views DW solutions, triggers, source components modifications; then the systems that use logs, timestamps or other metadata attached to data sources (Medium); and the scenarios where we cannot expect any in-advance knowledge about the data sources, but the system needs to discover and integrate them on-the-fly [9] (Low), e.g., Web data, Link Open Data.

Accessibility determines the level, in which one can guarantee a "non-stop" access to certain data sources. It spans from "in-house", highly available data (High), like ERP, ODS systems; then the external data usually provided by data providers that under SLAs can guarantee certain accessibility to data (Medium);
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and external data sources that are completely out of the organization’s control (Low), like open, situational, or Web data.

4.2 Data Transformation

In this stage, the most common issue is related to the complexity of data transformations inside a flow (e.g., [186]), and more specifically to the degree in which we can automate the design of a data-intensive flow, i.e., automation. While the design of an ETL process is known to be a demanding task (e.g., [170]; see the example ETL process in the top middle of Figure 2.4) and its automation (even partial) is desirable and has been studied in the past (e.g., [120, 146]), ETO depends on fully automated solutions for answering user queries at runtime (e.g., by means of reasoning; see Figure 2.4).

Automation determines the level, in which one can automate the design of data-intensive flows. It spans from the works that propose modeling approaches to standardize the design of data flows, especially in the context of ETL processes (Low), e.g., [190, 180, 12]; then approaches that provide guidelines and/or frequently used patterns to facilitate the design of a data-intensive flow (Medium), e.g., [96, 189]; and approaches that attempt to fully automate the generation of data-intensive flows as well as their optimization (High), e.g., [146, 52, 44].

Other important characteristics that distinguish ETO from a traditional ETL process are the degree of data constraintness that a flow must ensure, and the flexibility (i.e., malleability) of a data-intensive flow in dealing with the changes in the business context.

Constraintness determines the level, in which data-intensive flows must guarantee certain restrictions, constraints, or certain level of data quality over the output data. It spans from fully constrained data, usually enforcing the MD model (MD integrity constraints [114]), and high level of data cleanness and completeness required to perform further data analysis, like OLAP (High); then, data-intensive flows that may provide ad-hoc structures for answering user queries (e.g., reports), without a need to enforce the full completeness and cleanness of data (Medium); and as an extreme case we consider the concept of data lakes where no specific schema is specified at load time, but rather flexible to support different analysis over stored and shared data at read-time (Low).

Malleability determines the level in which a system is flexible in dealing with the changes in the business context (e.g., new/changed data sources under analysis, new/changed/removed information requirements). It spans from the traditional DW settings where data sources as well as information requirements are static, typically gathered in advance, and are added manually to the analysis only at design time, while any change would require the redesign of a complete data-intensive flow (Low) [96]; then systems that tackle the incremental evolution of data-intensive flows in front of new requirements and data
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For delivering the transformed data at the target, we have identified two main characteristics that distinguish ETL from ETO, namely the interactivity of data delivery as perceived by the end-user; and the openness of the delivered data, which refers to the degree in which the approaches assume the delivered information to be complete (i.e., closed vs. open world assumption).

Interactivity determines the level at which a system interacts with the end-user when executing a data-intensive flow and delivering the data at the output. It spans from traditional ETL processes that typically deliver the data (i.e., materialize the complete data to load a DW) in a batched, asynchronous process, without having an interaction with an end-user (Low), then approaches that based on the overall cost, select data to be partially materialized (e.g., loaded in a batch to materialized views), and those that are queried on-the-fly (Medium); and finally completely interactive approaches that assume on-the-fly data flows which deliver the data to answer user queries for immediate use only, e.g., for visualization (High).

Openness determines the level, in which the delivered data are considered open to different interpretations. It spans from closed-world assumption approaches typical for traditional databases, where the data are considered complete and any answer to a user query is determined (Low), to open-world assumption approaches, where due to the assumption that data may be incomplete, an answer to a user query can be either determined if there exist data that can prove such an answer, or “unknown” in the case where there is no data to determine its truthfulness (High).

4.4 Optimization of data-intensive flows

Finally, we also discuss the low data latency as an important requirement for today’s data-intensive flows.

Optimizing data flows has been one of the main topics in database research [84]. In this context, we discuss the following two aspects.

Optimization input. This dimension refers to the level at which the optimization is provided. It spans from optimizing the way that input data is stored and processed (e.g., data fragmentation) in order to achieve optimal execution (e.g., parallelizing data flow execution); then optimizing the execution of single data flows by means of modifying the execution of the data flow (e.g., operation reordering, different implementations) to achieve the optimal execution of a data flow; and finally the overall optimization of a multi-flow,
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where the goal is to achieve the optimal execution for a set of data flows, rather than optimizing the execution of a single flow.

Dynamicty. Another dimension for studying the optimization of data-intensive flows relates to the overhead introduced by the optimization and thus determines the level of dynamicty of the data flow optimization process. In the traditional DW systems, the design and optimization of ETL processes is done at the design time, once while the process is then executed periodically, many times. This obviously allows for a higher overhead of the optimization process and taking into account different metadata (e.g., statistics from the previous executions of the same flow). On the other hand, an ETO flow must be optimized at runtime, when the analytical query is issued, which introduces additional challenges into the optimization techniques, especially regarding the way the statistics are gathered and exploited for optimization.

5 Data Extraction

In the initial stage of data-intensive flows, the source systems are identified and accessed for extracting the relevant data. In the data extraction stage, we focused on analyzing the three following challenges that characterize the shift towards the next generation BI settings, namely coupledness, accessibility, and structuredness, which are subsequently discussed in the following subsections.

5.1 Structuredness

The seminal work on DW systems (e.g., [82]), although mentioned external unstructured data as an important opportunity for building DW system, have not in particular tackled the challenges that they bring to the design of the ETL pipelines. Furthermore, some of the first (purely relational) approaches for the DW system design in the literature (i.e., using materialized views in [174]), as well as the later extraction techniques (e.g., [104, 109]) assumed purely relational data sources, thus only supported High structuredness of input data. [96] considers Medium structuredness of input data, by providing the practical guidelines for accessing external data in Web logs or flat files, and semi-structured data (i.e., XML; see Figure 2.4(A)).

Example. In our running example, the ETL flow depicted in Figure 2.4 reads data from the transactional systems supporting daily sales operations. Notice that besides the challenges that heterogeneity in data sources (both structural and semantic [166]) brings to the design of an ETL pipeline, well-structured data sources do not require any special technique for obtaining the data before the transformation and cleaning starts. However, today, using a diversity of external and often unstructured data sources is becoming inevitable and thus the techniques for extracting such data have attracted the attention
of both academy and industry. In our example scenario, we can see that introducing unstructured data (e.g., free text reviews from the Web) into the analytical processes of the company (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3) required additional data processing for extracting relevant information from these sources. Specifically, Sentiment Analysis based on natural language processing (NLP) is performed over textual data from the Web to extract customer opinions about the items and the campaign.

In research, different techniques (e.g., text mining [56], NLP [105, 57], sentiment analysis) are proposed to discover data patterns and extraction rules for extracting relevant data from natural language documents and transform unstructured data into more explicitly structured formats [30] (e.g., graphs, trees, relational model). There, approaches are hence able to deal with the Low structuredness of input data. However, at the same time, they may assume a considerable latency overhead to the execution of the complete data pipeline and thus introduce an additional challenge to data-intensive flows. Interestingly, the linked data movement [20], on the other side, proposes that large amounts of external data are already provided in more structured (semi-structured) formats and semantically interlinked (e.g., using RDF), in order to facilitate the situation-aware analysis [110] and data exploratory actions [9]. These approaches assume Medium structuredness of input data, ready for the analytical processes carried out by data-intensive flows.

5.2 Coupledness

First relational approaches for designing a DW by means of a set of materialized views (e.g., [174]) in general allowed very efficient refreshments processes, by applying the well-known view maintenance techniques, to either compute incremental changes in the sources or a complete "rematerialization" of a view. Both approaches issue queries (maintenance queries) over the data sources, extract the answer, and load the corresponding views. Such approaches, however, required a High coupledness to source systems and soon became unrealistic to support the demands of enterprises to include a variety of external data sources into their analytical processes.

Example. As we can see from our example scenario, the retail company initially relied mainly on the internal data sources (e.g., the information about the sold items), which are periodically transferred to a central DW (see Example 1.1). To lower the data transferred in every execution of the ETL flow, the designers have built the flow to only extract the sales and item data that are inserted to the sources after the last ETL execution (i.e., snapshot difference). For efficiently finding the differences in two snapshots of the source data, the tight (High) coupledness to the considered data sources is needed. On the other side, in the scenario illustrated in Examples 2.1 and 2.2 (i.e., Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively), some data sources (i.e., item reviews from the Web) are
not under the control of the company and moreover they may not be known in
advance as their choice depends on the current user needs. Thus, obviously we
cannot depend on having strong knowledge of these kinds of data sources.

In the context of modern ETL processes, in [186], the author revisits the
approaches for finding the difference of the consecutive snapshots of source
databases (e.g., [104, 109]). However, these snapshot techniques (e.g., timest-
tamps, triggers, interpreting the source's logs) still required certain control over
the known source systems (i.e., Medium coupledness). Web-oriented systems
have further imposed more relaxed environments for extracting data located on
disparate Web locations. The most common solution introduced for performing
data integration from disparate sources includes building specialized software
components, called wrappers, for extracting data from different Web sources
(e.g., [61]; see Figure 2.4(E)). Wrappers are typically used in combination with
another component (namely mediator, see Figure 2.4(F)), which, based on a
user query, invokes individual wrappers, and combines (i.e., integrates) data
they return to answer the input query. However, the wrapper/mediator ar-
chitecture still requires a Medium coupledness, as wrapper design highly relies
on the specific technology of data source systems, while the changes in the
source systems typically require reconsidering the wrappers’ design. Finally,
as we mentioned above, to make the enormously growing data volumes on the
Web available and potentially useful for the enterprise analytical and data dis-
covery actions, the linked and open data movement (e.g., [20]) has proposed
a completely uncoupled environment (i.e., Low coupledness) with the general
idea of having huge amounts of distributed data on the Web semantically inter-
linked and preferably provided in easily parseable formats (e.g., XML, RDF),
see Figure 2.4(E). Approaches that argue for such Low coupled scenarios, envi-
sion architectures that can take the advantage of existing logic-based solutions
for enabling data exploration actions over the external sources [9], and provide
more context-aware data analysis [7].

A separate branch of related research that strongly argues for High dec-
coupling of data sources in data-intensive flows is Complex Event Processing
(CEP) [37]. The idea here is on enabling on-the-fly processing and combining
of data coming in greater speed and typically from external data sources, with
the goal of detecting different correlations or anomalies happening in the “ex-
ternal world”. Thus, the CEP systems typically decouples from the technical
level information of the data sources (e.g., sensor readings), and rather aims at
detecting events at the application level (e.g., correlations, anomalies). CEP is
rather extensive and separate fields of research, and to this end, we here give
its high level overview in terms of our analysis dimensions, while for the specific
approaches and applications we refer the reader to the survey in [37], which
compares and studies in detail the state of the art approaches in this field.
5.3 Accessibility

The practical guidelines for efficiently building an ETL process in [96] propose a pre-step of profiling data sources for quality, completeness, fitness, and accessibility. Apart from transactional data sources, dominant in traditional DW scenarios [82], with typically High accessibility or at least predictable access policies (e.g., nightly time windows), nowadays a vast amount of potentially useful data for an enterprise is coming from remote data sources, over the global networks, like forums, social networks, and Web in general, [7], see Figure 2.4(E).

Example. Going back to our example scenario, we can notice that in the traditional DW environment, the company builds the system based on the previously elicited business needs and accordingly incorporates internal data sources (e.g., item and sales) into their analytical processes. ETL flows (e.g., see Figure 2.1) are designed and tested in advance for periodically extracting the data from pre-selected data sources, relying on the High or predictable availability of these sources. Conversely, the ETO flows in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 cannot rely on accessing the data sources at all times, due to remote access (i.e., Web) and moreover as they can be selected on-the-fly.

Even though in the linked (open) data movement information about quality of external data are envisioned to be in the form of catalogs [20], the access to these data at any moment still cannot be guaranteed (Low accessibility), which brings a new challenge to the process of data extraction in this scenario. In this context, the authors in [7] study the concept of situational data, which are usually external to an organization control and hence without a guaranteed access, but which in fact play an important role in today’s context-aware decision making. The authors thus propose a “data as a service” solution, where envisioned systems will have a registry of possible data providers, and using Web service interface partially automate the process of finding the most appropriate and currently accessible data source.

5.4 Discussion

We summarize the results of studying the challenges of data extraction stage (i.e., the classification of the representative approaches) in Table 2.1. As expected, we have found more matured (i.e., TRL $\geq 2$) works dealing with this stage in the traditional BI setting (i.e., ETL), considering tighter coupledness to source systems, relying on high accessibility, and expecting structured data. Several approaches have opened the issue of dynamically accessing external and unstructured data, focusing mostly on data coming from the Web, while the majority considered structured (relational) or at most semi-structured (XML) data.

Data extraction is however an important stage to be reconsidered for to-
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Table 2.1: Classification of data extraction approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>TRL</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>struct.</td>
<td>access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL vs. ETO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inmon, 1992, [82]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodoratos &amp; Sellis, 1999, [174]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labio et al. 1996, [104]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay et al. 1987, [109]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball &amp; Caserta, 2004, [96]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feldman &amp; Sanger, 2007, [56]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buneman et al., 1997, [30]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laender et al., 2002, [105]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bizer et al., 2009, Linked Data, [20]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cugola and Margara, 2012, CEP, [37]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abellé et al., 2013, Fusion Cubes, [7]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abellé et al., 2015, [9]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.-Molina et al., 1997, TSIMMIS, [61]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

day’s data-intensive flows, especially taking into account new loosely coupled BI environments [7]. The main challenges of these (mostly envisioned) ecosystems with low coupledness relate to the fact that data sources are outside of the organization control, and often not even known in advance. Thus, the efficient techniques to discover the relevant data must be deployed. We can benefit here from the known techniques proposed to explore the contents on the Web (e.g., Web crawling). Moreover, being external data sources, the systems become very sensitive to very probable variability of data formats, as well as the undefined semantics of data coming from these sources. To overcome the semantics heterogeneity gap between the data sources, and to automate discovering and extracting the data from them, we propose to use the semantic-aware exploratory mechanisms [9].

Furthermore, as we can see from our example scenario, specialized data processing (e.g., natural language processing, sentiment analysis, text mining) should be also considered to extract the relevant information from these, often unstructured, data sources. However, such complex data transformations typically affect the data latency in a data-intensive flow, hence in most of the current approaches this kind of input data transformation has been considered as part of a pre-processing step. An alternative to this, following the principles of linked (open) data [20], is to have data published in at least semi-structured formats (e.g., XML, CSV, RDF), which largely facilitates their further exploitation.
6 Data Transformation

After data are extracted from selected (often heterogeneous) sources, the flow continues with transforming the data for satisfying business requirements and considered quality standards. Data transformation is characterized as the main stage of a data-intensive flow by most of the approaches [96, 186]. The main dimensions we analyze in the data transformation stage are automation, malleability, and constraintness.

As previously mentioned, from early years, managing heterogeneous data has brought the attention of database community, and some fundamental works stem from the database theory field (i.e., data integration (e.g., [106, 182]) and data exchange (e.g., [55])) to tackle this problem from different perspectives.

Both data exchange and data integration problems are based on the concept of schema mappings, which in general can be seen as assertions that define the correspondences between source and target schema elements.

In general, a parallelism can be drawn between the theoretical problems of data exchange and data integration, and what we today consider as data-intensive flows. Similar observation has been discussed in [186]. The author compares data exchange to the traditional DW setting, where data transformations in the ETL pipeline can be generally seen as schema mappings of the data exchange setting. However, as also noted in [186], schema mappings, as defined by these theoretical approaches, are typically limited to simple transformations over data and do not efficiently support typical transformations of data-intensive flows (e.g., grouping, aggregation, or "black-box" operations), nor the diversity of data sources (i.e., only relational or XML data formats have been considered).

6.1 Malleability

Data-intensive flows, as other software artifacts, do not lend themselves nicely to evolution events, and in general, maintaining them manually is hard. The situation is even more critical in the next generation BI settings, where on-the-fly decision making requires faster and more efficient adapting to changed domain context, i.e., changed data sources or changed information needs.

For considering the former problem, we revisit the foundational works on data exchange and data integration, which introduced two schema mappings approaches, i.e., global-as-view (GAV) and local-as-view (LAV) [59, 106].

In the GAV approach, the elements of the global schema are characterized in terms of a query over the source schemata, which further enables less complex query answering by simply unfolding global queries in terms of the mapped data sources. However, GAV mappings lack flexibility in supporting the evolution of data source schemata, as any change on the sources may potentially invalidate
all the mapping assertions (i.e., Low malleability). An example of this approach is the wrapper/mediator system \[61\].

Example. As we discussed, in Scenario 1, the company elicits the business needs prior to designing the DW and ETL flows (e.g., see Figure 2.1). In the case a new data source is added, the redesign of the system is performed offline before the ETL flows are run again. However, notice that in the second scenario (see Examples 2.1 and 2.2) the flexibility of the system for adding new data sources must be supported in an "instant" manner, as business needs are provided on-the-fly and often require a prompt response.

As opposed to GAV, LAV schema mappings characterize the elements of source schemata in terms of a query over the global schema. LAV mappings are intuitively used in the approaches where changes in dynamic data source schema are more common (e.g., [98]) as it provides High malleability of the data integration systems. We can thus observe that the LAV approach fits better the needs of the next generation BI setting, where the variability and number of data sources cannot be anticipated (e.g., [7, 9]). However, the higher flexibility of LAV mappings brings the issues of both, the complexity of answering the user queries and the completeness of the schema mappings. Generally, in LAV, answering user queries posed in terms of a global schema implies the same logic as answering queries using materialized views, which is largely discussed as a computationally complex task [75].

Several approaches further worked on generalizing the concept of schema mappings by supporting the expressive power of both LAV and GAV, i.e., both-as-view (BAV) [116], and global-and-local-as-view (GLAV) [59].

However, as we discussed before such approaches are hardly applicable to the complex data-intensive flows. In the context of the traditional DW systems, some works have studied the management of data-intensive flows (i.e., ETL process) in front of the changes of data source schemata. In [129] the authors propose a framework for impact prediction of schema changes for ETL workflow evolution. Upon the occurred change, the ETL flow is annotated with (pre-defined) actions that should be taken, and the user is notified in the case that the specific actions require user involvement. Other approaches (e.g., [89]) have dealt with automatically adapting ETL flows to the changes of user's information needs. For each new information requirement, the system searches for the way to adapt the existing design to additionally answer the new requirement, by finding the maximal overlapping in both data and transformation. Lastly, some approaches have also dealt with the problem of adapting DW systems to the changes of the target DW schema. Being a "non-volatile collection of data" [82], the evolution changes of the target DW schema are typically represented in terms of different versions of a DW (i.e., multiversion DW). In particular, the most important issue was providing a transparent querying mechanisms over different versions of DW schemata (i.e., cross-version querying; [118, 66]). For instance, a solution proposed in [66] suggested keeping
track of change actions to further enable answering the queries spanning the validity of different DW versions. These approaches provide a certain (Medium) level of malleability for data-intensive flows, but still lack the full automation of the evolution changes or applicability in the case of unpredictable complexity of data transformations.

In addition, after data warehousing was established as a de facto way to analyze historical data, the need for more timely data analysis has also emerged in order to support prompter detection of different anomalies coming from data. This led researches to rethink the current DW architecture and make it more malleable to combine both traditionally mid-term and long-term, with "just-in-time" analysis. This brought the idea of (near) real-time data warehousing systems. Several approaches discussed the main requirements of such systems and proposed architectural changes to traditional DW systems for satisfying these new requirements (e.g., [28, 188]). For instance, besides the main requirement of data freshness, [188] has also indicated minimal overhead of the source system and scalability in terms of input data sources, user queries, and data volumes, as relevant for these systems. They however pointed out the contradiction between users need for maximal data freshness and completeness, and the high overhead of the traditional DW workflows that often require costly data cleaning and transformations. To this end, the approaches in [28] and [188] discuss both conceptual and technological changes that would balance the delays in traditional ETL processes. In practice, SAP Business Warehouse [117] is an example of such system. It provides certain flexibility to traditional DW systems for enabling on-the-fly analysis at different levels of data, i.e., summarized and loaded to a DW, consolidated operational data (operational data store), or even directly over the transactional data. Their goal is to enable more real-time data warehousing and a possibility of also including fresh, up-to-date transactional data to the analysis. Even though the (near) real-time DW approaches bring more malleability (Medium) to data analysis by combining historical and on-the-fly analysis, included data are still typically coming from the in-house and predefined data sources.

6.2 Constraintness

What further distinguishes data exchange [55, 99] from the original data integration setting, is that the target schema additionally entails a set of constraints that must be satisfied (together with schema mappings) when creating a target instance (i.e., High constraintness).

Example. In Figure 2.1, we can notice that for loading data into a DW, data-intensive flow must ensure a certain level of data quality to satisfy constraints entailed by the DW (e.g., Remove Duplicates in Figure 2.1 removes the repetitive itemIDs for loading the successFact table into a DW). On the other side, data-intensive flows in the next generation BI settings (see Figures
due to their time constraints typically cannot afford to ensure full data quality standards, but is often sufficient to deliver partially cleaned (i.e., "right") data, at the right time to an end-user [50].

The work on generalizing schema mappings (GLAV) in [59] also discusses the importance of adding support for defining the constraints on global schema, but no concrete solution has been provided. In the data integration setting, although some works did study query answering in the presence of integrity constraints on global schema [32], (i.e., Medium constraintness), most of the prominent data integration systems (e.g., [61, 98]) typically do not assume any constraints in the target schema (i.e., Low constraintness). Furthermore, as we discussed in the DW context, the design of an ETL process is affected by the integrity constraints typical in a dimensionally modeled DW schema (see Figure 2.4(C)).

When working with data from unstructured data sources, one may face two different problems: (1) how to extract useful information from data in unstructured formats and create more structured representation; and (2) how to deal with incomplete and erroneous data occurred due to lack of strict constraints in source data models. The latter problem becomes even more challenging when the target data stores entail strict constraints as we discussed above. While the former problem is usually handled by means of data extraction techniques discussed in the Section 5, the latter is solved at the data transformation stage, where data are cleaned to fulfill different quality standards and target constraints. As expected, such a problem has brought the attention of researchers in the data exchange (e.g., [53]) and data integration (e.g., [47]) fields. In the modern DW systems, target data quality and High constraintness is usually guaranteed as the result of the process called data cleaning. Data cleaning deals with different data quality problems detected in sources, e.g., lack of integrity constraints at sources, naming and structural conflicts, duplicates [137].

6.3 Automation

It is not hard to see from the previously discussed problem of data cleaning and the flows in the example scenario, that today’s data-intensive flows require more sophisticated data transformations than the ones (mainly based on logics) assumed by fundamental approaches of data exchange and data integration. At the same time, higher automation of the data flow design is also required to provide interactive, on-the-fly, analysis.

Example. Loading a DW may require complex data cleaning operations to ensure the entailed constraints. Obviously, complete automation of the design of such data-intensive flows is not realistic and thus the designers in Scenario 1 usually rely on a set of frequent data transformations when building ETL flows (e.g., Join, UDF, and Remove Duplicates in Figure 2.1). But, in Scenario 2, such an assisted design process is not sufficient, as the flows for
answering users’ on-the-fly queries (e.g., see Examples 2.1 and 2.2) must be created instantaneously. This, together with the requirement for lower data latency, restricted such flows to more lightweight operations (e.g., Filter or Match in Figure 2.2).

Different design tools are available in the market and provide often overlapping functionalities for the design and execution of data-intensive flows (mostly ETL; see for example Figure 2.4(B)). The complexity and variability of data transformations has introduced an additional challenge to the efforts for providing a commonly accepted modeling notation for these data flows. Several works have proposed different ETL modeling approaches, either ad-hoc [190], or based on well-known modeling languages, e.g., UML in [180] or BPMN in [12, 195]. However, these modeling approaches do not provide any automatable means for the design of an ETL process (i.e., Low automation). Some approaches (e.g., from UML [120], or from BPMN [13]) are further extended to support certain (i.e., Medium) automation of generating an executable code from the conceptual flow design, by means of model transformations (i.e., Model-driven design).

The design of an ETL process is on the other side described as the most demanding part of a DW project. As reported in [170] ETL design can take up to 80% of time of the entire DW project. In [96] the authors give some practical guidelines for a successful design and deployment of an ETL process, but without any automatable means (i.e., Low automation), still, a considerable manual effort is expected from a DW designer. In [189], the framework that uses the ad-hoc modeling notation from [190] is proposed to assist the ETL design, along with the palette of frequently used ETL patterns (i.e., Medium).

Several approaches went further with automating the conceptual design of ETL processes. On the one hand, in [167], the authors introduced the design approach based on Semantic Web technologies to represent the DW domain (i.e., source and target data stores), showing that this would further enable automation of the design process by benefiting from the automatic reasoning capabilities of an ontology. [146], on the other hand, assumes that only data sources are captured by means of a domain ontology with associated source mappings. Both DW and ETL conceptual designs are then generated to satisfy information requirements posed in the domain vocabulary (i.e., ontology). Finally, [18] entirely rely on an ontology, both for describing source and target data stores, and corresponding mappings among them. Integration processes (ETL) are then also derived at the ontological level based on the type of mappings between source and target concepts (e.g., equality, containment). However, even though these approaches enable High automation of the data flow design, they work on a limited set of frequent ETL operations.

In parallel, in the field of data exchange, [52] proposes a tool (a.k.a. Clio) that automatically generates correspondences (i.e., schema mappings) among schemas without making any initial assumptions about the relationships between them, nor how these schemas were created. Such a generic approach
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thus supports high automation in creating different schema mappings for both data integration and data exchange settings. [44] went further to provide the interoperability between tools for creating declarative schema mappings (e.g., Clio) and procedural data-intensive tools (e.g., ETL). Still, such schema mappings either cannot tackle grouping and aggregation or overlook complex transformations typical in today’s ETL processes. The next generation BI settings, however, cannot always rely on the manual or partially automated data flow design. Moreover, unlike ETL, ETO cannot completely anticipate end user needs in advance and thus besides the high level of automation, the design process must also be agile to efficiently react in front of new or changed business needs (e.g., [143]).

Table 2.2: Classification of data transformation approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data transformation</th>
<th>Approaches Authors, Year, [NAME,] REF.</th>
<th>TRL</th>
<th>Dimensions autom.</th>
<th>malleab.</th>
<th>constr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETL vs. ETO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL</td>
<td>Fagin et al., 2003, [55] Kolaitis, 2005, [99]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rahm &amp; Hai Do, 2000, [137]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kimball &amp; Caserta, 2004, [90]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vassiladis et al., 2002, [190]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trujillo &amp; L.-Mora, 2003, [180]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilkinson et al., 2010, xLM, [195]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>El Akk. et al., 2012, BPMN-ETL [12]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Munoz et al., 2009, [120]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>El Akkaoui et al., 2013, [13]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vass. et al., 2003, ARKTOS II, [189]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papastefanatos et al., 2009, [129]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morzy &amp; Wremlau, 2004, [118]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Golfarelli et al., 2006, [66]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soutas &amp; Simitsis, 2007, [117]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bellatreche et al., 2013, [18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fagin et al., 2009, Clio, [52]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL &amp; ETO</td>
<td>McDon. et al., 2002, SAP BW, [117]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romero et al., 2011, GEM, [146]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desloge et al., 2008, Orchid, [144]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jovanovic et al., 2012, CoAI, [89]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETO</td>
<td>G.-Molina et al., 1997, TSIMMIS, [61]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kirk et al., 1995, Inf. Manifold, [98]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romero &amp; Abelló, 2014, [143]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abelló et al., 2014, [9]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McBrien &amp; Tou, 2003, BAV, [118]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friedman et al., 1999, GLAV, [59]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calì et al., 2004, [31]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4 Discussion

As we have seen, in the next generation BI setting (i.e., ETO), where data sources are often external to the organization control and moreover discovered

dynamically based on current user needs; a more flexible environment is needed for efficiently supporting adding new data sources to analytical processes. The local-as-view (LAV) schema mapping approaches are more suitable in order to support the required level of malleability [116, 59]. In the LAV approach, plugging new data sources requires defining a mapping of the new source schemata to the global schema, without affecting the existing mappings. However, as we can see in Table 2.2, currently, most of these techniques are still purely theoretical (i.e., TRL = 2), while the high complexity and intractability of LAV approaches have been widely discussed, and hence represent a serious drawback for using LAV mappings in near real-time BI environments.

On the other side, some approaches (e.g., [52]) have worked on automating the creation of such schema mappings, which can be widely applicable for supporting answering information requirements on-the-fly. Even though we notice the lower requirement for the cleanliness and constraintness of output data in the next generation BI setting (see Table 2.2), which would typically result with lower complexity of a data flow, today’s BI applications do require rather complex data analytics, which are typically not supported in the schema mapping approaches. Some approaches try to extend this by automating the flow design (e.g., [146, 18]), but still with very limited and predefined operation sets (i.e., ETL & ETO). Therefore, automating the creation of more complex data-intensive flows (e.g., machine learning algorithms), by means of exploiting different input data characteristics or using metadata mechanisms is still lacking.

7 Data Delivery

After data from multiple sources are cleaned, conformed, and combined together, a data-intensive flow delivers the data in the format suitable to the user needs either for visualization, or further analysis and querying. In the data delivery stage, we focus on analyzing the two following dimensions, namely, interactivity and openness, subsequently discussed in the following sections.

7.1 Interactivity

One of the important decisions that should be made while building data-intensive flows is the interactivity of the system when delivering data at the output.

Example. Notice that the ETL flow in Figure 2.1 is designed to periodically transfer the complete data about the item sales in a batched back-end process, so that users may later analyze the subset of these data depending on their needs (e.g., slicing it only to the sales in the third quarter of the last). ETO flows in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, however, instantly deliver the data from
the sources that are currently asked by the user (e.g., trends of the past weekend, and trending product items from the first week of March, respectively). Moreover, such ETO flows are typical examples of answering ad-hoc and one-time analytical queries, thus storing their results is usually not considered as beneficial.

Going back again to the fundamental work on data exchange, the data delivery in this setting is based on computing a solution, i.e., a complete instance of the target schema that satisfies both, schema mappings and constraints of the target schema. The queries are then evaluated over this solution to deliver the answer to the user. However, due to incompleteness of data and/or schema mappings, there may be more than one, and theoretically an infinite number of valid solutions to the data exchange problem \[55\]. Answering user queries in such a case would result in evaluating a query over all possible solutions (i.e., finding the certain answer). To overcome the obvious intractability of query answering in data exchange, a special class of solutions (universal solutions), having a homomorphism into any other possible solution, is proposed.

Like in the data exchange setting, materializing the complete data at the target for the purpose of later answering user queries without accessing the original data sources, is also considered in the later approaches for designing a data warehouse (see Figure 2.4(G)), i.e., Low interactivity. As we discussed in Section 5, a DW has been initially viewed as a set of materialized views (e.g., \[174\]). Similarly, in this case the database specific techniques (e.g., incremental view maintenance) are studied to minimize the size of the data materialized in each run of refreshment flows (maintenance queries). However, as DW environments have become more demanding both considering the heterogeneity and volume of data, it became unrealistic to consider a DW solely as a set of materialized views. In addition, many approaches have further studied the modeling and the design of a target DW schema, which should be able to support analytical needs of end users. This has resulted in the field of multidimensional (MD) modeling that is based on fact/dimension dichotomy. These works belong to a broader field of MD modeling and design that is orthogonal to the scope of this chapter, and thus we refer readers to the survey of MD modeling in \[140\] and the overview of the current design approaches covered by Chapter 6 in \[69\].

Conversely, the data integration setting, as discussed in Section 6, does not assume materializing a complete instance of data at the target, but rather interactively answering individual user queries (e.g., through a data cube or a report; see Figure 2.4(G)) posed in terms of a global (virtual) schema (i.e., High interactivity). A query is reformulated at runtime into queries over source schemata, using schema mappings (e.g., \[61, 98, 106, 75, 182\]). Another examples of High interactivity are Complex Event Processing and Data Stream Processing systems. Besides the differences these systems have (see their comparison in \[37\]), the common property of these systems is that they provide on-the-fly delivery of data, with typically low latency, and for the one-time use
only (e.g., monitoring stocks, fraud detection), without a need to materialize such data.

In [63], in the context of peer data management, a hybrid solution is proposed based on both data exchange and data integration. The Medium interactivity, by partially materializing data and using a virtual view over the sources (peers), has been proposed. To this end, the solution presents schema dependencies that can be used both for computing the core and query answering.

The “right” (Medium) level of interactivity is also discussed to be crucial in the next generation BI setting (e.g., [40]) where a partial materialization is envisioned for a subset of data with low latency and low freshness requirements (i.e., for which we can rely on the last batched ETL run). Following the similar idea, [134] proposes a framework for combining data-intensive flows with user query pipelines and hence choosing the optimal materialization point (i.e., Medium interactivity) in the data flow, based on different cost metrics (e.g., source update rates and view maintenance costs). Another field of research also follows the Medium level of interactivity, and proposes an alternative to traditional ETL processes, where row data are first loaded to the target storage, and later, typically on-demand, transformed and delivered to end-users, i.e., extract-load-transform (ELT). For instance, an example ELT approach in [193] proposes an ELT architecture that deploys traditional database mechanisms (i.e., hierarchical materialized views) for enabling on-demand processing of fresher row data previously bulk loaded into a DW.

7.2 Openness

As we have seen, incompleteness in source data (especially in the today’s Web oriented environments, see Scenario 2 in Section 3), brings several challenges to data-intensive flows. In addition, when integrating and delivering the data at the target, due to possibly incomplete (or non-finite) data, the choice between two main assumptions should be made, i.e., closed world assumption (CWA) or open world assumption (OWA). This choice depends on different characteristics of both, the considered data sources and the expected target. For the systems, like in-house databases or traditional data warehouse systems, where the completeness of data can be assumed, CWA is preferable since in general we do not anticipate discovering additional data (i.e., Low openness). On the other side, when we assume incomplete data at the sources of analysis, we can either follow CWA and create a single finite answer from incomplete data (e.g., by means of data cleaning process), or OWA which would in general allow multiple and possibly an infinite number of interpretations of the answer at the target, by considering also dynamically added data to the analysis [9] (i.e., High openness).

Example. In our example scenarios, in the traditional BI setting (Scenario 1), the analysis of the revenue share depends solely on the data about the item
sales, currently transferred to DW by means of the ETL process depicted in Figure 2.1. On the other hand, the next generation BI setting in Scenario 2, should assume a more open environment, where at each moment depending on the end user needs (e.g., following trends and opinions about items as in Examples 2.1 and 2.2) the system must be able to dynamically discover the sources from which such an information can be extracted (e.g., reviews in forums).

Similarly, [130] revisits two main paradigms for the Semantic Web: (1) Datalog, that follows the CWA, and (2) Classical (standard logics) paradigm that follows OWA. An important conclusion of this work is that the Datalog paradigm as well as CWA is more suitable for highly structured environments in which we can ensure completeness of the data, while the Classical paradigm and OWA provide more advantages in loosely coupled environments, where the analysis should not only be limited to the existing (i.e., “in-house”) data.

Moreover, coinciding arguments are found in the fields of data integration and data exchange. Intuitively, CWA (i.e., Low openness) is more suitable assumption in data exchange, where query answering must rely solely on data transferred from source to target using defined schema mappings and not on the data that can be added later [108]. Conversely, more open scenario is typically expected in data integration systems [46], where additional data can be explored on-the-fly and added to the analysis [9] (i.e., High openness). However, the high complexity of query answering under the OWA [130], raises an additional challenge to the latency of data-intensive flows, which is critical in next generation BI systems.

Table 2.3: Classification of data delivery approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data delivery</th>
<th>ETL vs. ETO</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>TRL</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETL</td>
<td>Golfarelli &amp; Rizzi, 2009, [69]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fagin et al., 2005, Data Exchange, [55]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Libkin, 2006, [108]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Theodoratos &amp; Sellis, 1999, [174]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETL &amp; ETO</td>
<td>Dayal et al., 2009, [41]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Qi &amp; Dessloch, 2014, [134]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waas et al., 2013, ELT, [193]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Giacomo et al., 2007, [63]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETO</td>
<td>Cugola &amp; Margara, CEP, 2012, [37]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Abelki et al., 2013, Fusion Cubes, [7]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Abelki et al., 2015, [9]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lenzerini, 2002, Data Integration, [106]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Haley, 2001, [75]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ullman, 1997, [182]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Doan et al., 2012, Data Integration [46]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Garcia-Molina et al., 1997, TSIMMIS, [61]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kirk et al., 1995, Information Manifold, [98]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3 Discussion

The outcome of studying the data delivery stage of data-intensive flows can be seen in Table 2.3. We observed that the same principles for data delivery (i.e., levels of the studied dimensions in Table 2.3) are followed in approaches of traditional data exchange [55] and DW settings [69] (i.e., ETL). At the same time, we also noticed that the similar principles of the data integration setting [106, 46] are envisioned for next generation BI systems in some of the studied approaches [7, 9] (i.e., ETO), while others propose a mixed approach [41] (i.e., ETL & ETO).

Such observations strongly indicated that the underpinnings for building a system for managing data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting should be searched in the theoretical field of data integration.

Such a trend has been indeed followed in some of the recent approaches. For example, the idea of creating a unified view over relevant data sources (i.e., the main principle of the data integration setting), is revisited by some approaches by creating a common domain vocabulary and integrating it with existing data sources (e.g., [167, 146]). There, the use of a domain ontology to reconcile the languages of business and IT worlds when building a BI system has been proposed. In [146], an ontology is used in combination with schema mappings to automatically generate ETL pipelines to satisfy information requirements previously expressed in terms of an ontology by an end user. The approach works with a predefined set of data sources which is, as suggested, suitable for building a DW system, but as data in today’s BI settings are coming from disparate and external data sources, the challenge of capturing their semantics under a common vocabulary brings additional challenges. To this end, Semantic Web technologies are discussed (e.g., [9]) as a solution both for capturing the semantics and further interactive exploration of data, facilitated by the automatic reasoning mechanisms.

8 Optimization of data-intensive flows

Optimizing the execution of data-intensive flows, is a necessity, especially taking into account the next generation BI setting that often requires the “right-time” delivery of information.

8.1 Optimization input

The problem of data flow optimization has been considered from early years of databases from different perspectives, where each of these perspectives may affect different parts of a data flow.

- **Data.** The optimization of a data flow execution can be achieved by
transforming the structure of the original dataset (e.g., by means of data partitioning [95]). However, notice that simply transforming a dataset would not achieve a better performance, unless the execution model of a data flow is able to exploit such a transformation (e.g., distributed or parallel data processing [43]).

- **Data flow.** The most typical case considers the optimization of data flow execution by changing the way data are processed, while ensuring the equivalent semantics of the resulting dataset. Such techniques stem from the early years of databases, where minimizing data delivery time by changing the order and selecting the most optimal algorithm for operations applied over input data has been studied under the name of query optimization [84]. Moving to the DW environment, which assumes more complex data transformations than the ones in relational algebra, has opened a new field of study dealing with optimizing ETL processes (e.g., [158]). In fact, similar principles to those introduced in query optimization (i.e., generating semantically equivalent execution plans for a query by reordering operations, and then finding a plan with a minimal cost) have been applied in [158] and extended to the context of ETL flows. Another work [78, 138] has based operation reordering (i.e., plan rewrites) on automatically discovering a set of extensible operation properties rather than relying solely on algebraic specifications, in order to enable reordering of complex ("black-box") operators. While low data latency is desirable for ETL processes, due to limited time windows dedicated to the DW refreshment processes, in the next generation BI setting, having data-intensive flows with close to zero latency is a must. Other techniques include: choosing the optimal implementation for the flow operations [181], selecting the optimal execution engine for executing a data flow [162, 102], data flow fragmentation and pipelining [95, 164].

- **Multi-flow.** In other scenarios, especially in the case of shared execution resources, the optimization goal may suggest optimizing the overall execution of a set of data flows, rather than only the execution of an individual flow. Approaches that deal with this problem fall in two categories. On the one hand, some approaches assume having a detailed knowledge of included data flows and thus try to exploit it and optimize the overall execution, by means of finding shared parts of data workloads and reusing common execution and data [150, 64, 89]. Other approaches however assume only a high level knowledge of included data flows (e.g., input data size, execution time, high-level flow complexity, time constraints for the flow execution; [133]). In such cases, the optimization of data flows proceeds by selecting the best scheduling for the execution of data-intensive flows, while the further optimization of individual data flows is left to an
engine-specific optimizer [164].

8.2 Dynamicity

While the challenges due to the higher complexity of data transformation has been largely addressed [158, 78], proposed cost-based techniques often require certain statistics metadata available for a given data flow in order to find the optimal configuration. However, this is typically not the case and gathering and managing such statistics is not an easy task [74]. [74] proposes a statistics collection framework, by defining a set of necessary statistics, as well as gathering methods. However, this approach although powerful assumes a case of ETL process flow, where data flows are typically designed and optimized in advance (i.e., at **design time**), while the statistics gathering depends on the previous execution of the same ETL process.

Notice that the majority of the optimization approaches discussed in the previous subsection also assume a static case (see Table 2.4), where data flows are optimized once, at **design time**, and then executed many times. The exception to this are approaches that besides statically optimizing a data flow, also provide dynamic optimization of data flow executions in terms of **runtime** scheduling (i.e., [164, 133, 95]).

Some optimization approaches however propose on-the-fly gathering of statistics, more suitable for the next generation data flow setting, and applying data flow optimization steps at **runtime**. The approach in [42] proposes performing micro-benchmarks for building models to estimate the costs of operations using different implementations or executing them on different engines. They show how to deal both with the conventional (relational algebra) operators as well as with complex data transformations typical for the next generation data flows (e.g., sentiment or text analysis). The importance of using more accurate statistics for optimizing data flows in dynamic, cloud-scale environments has been also discussed in [29]. To deal with uncertainty when optimizing running data flows they propose an approach that continuously monitors the execution of data flows at **runtime**, gathers statistics, and re-optimizes data flows on-the-fly to achieve better performance. The focus here is however on the distributed computational model, where execution times are often higher than in the centralized systems due to necessary synchronization costs, thus the re-optimization overheads are typically considered as negligible.

8.3 Discussion

In Table 2.4, we summarize the outcome of studying data flow optimization approaches in this section. It is easy to see that a static (**design time**) optimization of data flows has been largely studied in academia. While most approaches worked on the problem of extending traditional query optimization
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Table 2.4: Classification of data flow optimization approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETL vs. ETO</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Authors, Year, [Name,] Reference</th>
<th>TRL</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETL</td>
<td>Simitsis et al., 2005, [158]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Data flow</td>
<td>Design time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hueske et al., 2012, [78]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rheinlnder et al., 2015, SOFA, [138]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tziovara et al., 2007, [181]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simitsis et al., 2005, [162]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koukla et al., 2015, [102]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Halasipuram et al., 2014, [74]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETO</td>
<td>Giannakis et al., 2014, SharedDB, [64]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Multi-flow</td>
<td>Design time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jovanovic et al., 2016, CoAl, [89]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karagiannis et al., 2013, [95]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Data &amp; Data flow</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dayal et al., 2011, [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bruno et al., 2013, [29]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jarko &amp; Koch, 1984, [84]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Data flow</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simitsis et al., 2013, HFMS, [164]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Multi-flow</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polo et al., 2014, [133]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Techniques [84] to support more complex data flow operations [158, 78], they typically overlook the importance of having the needed statistics of input data and data flow operations to perform cost-based data flow optimization. Such design time optimization approaches require higher overhead and are hence mostly applicable to the traditional BI settings (i.e., ETL). Some of the recent approaches insist on the importance of having accurate statistics for creating an optimal execution of a data flow, both for design time [74] and runtime scenarios [29]. Still, the challenges for efficiently gathering and exploiting such statistics metadata for optimizing data-intensive flows remain due to the required close to zero overhead of an optimization process and the "right-time" data delivery demands in the next generation BI settings (i.e., ETO). To this end, the existing algorithms proposed for efficiently capturing the approximate summaries out of massive data streams [107], should be reconsidered here and adopted for gathering approximate statistics for data-intensive flows over large input datasets.

9 Overall Discussion

Finally, in this section, we summarize the main observations made from the results of our study and propose the high level architecture for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting. We also give further directions for the topics that require special attention of the research community when studying data-intensive flows.

We have observed some general trends in studying the fields related to data-

intensive flows. We focused on the fields of data exchange, data integration, as well as ETL, and ETO. The need for managing heterogeneous data has appeared ever since the database systems start being more broadly used (e.g., federated databases in the 80’s [76]). Besides, even though the system in [155] from the 70’s is argued to be the first approach that followed the principles of data exchange, the data exchange problem has not been formally defined until the early 00’s [54]. Likewise, the problem of data integration is studied from the 90’s [61, 182], while the strong theoretical overview of the field is given in the early 00’s [106]. Along with these theoretical works, the concept of the traditional DW setting was defined by Bill Inmon in the early 90’s [82]. ETL, as a separate and rather complex process, however, appeared in the late 90’s and the early 00’s to replace simple refreshment processes for a DW modeled as a set of materialized views [186]. We can, however, notice the disparity among the trends of studying these fields in the past, showing that they have focused on solving isolated issues.

In the recent years, business environments became more complex, dynamic and interconnected, hence more interactive analytic systems to support daily decision making upon the combination of various (external or internal) data sources, have become a necessity. Moreover, as discussed throughout this chapter, today’s BI environments require efficiently combining these individual solutions for the problem at hand. To this end, in this chapter, we have given a unified view of data-intensive flows, focusing on the challenges that next generation BI setting has brought. Currently, even though many works under different names (i.e., from different perspectives) have envisioned and/or proposed conceptual frameworks for next generation BI ecosystems (e.g., [7, 19, 40, 42, 50, 110]), we still lack an end-to-end solution for managing the complete lifecycle of data-intensive flows. Going back to Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we can observe a certain overlapping of levels of different dimensions between the theoretical problem of data exchange and data warehousing approaches (i.e., ETL), as well as between data integration and data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting (i.e., ETO).

After drawing a parallelism between the principles of data-intensive flows and fields of data integration and data exchange, we discuss how the knowledge of the studied fields can be applied for building data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting.

9.1 Architecture for managing the lifecycle of data-intensive flows in next generation BI systems

We additionally observed in Tables 2.1 - 2.3 that the majority of works supporting the idea of the next generation BI setting in fact belong to level 1 of technical readiness (TRL = 1), as they are mostly visionary works that analyze the challenges of the next generation BI setting from different perspectives.
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However, we still lack a complete picture of all the aspects of data-intensive flows in this new setting, and to this end, we envision here an architecture of a system for managing data-intensive flows (Figure 2.6).

The proposed architecture depicts at high level the main outcome of our study. It points out the main processing steps which need to be considered during the lifecycle of a data-intensive flow. Moreover, the architecture captures in a holistic way the complete lifecycle of data-intensive flows, and as such, it can be seen as a roadmap for both academia and industry toward building data-intensive flows in next generation BI systems. In what follows, we discuss in more detail different architectural modules, and if available, we point out example approaches that tackle the challenges of such modules.

Going from left to right in Figure 2.6, we observe several modules covering different parts of the data-intensive flow lifecycle.

We start with the Query Assistance module that should provide an intuitive interface to end users when expressing their information requirements. On the one hand, it should raise the usability of the BI system, for a broader set of business users. This module should provide a business-oriented view over the included data sources (e.g., by means of domain ontologies like in [146, 90, 18]). On the other hand, the Query Assistance module should also facilitate the low coupledness of data sources and be able to efficiently connect to a plethora of external data source repositories. These, preferably semantically enriched data sources (e.g., linked (open) data; [20]), should supplement user analysis with context-aware data and thus raise the openness of the delivered results (see Section 7).

Previously expressed information requirements further need to be automat-
ically translated in an appropriate data flow (i.e., the Flow Designer module) that will satisfy such information requirements. Flow Designer must provide robustness for such loosely coupled systems in dealing with data sources with low (non-guaranteed) accessibility. Furthermore, to support the high automation of the Flow Designer module, the system should first revisit the existing approaches for automatic schema mapping creation (e.g., [52]). Obviously, these approaches must be extended with more complex data transformations. First, supporting low structuredness and extracting useful data from unstructured data sources on-the-fly should be largely supported, as dynamic systems cannot always rely on having a batched preprocessing step doing so. Furthermore, more complex data analysis (e.g., machine learning algorithms) should be supported in these data flows. Here, we can benefit from exploiting different data and flow characteristics (e.g., by revisiting the previously studied field of intelligent assistants for data analysis [153]). Lastly, the Flow Designer module should automatically accommodate the flow to ensure the required level of data quality and output data constraintness (typically in contradiction with required data latency) [177]. Importantly, such a design process must be iterative to support high malleability of the data flow design in front of new, changed, or removed data sources or information requirements.

In the case of partially materializing data, as suggested in [40], the Flow Designer module should be aware or be able to reconstruct the target schema, where data are loaded in a previously executed batch process, and further queried when interactively answering information requirements. Thus, the final data flow ready for deployment must be integrated from the combination of data flows that directly access data sources and querying previously materialized target data (i.e., the Flow Integrator module). Notice that finding the optimal level of partial materialization is still a challenge and must be decided using previously collected flow statistics and following desired quality objectives.

Next, the optimization of data-intensive flows should be efficiently supported at different levels of the flow lifecycle (see Section 8. Initially, when the integrated data flow is created to answer a user's requirement at hand, optimization of a data flow should be done in combination with selecting the optimal partial materialization of data [134]. Furthermore, having multiple data-intensive flows answering different requirements of end-users waiting for execution, the system requires an optimal schedule for running these data flows over the shared computational resources (e.g., shared, multi-tenant cluster), i.e., Flow Scheduler module. Lastly, the automatic optimization means must be also provided when deploying data flows, for selecting an optimal execution engine (e.g., [162, 102]), as well as for providing the lower level, engine-specific, optimization of a data flow (i.e., the Flow Deployer module).

From Figure 2.6 we can observe that the automation of the design and optimization of data-intensive flows, as well as the query assistance, must be largely facilitated by means of different metadata artifacts (i.e., schema map-
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...nings, domain ontology, flow and statistics). Indeed, the use of metadata for automating the design of the next generation data warehouse systems (DW 2.0) has been previously discussed [83], while recently the main challenges of metadata in the analytical process of the next generation BI systems have been studied in [184].

Finally, as an important remark, we want to draw a parallelism of the envisioned architecture depicted in Figure 2.6, and the traditional architecture of centralized database management systems (DBMS). First, using declarative (SQL) queries in a DBMS, end users pose their analytical needs to the system. While based on the traditional database theory, the semantic optimizer is responsible for transforming a user query into an equivalent one with a lower cost, in next generation BI systems, user queries need to be additionally transformed and enriched to access external data by means of data exploration processes (i.e., Query Assistance; [9]). Furthermore, similarly to the syntactic optimizer in the traditional DBMSs, Flow Designer needs to translate an information requirement to a sequence of operations (i.e., syntactic tree), which represents a logical plan of a data-intensive flow execution. The execution plan should be typically optimized for an individual execution. However, in next generation BI systems, a data-intensive flow could also be integrated with other data flows for an optimized multi-flow execution (i.e., Flow Integrator). This conceptually resembles the well-known problem of multi-query optimization [150], but inevitably brings new challenges considering the complexity of data flow operations, which cannot always be presented using algebraic specifications [78]. Moreover, the Flow Integrator module should also transform input execution plan and optimize it considering partial materialization of data, similarly to the query rewriting techniques for answering queries using materialized views [75]. Following the traditional DBMS architecture, an integrated execution plan is then optimally scheduled for execution, together with the rest of the data flows in the system (i.e., Flow Scheduler). Lastly, the logical data flow is translated into the code of a selected execution engine (e.g., [93, 102]), physically optimized considering available access structures, and finally deployed for execution (i.e., Flow Deploier & Executor). Similarly to the concept of the database catalog, throughout the lifecycle of a data-intensive flow, different metadata artifacts need to be available (e.g., schema mappings, transformation rules, statistics metadata; see Figure 2.6) to lead the automatic design and optimization of a data flow.

The parallelism drawn above finally confirms us that the underpinnings of data-intensive flows in next generation BI systems should be analyzed in the frame of the traditional DB theory field. Nevertheless, as we showed through our study, the inherent complexity of today's business environments (e.g., data heterogeneity, high complexity of data processing) must be additionally addressed, and comprehensively tackled to provide end-to-end solutions for managing the complete lifecycle of data-intensive flows.
10 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied data-intensive flows, focusing on the challenges of the next-generation BI setting. We analyzed the foundational work of database theory tackling heterogeneity and interoperability (i.e., data exchange and data integration), as well as the recent approaches both in the context of DW and next generation BI systems.

We first identified the main characteristics of data-intensive flows, which built the dimensions of our study setting, and further studied the current approaches in the frame of these dimensions and determined the level the studied approaches attain in each of them.

As the main outcome of this study, we outline an architecture for managing the complexity of data-intensive flows in the next generation BI setting. We discuss in particular different components that such an architecture should realize, as well as the processes that the data-intensive flow lifecycle should carry out.

Finally, within the components of the envisioned architecture, we point out the main remaining challenges that the next generation BI setting brings to managing data-intensive flows, and which require special attention from both academia and industry.
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Abstract

Business intelligence (BI) systems depend on efficient integration of disparate and often heterogeneous data. The integration of data is governed by data-intensive flows and is driven by a set of information requirements. Designing such flows is in general a complex process, which due to the complexity of business environments is hard to be done manually. In this chapter, we deal with the challenge of efficient design and maintenance of data-intensive flows and propose an incremental approach, namely CoAl, for semi-automatically consolidating data-intensive flows satisfying a given set of information requirements. CoAl works at the logical level and consolidates data flows from either high-level information requirements or platform-specific programs. As CoAl integrates a new data flow, it opts for maximal reuse of existing flows and applies a customizable cost model tuned for minimizing the overall cost of a unified so-
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lution. We demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach through an experimental evaluation using our implemented prototype.

1 Introduction

The complexity of business environments constantly grows, both with regard to the amount of data relevant for making strategic decisions and the complexity of included business processes. Today’s dynamic and competitive markets often imply rapid (e.g., near real-time) and accurate decision making. Relevant data are stored across a variety of data repositories, possibly using different data models and formats, and potentially crossed with numerous external sources for various context-aware analysis. A data integration process combines data residing on different sources and provides a unified view of this data for a user [106]. For example, in a data warehousing (DW) context, data integration is implemented through extract-transform-load (ETL) processes. Generally, an ETL process represents a data-intensive flow (or simply, data flow) that extracts, cleans, and transforms data from multiple, often heterogeneous data sources and finally, delivers data for further analysis.

There are various challenges related to data flow design. Here we consider two: design evolution and design complexity.

A major challenge that BI decision-makers face relates to the evolution of business requirements. These changes are more frequent at the early stages of a DW design project [34] and in part, this is due to a growing use of agile methodologies in data flow design and BI systems in general [79]. But changes may happen during the entire DW lifecycle. Having an up-and-running DW system satisfying an initial set of requirements is still a subject to various changes as the business evolves. The data flows populating a DW, as other software artifacts, do not lend themselves nicely to evolution events and in general, due to their complexity, maintaining them manually is hard. The situation is even more critical in today’s BI settings, where on-the-fly decision making requires faster and more efficient adapting to changes. Changes in business needs may result in new, changed, or removed information requirements. Thus having an incremental and agile solution that can automatically absorb occurred changes and produce a flow satisfying the complete set of requirements would largely facilitate the design and maintenance of data-intensive flows.

In an enterprise environment data is usually shared among users with varying technical skills and needs, involved in different parts of a business process. Typical real-world data-intensive workloads have high temporal locality, having 80% of data reused in a range from minutes to hours [36]. However, the cost of accessing these data, especially in distributed scenarios, is often high [24]. At the same time, intertwined business processes may also imply overlapping of data processing. For instance, a sales department may analyze the revenue
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of the sales for the past year, while finance may be interested in the overall net profit. Computing the net profit can largely benefit from the total revenue already computed for the sales department and thus, it could benefit from the sales data flow too. The concept of reusing partial results is not new. Software and data reuse scenarios in data integration have been proposed in the past, showing that such reuse would result in substantial cost savings, especially for large, complex business environments [148]. Data flow reuse could result in a significant reduce in design complexity, but also in intermediate flow executions and thus, in total execution time too [24].

In this chapter, we address these challenges and present an approach to efficient, incremental consolidation of data-intensive flows. Following common practice, our method iterates over information requirements to create the final design. In doing that, we show how to efficiently accommodate a new information requirement to an existing design and also, how to update a design in lieu of an evolving information requirement. To this end, we describe a Consolidation Algorithm (CoAl) for data-intensive flows. Without loss of generality, we assume that starting with a set of information requirements, we create a data flow per requirement. The final design satisfying all requirements comprises a multi-flow. As ‘coal’ is formed after the process and extreme compaction of layers of partially decomposed materials¹, CoAl processes individual data flows and incrementally consolidates them into a unified multi-flow.

CoAl deals with design evolution by providing designers with an agile solution for the design of data flows. CoAl assists the early stages of the design process when for only a few requirements we need to build a running data flow from scratch. But, it also helps during the entire flow lifecycle when the existing multi-flow must be efficiently accommodated to satisfy new, removed, or changed information requirements.

CoAl reduces design complexity with aggressive information and software reuse. Per requirement, it searches for the largest data and operation overlap in the existing data flow design. To boost the reuse of existing design elements when trying to satisfy a new information requirement (i.e., when integrating a new data flow), CoAl aligns the order of data flow operations by applying generic equivalence rules. Note that in the context of data integration, the reuse of both data and code (e.g., having a single computation shared by multiple flows as depicted in Figure 3.4) besides reducing flow complexity, might also lead to faster execution, better resource usage, and higher data quality and consistency [148, 94].

In addition, since data-intensive flows comprise critical processes in today’s BI systems, CoAl accounts for the cost of produced data flows when searching for opportunities to integrate new data flows. CoAl uses a tunable cost model to perform multi-flow, logical optimization to create a unified flow design that

¹src. Wikipedia
satisfies all information requirements. Here, we focus on maximizing the reuse of data and operations, but the algorithm can be configured to work with different cost models, taking into account different quality factors of data flows (e.g., [161]).

As a final remark, CoAl works at the logical level and is therefore applicable to a variety of approaches that generate logical data flows from information requirements expressed either as high level business objects (e.g., [18, 13, 146]) or in engine specific languages (e.g., [92]).

In particular, our main contributions are as follows.

- We present a semi-automatic approach to the incremental design of data-intensive flows.
- We introduce a novel consolidation algorithm, called CoAl, that tackles the data flow integration problem from the context of data and code reuse, while at the same time taking into account the cost of the produced data flow design.
- We present generic methods for reordering and comparing data flow operations that are applied while searching for the consolidation solutions that will increase data and operation reuse.
- We experimentally evaluate our approach by using an implemented prototype. A set of empirical tests have been performed to assess the CoAl's efficiency and improvements in overall execution time.

A short version of this chapter was published in Jovanovic et al. [88].

Outline. Section 2 describes a running example and formalizes the problem at hand. Section 3 discusses the main challenges: operations reordering and comparison. Section 4 presents the CoAl algorithm. Section 5 reports on our experimental findings. Sections 6 and 7 discuss related work and conclude the chapter, respectively.

2 Overview

2.1 Running Example

Figure 4.1 shows an abstraction of the TPC-H schema [5]. Figure 3.2 illustrates four example information requirements extracted from TPC-H queries. In a sense, our example here is adapted by reverse engineering the use case described by the TPC-H schema and queries.

We create a data flow per each requirement in Figure 3.2 (see Figures 3.3 and 3.6). In the literature, there are many methods dealing with such task, either manually (e.g., [18, 13]) or automatically (e.g., [146]). Independent of a method
for creating data flows from single requirements, CoAl focuses on the problem of integrating these flows into a unified flow that satisfies all requirements.

Consider the DIF-1 and DIF-2 data flows depicted in Figure 3.3 that satisfy the requirements $IR_1$ and $IR_2$, respectively. We define the referent data flow as the integrated multi-flow satisfying a number of requirements already modeled (we start from $IR_1$) and the new data flow as the flow satisfying the new requirement ($IR_2$).

In terms of graphical notation, the squares represent source or target data stores, whereas the circles represent data flow operations. Operations of each data flow are uniquely named using the following notation:

$$\text{OPNAME} = \text{OPTYPE}+\text{OPID}+";"+\{\text{FLOWID}s\}.$$ 

Note that the flow IDs at the end define the set of data flows that share the given operation. They are optional and can be omitted for single (non integrated) data flows.

Observe that the DIF-1 and DIF-2 data flows have a number of common operations. CoAl exploits this and creates an alternative, equivalent data flow

$IR_1$: Revenue of the sales for the parts ordered in the past year, per quarter.

$IR_2$: Net profit of the sales for the parts ordered in the last year, per quarter.

$IR_3$: Top 10 automobile industry customers based on the quantity of shipped parts, ordered in the last year.

$IR_4$: Sorted list of quantities of parts shipped to Spanish customers, ordered in the last year.

Fig. 3.2: Information Requirements
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satisfying both requirements $IR_1$ and $IR_2$, such that the reuse of the data stores and operations of DIF-1 is maximal (see Figure 3.4). We then continue and integrate the remaining requirements to create a unified multi-flow that satisfies all four requirements (i.e., $IR_1$-$IR_4$), see Figure 3.7.

2.2 Preliminaries and Notation

We build upon past work on ETL workflow formalization [158] and model generic data flows as follows. A data-intensive flow (DIF) is formally defined as a directed acyclic graph consisting of a set of nodes (V), which are either data stores (DS) or operations (O), while the graph edges (E) represent a directed data flow among the nodes of the graph ($v_1 < v_2$). We write:

$$DIF = (V, E), \text{ such that: } V = DS \cup O,$$

$$\forall e \in E : \exists (v_1, v_2), v_1 \in V \land v_2 \in V \land v_1 < v_2$$

In the rest of this chapter we use the terms ‘flow’ and ‘graph’ interchangeably, while the above formalization of a data flow holds for an individual data flow, as well as for an integrated multi-flow.

Data store nodes (DS) can represent either a source data store (DS$_S$, e.g., input DB table, file, etc.) or a result data store which in general is not necessarily materialized (DS$_R$, e.g., output DB table, file, report, virtual cube, etc.), i.e., $DS = DS_S \cup DS_R$. Data store nodes are defined by a schema (i.e., finite list of attributes) and a connection to a source or a target storage for respectively extracting or loading the data. Furthermore, we formally define a data flow operation as a quintuple:

$$o = (I, O, S, \text{Pre}, \text{Post})$$

- $I$ represents a set of input schemata, where each schema ($I_i$) characterizes an input from a single predecessor operation and is defined with a finite set of attributes coming from that operation (i.e., $I = \{a_1, .., a_nI\}$). This definition is generic in that it allows the arbitrary input arity of flow operations.

Example. Notice in Figure 3.3 that some operations like UDF3 are unary and thus have only one input schema, while operations like Join2 are binary and expect two input schemata.

- $O$ represents a set of output schemata, where each schema ($O_i$) characterizes an output to a single succeeding operation and is defined with a finite set of attributes (i.e., $O = \{a_1, .., a_nO\}$).

Example. The operations in DIF-12 of Figure 3.4 can have either a single output schema (e.g., UDF3, Filter1, and Aggr4), or as it is the case of Join2 two equivalent output schemata sending the same data to two different subflows.
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- \( S \) represents the formalization of operator’s semantics, i.e., a finite set of expressions that interprets the processing semantics of an operator. Due to their inherent complexity and diversity, in order to automate the processing of data flow operations (e.g., comparison, discovery of different operation properties), we express the semantics of a generic data flow operation as a finite set of normalized expression trees. That is, a binary search tree, alphanumerically ordered on the expression elements (i.e., operators, function calls, variables, and constants), whilst respecting the valid order of operators when evaluating the expression. CoAl assumes that the semantics’ formalization is generic, and similar formalization techniques (e.g., [189]) can be used seamlessly in our approach.

Example. To express the semantics of data flow operations in DIF-1 (Figure 3.3) we build the normalized expression trees showed in Figure 3.5.

To further determine how the operations’ semantics affect their interdependence in a data flow, we use a set of data flow operation properties. Relying solely on a set of algebraic properties of data flow operations (e.g., [124, 158]) is not enough to take full advantage of the potential for the data flow analysis. Different ‘physio-logical’ properties that can be extracted from a data flow, additionally boost the automation of the flow analysis and equivalent operation reordering. For example, such idea has been introduced for the context of optimizing generalized MapReduce data flows by extracting properties like

---

Fig. 3.3: Example data-intensive flows for \( IR_1 \) and \( IR_2 \)
attribute values [78]. Additionally motivated by this work, we extend and generalize the idea of having a customizable set of properties characterizing data flow operations. In this chapter, we considered the following set of operation properties:

- **Schema (S)**. Attributes being used, emitted, or removed by an operation.
- **Values (V)**. Attributes whose values are used or produced by an operation.
- **Order (O)**. Indicator if the order of the tuples (i.e., rows or records) in the processed dataset affects the results or is being produced by an operation.

We have analyzed the applicability of these properties over the types of operations in the example ETL tools; both a commercial, i.e., Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB 11.2), and an open source data integration (ETL) tool, i.e., Pentaho Data Integration (PDI 5.0). This analysis has showed us that these three properties cover frequently used operations, while our approach is generic and allows the extension to other categories of data processing operations as needed.

Furthermore, in terms of these three properties, for each instance of a data flow operation, we define pre- (Pre) and post-conditions (Post) of a data flow...
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Fig. 3.6: Example data-intensive flows for IR$_3$ and IR$_4$

operation.

Depending on the properties that an operation "consumes" (i.e., the results of an operation are affected by the specific value of that input property), we define the pre-conditions of an operation as follows:

\[
\text{Pre} = (S_{\text{pre}}, V_{\text{pre}}, O_{\text{pre}}), \quad \text{such that:}
\]

- $S_{\text{pre}}$ (consumed schema) is a subset of attributes of input schemata ($\mathcal{I}$) that are used by the operation.

- $V_{\text{pre}}$ (consumed values) is a subset of attributes of the consumed schema ($V_{\text{pre}} \subseteq S_{\text{pre}}$) whose values are used by the operation.

- $O_{\text{pre}}$ (consumed order) is a boolean indicator that specifies whether the results of the operation processing are affected by an order of its input dataset.

Example. The UDF3 operation of DIF-1 in Figure 3.3 uses the attributes l$_{\text{exprice}},$ l$_{\text{disc}},$ and l$_{\text{tax}}$ from the input (i.e., $S_{\text{pre}} = \{l_{\text{exprice}}, l_{\text{disc}}, l_{\text{tax}}\}$), and moreover it uses their values for computing the value of the output attribute revenue (i.e., $V_{\text{pre}} = \{l_{\text{exprice}}, l_{\text{disc}}, l_{\text{tax}}\}$). On the other hand, notice that the Rename operations in DIF-2, require the attribute qrt at the input (i.e., $S_{\text{pre}} = \{\text{qrt}\}$), while the value of that attribute is not used by these operations (i.e., $V_{\text{pre}} = \emptyset$). Likewise, the value of the revenue attribute
resulting from the UDF operation, is not affected by the order of the input dataset (i.e., \( O_{pre} = false \)).

In a similar way, but now depending on the properties an operation “produces” (i.e., generates the specific value of that property at the output), we define the post-conditions of a data flow operation as:

\[
\text{Post} = (S_{post\_gen}, S_{post\_rem}, V_{post}, O_{post}),
\]

such that:

- \( S_{post\_gen} \) (generated schema) is a finite set of new attributes that the operation generates at the output.
- \( S_{post\_rem} \) (removed schema) is a subset of input attributes that the operation removes from the output.
- \( V_{post} \) (produced values) is a finite set of attributes whose values are either produced or modified by the operation.
- \( O_{post} \) (produced order) is a boolean indicator that specifies whether the operation processing generates a specific order of the output dataset.

Note that we need to distinguish two sets (i.e., \( S_{post\_gen} \) and \( S_{post\_rem} \)) to specify the schema property of a post-condition in order to determine the dependency of operations in a data flow. We clarify this when discussing the generic equivalence rules in Section 3.1.

Example. The operation \texttt{Aggr4} of DIF-1 in Figure 3.3 modifies the schema provided at the input and produces the new schema at the output, removing all the input attributes (i.e., \( S_{post\_rem} = \{ all \} \)) and generating the grouping attribute \texttt{qrt} and the aggregated attribute \texttt{total\_revenue} (i.e., \( S_{post\_gen} = \{ qrt, total\_revenue \} \)). \texttt{Aggr4} also produces the new value for the aggregated \texttt{revenue} attribute and the value of the grouping attribute \texttt{qrt} (i.e., \( V_{post} = \{ qrt, total\_revenue \} \)), and affects the order of the output dataset (i.e., \( O_{post} = true \)).

For extending the set of considered “physiological” properties, an instantiation of each property must be defined both at the input (Pre) and the output (Post) of each data flow operation. If an operation type does not consume/produce a property, the corresponding instantiation is empty (or \( false \), see the order property).

Finally, notice that the Pre and Post conditions of a data flow operation provide the needed knowledge to determine the dependencies among operations when performing equivalence transformations for reordering operations in a generic data flow. We discuss this in more detail in Section 3.1.

2.3 Problem Statement

We formalize the problem of the incremental data flow consolidation, by introducing the three main design operations to integrate, remove, and change a data flow.
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Integrate a data flow ($\mathit{int}$): When a new information requirement comes, we need to integrate the data flow that satisfies it, into the existing data flow. Considering that a data flow at the logical level is modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), in the context of integrating new data flow, at each step we assume two graphs:

- Referent graph. An existing multi-flow satisfying the $n$ current information requirements.
  \[
  \mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}} = (V_{\text{ref}}, E_{\text{ref}}) : \mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}} \vdash \{IR_1, ..., IR_n\}
  \]

- New graph. A data flow satisfying the upcoming requirement.
  \[
  \mathit{DIF}_{\text{new}} = (V_{\text{new}}, E_{\text{new}}) : \mathit{DIF}_{\text{new}} \vdash IR_{\text{new}}
  \]

In addition, for each information requirement ($IR_i$) and a data flow ($\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}}$), we define a requirement subgraph function (i.e., $\mathit{DIF}_i = (V_i, E_i) = \mathit{G}(\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}}, IR_i)$), such that $\mathit{G}$ returns a subgraph $\mathit{DIF}_i$ of $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}}$, if the requirement $IR_i$ can be satisfied by $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}}$ using $\mathit{DIF}_i$. Otherwise, it returns NULL.

Example. Notice that the shaded subgraph within the multi-flow $\mathit{DIF}-12$ in Figure 3.4, ending in the sales_revenue data store, is a requirement subgraph satisfying $IR_1$.

Intuitively, to integrate two data flow graphs ($\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}} \cdot \mathit{int} \mathit{DIF}_{\text{new}}$), we look for the maximal overlapping of their nodes (i.e., data sources and operations). As a result, the integrated multi-flow (i.e., $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}}$) must logically subsume the requirement subgraphs of all the requirements satisfied by $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}}$ and $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{new}}$ and consequently satisfy the entailed information requirements.

We define the integrate design operation as:

\[
\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}} = \mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}} \cdot \mathit{int} \mathit{DIF}_{\text{new}} = (V_{\text{int}}, E_{\text{int}}), \text{s.t.:}
\]

\[
\forall IR_i, i = 1, ..., n \colon \mathit{G}(\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}}, IR_i) <> \text{NULL},
\]

\[
\mathit{G}(\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}}, IR_{\text{new}}) <> \text{NULL}.
\]

Thus, we say that: $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}} \vdash \{IR_1, ..., IR_n, IR_{\text{new}}\}$

Example. The multi-flow integrated from $IR_1$-$IR_4$ is shown in Figure 3.7, where the overlapping operations are shown inside the shaded areas.

Remove a data flow ($\mathit{rem}$): In the case a user wants to remove an information requirement ($IR_{\text{rem}}$) from her analysis (i.e., $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}} \vdash \{IR_1, ..., IR_n\}$), we need to remove its requirement subgraph (i.e., $\mathit{DIF}_{\text{rem}} = (V_{\text{rem}}, E_{\text{rem}}) = \mathit{G}(\mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}}, IR_{\text{rem}})$), without affecting the satisfiability of other requirements. Formally:

\[
\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}} = \mathit{DIF}_{\text{ref}} \cdot \mathit{rem} \mathit{DIF}_{\text{rem}}, \text{s.t.:}
\]

\[
\forall IR_i, i = 1, ..., n \setminus \{\text{rem}\} : \mathit{G}(\mathit{DIF}_{\text{int}}, IR_i) <> \text{NULL},
\]

\[
((V_{\text{rem}} \cup \bigcup_{i \in \{1, ..., n\} \setminus \{\text{rem}\}} V_i) \cap V_{\text{int}}) = \emptyset;
\]

\[
((E_{\text{rem}} \cup \bigcup_{i \in \{1, ..., n\} \setminus \{\text{rem}\}} E_i) \cap E_{\text{int}}) = \emptyset.
\]

To this end, while integrating data flows, CoAl maintains metadata, consisting of two maps that for each node (datastore or operation) and edge of the integrated multi-flow graph, keeps a share counter for the total number of
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input data flows that use that node (i.e., \( \forall v \in V_{\text{int}} : \exists c_v > 0 \)) or edge (i.e., \( \forall e \in E_{\text{int}} : \exists c_e > 0 \)). For target data store nodes that satisfy requirements at hand, CoAl also keeps the requirement identifier.

Thus, when a user decides to remove an information requirement, the system will search through its requirement subgraph, starting from a target node, and decrements the share counter of the visited nodes and edges. If the counter drops to zero, the system will remove the node or the edge from the graph, as it is not used by any of the remaining input data flows anymore.

Change a data flow (\( \text{chg} \)): Similarly, changing an information requirement (\( IR_{\text{chg}} \sim IR_{\text{chg}'} \)), results in modifying the subgraph of a referent data flow that satisfies this requirement (\( DIF_{\text{chg}} \sim DIF_{\text{chg}'} \)), while preserving the satisfiability of other requirements in the analysis. Intuitively, the operation for changing a data flow can be reduced to the sequence of the previous two operations, i.e., remove and integrate. Formally:

\[
DIF_{\text{int}} = DIF_{\text{ref} \cdot \text{chg}} (DIF_{\text{chg}} \sim DIF_{\text{chg}'} ) = (DIF_{\text{ref} \cdot \text{rem}} DIF_{\text{chg}} ) \cdot \text{int} DIF_{\text{chg}'} .
\]

Next, we discuss the challenges in data flow consolidation and present the CoAl algorithm.

3 Data Flow Consolidation Challenges

To search for the overlapping between DIF-12 and DIF-3 (i.e., Figures 3.4 and 3.6, respectively), we first find orders and lineitem as the shared source data stores. Then, starting from these nodes we proceed with comparing operations going further in the encompassing subgraphs towards the result data store.
nodes, respectively, Top-10 shipped quantity and sales_revenue. Taking into account the previous example, we notice several challenges that arise when searching the overlapping operations in the referent and the new data flows.

1. Going from the orders nodes in DIF-12 and DIF-3, notice that after the common Filter operations we identify Join operations in both data flows, Join2 and Join3, respectively. However, even though one input of these Join operations coincides in both flows, the second input differs, and thus we do not proceed with comparing these operations.

Incremental advancement. To guarantee the semantic overlapping of two data flows, we must proceed incrementally starting from the common source nodes. That is, for comparing any two operations of two data flows, we must ensure that the predecessors of both operations coincide.

2. Although we do not compare the two Join operations, we continue our search. Note that in DIF-3 there is another Join operation (i.e., Join4) and that it is possible to exchange the order of this operation with the previously discussed Join3 without affecting the semantics of the DIF-3 data flow. As a result, we find a larger set of overlapping operations between DIF-3 and DIF-12.

Operation reordering. Operation reordering under a set of equivalence rules is a widely used optimization technique, e.g., for pushing selective operators early in a flow. When comparing data flows we can benefit from such technique to boost finding the maximal overlapping of operations whilst keeping the equivalent semantics of input data flows.

3. In each step, like after reordering the Join operations in DIF-3, when we find that the predecessors of two operations coincide, we proceed with comparing these two operations. Thus the comparison of data flow operations arises a third challenge in consolidating data flows considering the inherent complexity and variety of data flow operations.

Operation comparison. To integrate the operations of two data flows we need to compare them to ensure that they provide the equivalent dataset at the output. To automate their comparison we need to formalize the semantics of data flow operations.

Before presenting CoAl that solves the first challenge, we discuss the theoretical aspects of the last two challenges.

3.1 Operation reordering

Operation reordering has been widely studied in the context of data flow optimization, both for traditional relational algebra operators (e.g., [124]) and generic data flows (e.g., [158, 78]). Different reordering scenarios have proven to improve the performance of data flows (e.g., pushing selective operations
early in the flow). Conversely, we observe that reordering techniques can also be used for consolidating data flows by finding the maximal overlapping of flow operations. Thus, here we introduce a set of data flow transformations and generic equivalence rules which ensure that these transformations lead to a semantically equivalent data flow.

Following the previously proposed set of flow transformations in the context of ETL processes [158], in CoAI we extend this set considering also the associative property of n-ary operations (e.g., Join) and thus rely on the following four flow transformations used for reordering the operations.

- **Swap.** Applied to a pair of adjacent unary operations, it interchanges the order of these operations.

- **Distribute/Factorize.** Applied on a unary operation over an adjacent n-ary operation, it respectively distributes the unary operation over the adjacent n-ary operation or factorize several unary operations over the adjacent n-ary operation.

- **Merge/Split.** Applied on a set of adjacent unary operations, it respectively merges several operations into a single unary operation or splits a unary operation into several unary operation.

- **(Re-)associate.** Applied on a pair of mutually associative n-ary operations, it interchanges the order in which these operations are executed.

Example. Examples of these transformations applied to integrate DIF-3 and DIF-4 into the referent data flow (Figure 3.4) are showed in Figure 3.6.

Furthermore, we define here the equivalence rules applicable to a generic set of data flow operations, which must hold in order to guarantee a semantically equivalent data flow after performing the previous reordering transformations. Our generic equivalence rules are expressed in terms of the operation properties defined in Section 2.2 (i.e., schema, values, order). Notice that the equivalence rules defined in terms of these properties can be conservative in some cases and prevent some valid reorderings, but whenever applied, they do guarantee the semantic equivalence of a reordered data flow.

Let’s consider two adjacent operations \( o_A \) and \( o_B \) in a data flow, such that \( o_A \) precedes \( o_B \) (i.e., \( o_A < o_B \)). Thus, to ensure the equivalence transformation, CoAI checks if there is no conflict of the properties among these two operations, i.e., if the following constraints hold.

- **Schema conflict.** We must guarantee that all attributes of the schemata used by operations \( o_A \) and \( o_B \) are available also after the operation reordering.

\[
(S_{post\_rem_B} \cap S_{pre_A} = \emptyset) \land (S_{post\_gen_A} \cap S_{pre_B} = \emptyset)
\]
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Example. In DIF-2 (Figure 3.3), notice that \texttt{Aggr4} generates the attribute \texttt{qrt} that is accessed by the \texttt{Rname5} operation, and thus there is a conflict of the schema property, which prevents the swap between these two operations.

- Values conflict. We must guarantee that none of the attributes' values used by one operation are modified by another operation.

\[(V_{postB} \cap V_{preA} = \emptyset) \land (V_{postA} \cap V_{preB} = \emptyset)\]

Example. In DIF-3 (Figure 3.6), \texttt{Aggr5} generates the value of attribute \texttt{total_qty} that is consumed by the \texttt{Sort6} operation, and thus there is a conflict of the value property, which prevents the swap between these two operations.

- Order conflict. We must guarantee that if the results of one operation are affected by a specific order of an input dataset, another operation does not modify the order of the dataset at the output.

\[(O_{postB} \Rightarrow \neg O_{preA}) \land (O_{postA} \Rightarrow \neg O_{preB})\]

Example. For the operations \texttt{Sort6} and \texttt{First-K7}\(^2\) of DIF-3, CoAl finds an order conflict, since \texttt{Sort6} affects the order of the tuples in the output dataset, while the results of \texttt{First-K7} are obviously affected by the order of the input dataset.

Besides these, if both \(o_A\) and \(o_B\) are n-ary operations, and hence CoAl tries to apply the (re-)associate transformation, we must also ensure that \(o_A\) and \(o_B\) are mutually associative operations.

Example. Notice that the equi-join operations (e.g., \texttt{Join2} and \texttt{Join6} operations in DIF-12 in Figure 3.3) are associative, as well as the typical set union and intersection operations, whilst for example outer joins (left, right, and full) and set difference in general do not satisfy associative property and cannot be reordered using the (re-)associate transformation.

Finally, only if for all the above conditions, CoAl detects no conflict, it can consider reordering \(o_A\) and \(o_B\).

Proof. For the proof that the first three flow transformations (i.e., swap, distribute/factorize, and merge/split) lead to a semantically equivalent data flow, we refer the reader to the work of Simitsis et. al, [158]. Furthermore, the proof that the association transformation leads to a semantically equivalent data flow, when applied over the operations that satisfy the associative property, is based on the assumption of the equivalence of the output schemata and the output datasets before and after the association is applied.

1. Schema equivalence. Regardless of the order of the two adjacent n-ary operations that satisfy the associative property, the equivalent output

\(^2\)The First-K operation keeps only the top K tuples of the input dataset (e.g., LIMIT in SQL syntax).
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schemata are provided at the output (e.g., concatenated schemata in the case of equi-join, or equivalent schemata in the case of set union and set intersection).

2. Dataset equivalence. The associative property, if satisfied by the two adjacent n-ary operations, guarantees the equivalence of the output datasets before and after the (re-)associate transformation is applied.

3.2 Operations comparison

Another challenge for consolidating two data flows is finding the matching operations between these flows. In general, operations \( o_A \) and \( o_B \), only match if they imply the equivalent semantics and the subgraphs having \( o_A \) and \( o_B \) as their sinks provide equal datasets.

We consider four possible outcomes of comparing two operations, \( o_A \) and \( o_B \), from a referent and a new data flow, respectively (see Figure 3.8).

(1) Full match: the compared operations are equivalent (i.e., \( o_A \equiv o_B \)). In that case, we can consolidate the two operations as a single one in the integrated multi-flow.

Example. In DIF-1 and DIF-2 of Figure 3.3 we find some fully matching operations, e.g., Filter1 or UDF3.

(2) Partial (referent) match: the results of \( o_B \) are subsumed by the results of \( o_A \), thus \( o_B \) can partially benefit from the transformations already performed by \( o_A \) (i.e., \( o_B \preceq o_A \)). Then, both operations can be partially collapsed as depicted in Figure 3.8(2). Furthermore, the consolidation of the partially matched operation \( o_B \) may involve an additional transformation (i.e., \( o_B' \)) for obtaining the original output data.

Example. Consider an alternative scenario where the requirement \( IR_2 \) only takes into account urgent orders, i.e., Filter1 uses \( \text{year(o_date)}=2013 \text{ AND o_orderprior} = '1-URGENT' \). Then, we would find a partial match of the Filter operations in DIF-1 and DIF-2, since Filter1 in DIF-2 could partially benefit from Filter1 in DIF-1 and would need an additional filter using \( o\_orderprior = '1-URGENT' \).

(4) No match: Finally, it may happen that neither \( o_B \) nor \( o_A \) can benefit from one another, (i.e., \( o_A \not\equiv o_B \)). Then, the two operations cannot be consolidated. Thus, we introduce a fork in the already matched subflow, as shown in Figure 3.8(4). The fork in such case requires the copy-partition functionality (i.e., parallel flows).

Following the notation in Section 2.2, here we formalize the comparison of two operations \( o_A \) and \( o_B \) as follows:
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We now present the CoAl algorithm for data flow consolidation.

Intuitively, the incremental advancement property defined in the previous section, requires that for solving the problem of integrating any two data flow graphs, by maximizing the reuse of their data and operations, we first need to recursively solve the subproblems of integrating their subgraphs, starting from the data sources, and following a topological order of nodes in the graphs.

Given the clear ordering and dependencies between these subproblems, we formulate the problem of integrating data-intensive flows as a dynamic pro-
gramming problem. We devise a bottom-up, iterative variant of the algorithm that efficiently solves the problem in our case.

In particular, CoAl starts with two data flow graphs, the referent \((DIF_{\text{ref}})\) and the new \((DIF_{\text{new}})\), and proceeds following a topological order of the data flow operations in a graph, starting from the matched leaf (source) nodes. CoAl iteratively searches larger matching opportunities between their operations by applying the generic equivalence rules (Section 3.1), hence considering reordering without modifying the semantics of the involved data flows. At each iteration, CoAl compares two operations (one from each data flow), and continues only if a full match is found (Section 3.2). This guarantees the following two invariants:

\((I_1)\): At each step, only one pair of operations of referent and new data flows can be partially or fully matched.

\((I_2)\): A new match is added to the set of matched operations if and only if the operations themselves match and their input flows have been previously fully matched.

In addition, when searching for next operations to match, the following invariant must also hold:

\((I_3)\): An operation can be reordered to be matched next, if and only if such reordering does not change the semantics (i.e., output) of a data flow.

The consequence of these invariants is that a pair of matched operations is eventually consolidated in the output, integrated multi-flow, if the flows they belong to can be reordered so that their children are fully matched.

Thus, the correctness of the CoAl algorithm, in the sense that it integrates input data flows without affecting their outputs, is guaranteed by the three characteristics of the algorithm – i.e., operation comparison, incremental advancement, and equivalent operation reordering – discussed in Section 3, and demonstrated respectively with the invariants \(I_1\), \(I_2\), and \(I_3\).

Example. We illustrate different steps of CoAl, using the scenario of integrating data flow DIF-3 (Figure 3.6), into the referent DIF-12 multi-flow (Figure 3.4).

In general, CoAl comprises four phases (see Algorithm 1): i) search for the next operations to match; ii) compare the next operations; iii) reorder input data flows if a match has been found; and iv) integrate the solution with the lowest estimated cost. The first three phases are executed in each iteration of CoAl, while the last one is executed once, when no matching possibility is left.

Before detailing the four phases, we present the main structures maintained by CoAl while looking for the final consolidation solution.

1. matchQ: A priority queue that contains pairs of referent and new data flows with currently overlapping areas which can be potentially extended with new matching operations.

\[
\text{matchQ ::= matchDIFPair, matchQ|matchDIFPair;}
\]
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Algorithm 1 CoAl

inputs: DIF_ref, DIF_new; output: DIF_int

1: altList := \{[[DIF_ref, DIF_new, ∅, ∅], cost_noInt];
\[no Int. alternative\]
2: matchQ := matchLeaves(DIF_ref, DIF_new);
3: while matchQ ≠ ∅ do
4: matchDIFPair[DIF_ref, DIF_new, allMatches, lastMatches] := dequeue(matchQ);
5: nextOpsPair[o_ref, o_new], edge_ref := dequeue(lastMatChes);
\[Algorithm 2\]
6: nextOps_new := findNextForMatch(DIF_new, o_new, edge_new);
7: for all pair(o_ref, o_new) do
8: if o_ref ≠ o_new then
9: DIF_ref := reorder(DIF_ref, o_ref, o_ref);
10: DIF_new := reorder(DIF_new, o_new, o_new);
11: insert(allMatches, [[o_ref, o_new], IntInfo]);
12: if o_ref ≠ o_new then
13: if o_ref ≠ o_new then
14: for i := 1 to deg(o_ref) enqueue(lastMatChes, [o_ref, o_new, edge_ref]);
15: enqueue(matchQ, [DIF_ref, DIF_new, allMatches, lastMatches]);
16: else if o_ref ≠ o_new then
17: if lastMatChes = ∅ then
18: insert(altList, [[[DIF_ref, DIF_new, allMatches, lastMatches], costθ]);
19: else
20: enqueue(matchQ, [DIF_ref, DIF_new, allMatches, lastMatches]);
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: if no matching found then
26: if lastMatChes = ∅ then
27: insert(altList, [[[DIF_ref, DIF_new, allMatches, lastMatches], costθ]);
28: else
29: enqueue(matchQ, [DIF_ref, DIF_new, allMatches, lastMatches]);
30: end if
31: end if
32: end while
33: bestAlt := findMin(altList);
34: DIF_int := integrate(bestAlt);
2. altList: A list of all alternative solutions ending up in a partial or full overlapping of two data flows (referent and new), together with the estimated costs of such consolidation solution.

\[
altilist := [\text{matchDIFPair}, \text{cost}], \text{altList}] [\text{matchDIFPair}, \text{cost}];
\]

Each element of matchQ and altList contains information of integrated data flows, i.e.,

\[
\text{matchDIFPair} := [\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}}, \text{DIF}_{\text{new}}, \text{allMatches}, \text{lastMatches}];
\]

- A pair of data flows (\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}} and \text{DIF}_{\text{new}}), potentially reordered for such integration.

- Pairs of pointers to all matched operations (allMatches), with information about the matching type and integration (intInfo).

\[
\text{allMatches} := [\text{matchOpsPair}, \text{intInfo}], \text{allMatches}
\]

- A queue with pairs of pointers to the last matched operations (lastMatches), and an out-edge in a referent graph (\text{edge}_{\text{ef}}).

\[
\text{lastMatches} := [\text{matchOpsPair}, \text{edge}_{\text{ef}}], \text{lastMatches}
\]

\[
\text{matchOpsPair} := [\text{o}_{\text{ref}}, \text{o}_{\text{new}}];
\]

CoAl first initializes the list of alternative solutions by adding the alternative with no integration of \text{DIF}_{\text{new}} and \text{DIF}_{\text{ref}}, together with the cost of having these two data flows separately, i.e., \text{cost}_{\text{noInt}} (Step 1).

CoAl then starts by searching for the matching leaf (source) nodes of new and referent data flows (i.e., matchLeafs, Step 2). The source data stores are compared based on their main characteristics, i.e., source type, source name or location, and extracted attributes. CoAl initializes matchQ with the pair of the referent and new data flows, together with the found matching pairs of source data stores (i.e., initially both allMatches and lastMatches).

Example. When integrating DIF-3 (Figure 3.6), into the referent flow, i.e., DIF-12 (Figure 3.4), we first identify common source nodes of the two data flow graphs (i.e., \text{orders} and \text{lineitem}).

The four phases of CoAl are as follows:

i) Search for the next operations to match. At each iteration, we consider extending a single pair of currently overlapping data flows from the priority queue (matchQ) with a new pair of matching operations. For a dequeued pair of data flows (i.e., dequeue, Step 4), we identify the operations in these flows to be compared next, starting from a pair of previously identified full matches (i.e., \text{o}_{\text{ref}} and \text{o}_{\text{new}} dequeued from lastMatches; dequeue, Step 5). Finding operations to be compared next in both data flows is performed by means of two calls to the function FindNextForMatch (i.e., Algorithm 2)
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Algorithm 2 FindNextForMatch
inputs: DIF, o\textsubscript{new}, out-edge; output: nextOps
1: nextOps := \emptyset;
2: for all path \in findPathsToForks(DIF, o\textsubscript{new}, out-edge) do
3:     for i := 1 to length(path) do
4:         if canReorder(path,i) \land fulfillI2(path[i]) then
5:             insert(nextOps,path[i]);
6:         end if
7:     end for
8: end for
9: return nextOps;

in steps 6 and 7). In FindNextForMatch we apply the generic equivalence rules explained in Section 3.1, and find the operations that can be pushed down towards the last fully matched operations, thus fulfilling \(I_2\) (i.e., canReorder and fulfillI2, Step 4 in Algorithm 2). Notice that we search until we reach the operation that has multiple outputs (i.e., findPathsToForks, Step 2), since swapping operations down a fork would affect the semantics of other branches in a data flow.

Example. For the fully matching nodes orders of DIF-12 and DIF-3, we find the following sets of operations to be compared next: \(orders_{DIF-12} = \{\text{Filter1, Join2}\}; \) \(orders_{DIF-3} = \{\text{Filter1, Join3, Join4}\}\).

ii) Compare the next operations. CoAl then compares each pair of operations from the previously produced sets (i.e., nextOps\textsubscript{ref} and nextOps\textsubscript{new}), using the comparison rules discussed in Section 3.2. Depending on the result, it identifies: (a) a full match, \(o_{ref} \equiv o_{new}\) (Step 2a); (b) a partial match, \(o_{new} \sqsubseteq o_{ref} \lor o_{ref} \sqsubseteq o_{new}\) (Step 16) or (c) no match, \(o_{ref} \not\equiv o_{new}\).

Example. From the two sets of operations that can be compared next, we find two full matches between Filter1(DIF-12) and Filter1(DIF-3), and Join2(DIF-12) and Join4(DIF-3).

It may also happen that no matching is found for any pair of operations (Step 25).

iii) Reorder the input data flows. If CoAl finds a (full or partial) match, it proceeds (if needed) with operation reordering to align the input data flows and enable integration of the previously matched operations, i.e., to satisfy \(I_2\), (i.e., reorder, steps 10 and 11).

Example. Following the above example, for the full match of the Filter operations in DIF-12 and DIF-3, no additional operation reordering is necessary and CoAl directly adds Filter1 to the current maximum overlapping area (i.e., \(I_2\) is satisfied). But, for the full match between Join2(DIF-12) and Join4(DIF-3), CoAl must perform operation reordering (i.e., (re-)associate Join4 down Join3 in DIF-3), so that the Join4 operation could be matched next (\(I_2\)).
CoAI then extends the overlapping of input data flows with matching pair of operations to allMatches, together with their integration information (i.e., insert, Step 12). Next, based on the type of the previously found match, CoAI proceeds as follows:

- For a full match, it enqueues back to priority queue the two data flows (possibly reordered) to further extend the matching in the next iterations (i.e., enqueue, Step 15), starting from the last matched pair of operations added (i.e., lastMatches). Notice that CoAI needs to enable the search in all possible output branches of the referent data flow, thus we enqueue back the currently matched operations once for each of the next out-edges to be followed from the previously matched operations (see Step 14).

- For a partial match, if there are no other previously matched operations from which it can extend matching (Step 17), CoAI estimates the cost of the current solution and inserts it, along with its cost, to the list of alternatives (Step 18). Otherwise, it enqueues back to matchQ the two data flows to further extend the matching in other branches. (i.e., enqueue, Step 20).

Similarly, if no match is found (Step 25), this solution along with its estimated cost is also added to the list of potential alternatives only if it is not possible to further extend the matching.

Example. In the given example (i.e., DIF-3 and DIF-12), this occurs after we match the join operations (i.e., Join2 from DIF-12 and Join4 from DIF-3). Going further in data flows DIF-12 and DIF-3, we cannot find any matching operation that can enlarge the common areas of these two data flows. Thus, we add the currently matched data flows as an alternative solution, resulting in an integrated multi-flow branching after the matched join operation (i.e., Join3;{1-4} in Figure 3.7)

Otherwise, CoAI continues matching in other branches (i.e., Step 29).

The algorithm finishes the matching process when all operations of input data flows are explored and compared (i.e., no more elements in the matchQ).

iv) Integrate an alternative solution. After all iterations finish, CoAI analyzes the list of the found alternatives, looks for the one with the lowest estimated cost (i.e., findMin, Step 33), and integrates it using the integration information (i.e., integrate, Step 34).

Finally, CoAI returns the integrated multi-flow (i.e., $DIF_{int}$).
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4.1 Computational complexity

To integrate a referent \((DIF_{\text{ref}} = (V_{\text{ref}}, E_{\text{ref}}))\) and a new \((DIF_{\text{new}} = (V_{\text{new}}, E_{\text{new}}))\) data flow, the CoAl algorithm at first glance indicates at worst quadratic complexity (in terms of \(|V_{\text{ref}}| \cdot |V_{\text{new}}|\)), due to the Cartesian product of operations that can be compared next (see Step 8). However, there are several characteristics that either directly from the invariants of the CoAl algorithm or from empirical experiences show that this is not a realistic upper bound of the algorithm.

- Under the assumption that input data flows are compact in terms that they do not have redundant operations (i.e., operations of a single flow that can be fully matched; see Section 3.2), it is impossible that multiple alternative paths branching from a single operation in a multi-flow completely match with a path of another data flow.

- The search is led by the size of paths in the new data flow (i.e., \(|p_{\text{new}}|_{\text{avg}}\)), which is typically shorter than the paths in the referent data flow.

- When searching next operations to compare (i.e., Algorithm 2), due to conflicting dependencies among operations (see Section 3.1), it is also unrealistic that all the operations in the paths of encompassing requirement subgraphs can be reordered to be compared next, which drastically reduces the actual number of comparisons inside the loop.

We further analyze the complexity of the CoAl algorithm based on the search space of the algorithm while looking for the next operations to match. That is, we take into account the number of the main loop iterations (see Step 3 in Algorithm 1), and for each loop, the number of operations searched to be compared next in each loop (see Algorithm 2). While the cost of Algorithm 2 for a new data flow in bounded by the maximal size of new data flow graphs, the cost for a referent one grows iteratively as the size of the data flow graph grows, hence we take the latter one into account when estimating the complexity of the CoAl algorithm. Additionally, notice that the number of the main loop iterations (Step 3) depends on the number of elements previously enqueued to the matchQ and lastMatched, which occurs only when we find a full match between two data stores or two operations (see steps 2 and 2a in Algorithm 1).

In the worst case for the complexity, we can find a full match for all operations in a path of a new data flow, i.e., the path is completely subsumed by the referent flow.

We start by estimating the number of iterations of the main loop. The complexity for a single path of new data flow (i.e., \(p_{\text{new}}\)) can be obtained as follows:

\[
c(p_{\text{ref}} \cdot \text{int} \ p_{\text{new}}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\vert p_{\text{new}} \vert} \text{deg}(o_{\text{ref}_i})
\]
If we consider an average outdegree of a referent data flow graph (i.e., \( \deg_{avg}(\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}}) \)):

\[
c(p_{\text{ref}} \cdot \text{int} p_{\text{new}}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\left|p_{\text{new}}\right|} \deg(o_{\text{ref}}) = \left|p_{\text{new}}\right|^{\text{avg}} \cdot \deg_{avg}(\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}})
\]

Furthermore, CoAl performs such search for all paths starting from the previously matched source data stores, i.e., maximally for \( |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| \) paths.

\[
c_{1}(\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}} \cdot \text{int} \text{DIF}_{\text{new}}) = c_{1} = |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| + |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot \left|p_{\text{new}}\right|^{\text{avg}} \cdot \deg_{avg}(\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}})
\]

Using graph theory, we can further represent the average outdegree of a directed graph (i.e., \( \text{DIF}_{\text{ref}} = (V_{\text{ref}}, E_{\text{ref}}) \)) as \( \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|} \). At the same time, the average length of a source-to-target path \( \left|p_{\text{new}}\right|^{\text{avg}} \) can be obtained as the average depth of a new graph. Assuming that a graph resulting from a single information requirement is a tree, and the tree is balanced, we can obtain its depth as \( \log \frac{|E_{\text{new}}|}{|V_{\text{new}}|} |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \). That is:

\[
c_{1} = |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| + |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot \left( \log \frac{|E_{\text{new}}|}{|V_{\text{new}}|} |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \right) \cdot \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|}
\]

Next, for each loop, we estimate the complexity of searching for the next operations to compare in the referent data flow graph. Starting from a pair of last matched operations, we search in all paths, and identify the next operations that are candidates to be reordered and compared next (see Algorithm 2). Such search in general resembles the tree traversal with the last matched operation as a root and target data stores as leaf nodes. We estimate the size of such tree and thus the complexity of its traversal with the average depth of a tree (i.e., the average length of a source-to-target path), multiplied by the average outdegree of the graph. Again, based on the graph theory, we can express such estimations in terms of the size of a referent data flow graph. That is:

\[
c_{2} = \text{depth}_{avg}(\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}}) \cdot \deg_{avg}(\text{DIF}_{\text{ref}}) = \left( \log \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|} |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| \right) \cdot \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|}
\]

Thus, we estimate the complexity of the algorithm as:

\[
c_{\text{int}} = c_{1} \cdot c_{2} = (|\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| + |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \cdot \left( \log \frac{|E_{\text{new}}|}{|V_{\text{new}}|} |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \right) \cdot \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|}) \cdot \left( \log \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|} |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| \right) \cdot \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|}
\]

Assuming that the average size (i.e., \( |E_{\text{new}}|, |V_{\text{new}}| \) and the number of source data stores (i.e., \( |\text{DS}_{\text{new}}| \)) in a new data flow is constant, the theoretical complexity for the problem of integrating data flows can be given as a function of the size of the referent data flow (i.e., \( |E_{\text{ref}}| \)), the number of its data sources (i.e., \( |\text{DS}_{\text{ref}}| \)), and its average outdegree (i.e., \( \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|}{|V_{\text{ref}}|} \)).
5. Evaluation

5.1 Prototype

CoAl works at the logical level and integrates data flows coming from either high level business requirements (e.g., [146]) or platform-specific programs (e.g., queries, scripts, ETL tool metadata; [93]). We built a prototype that implements the CoAl algorithm. The prototype is integrated into a larger ecosystem for the design and deployment of data flows from information requirements [90]. Communication with different external modules of the ecosystem for import/export of data flows is enabled using a platform-independent representation of a data flow, namely xLM (i.e., XML encoding of data flow metadata [160]). Data flows in other languages could be translated to/from xLM using external tools (e.g., [92]).

5.2 Experimental setup

We selected a set of 15 data flows, translated from the referent TPC-H benchmark queries. Notice that even though the TPC-H benchmark provides a relatively small set of input queries, such set covers different sizes and complexities of input data flows and suffices to demonstrate the functionality of the CoAl algorithm. Thus the obtained results are generalizable to other inputs. CoAl’s flexibility to deal with different complexities of data flow operations is previously showed in sections 2 and 3. Considered data flows (similar to those presented in Section 2), span from only 4 to the maximum of 20 operations, performing various data transformations, i.e., filters, joins, projections, aggregations, user defined functions. More information about the selected queries can be found in the TPC-H specification [5]. We translated the selected SQL queries, into the platform-independent representation that CoAl understands (i.e., xLM).

To cover a variety of input scenarios (i.e., different orders in which input data flows are provided), we have considered different permutations of incoming data flows. Since the total number of different permutations for the chosen 15 queries is not tractable (i.e., $15! > 1307$ billions), we have randomly sampled, a uniformly distributed set of 1000 permutations and obtained the average values of the observed numbers. For each permutation, we have simulated the incremental arrival of input data flows, starting by integrating the first 2 data flows, and then incrementally adding the other 13.

---

3Selected TPC-H queries: q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q9, q10, q11, q13, q16, q17, q18, q19, q21. Other queries are discarded due to limitations of the available external SQL translation module.
5.3 Scrutinizing CoAl

We first analyzed the distribution of the values obtained in the considered sample of permutations. For all of them we confirmed a positive (right) skew, which indicated the stability of our data flow integration algorithm. Thus, in the reminder of this section, we report the mean values obtained from the considered permutations.

Search Space. As shown in Figure 3.9 (Real complexity), the search space (i.e., $\#\text{states}$ refers to the complexity in Section 4.1) grows linearly with the number of input data flows. For input flows of an average size of 15 operations, the number of states considered starts from only several when integrating 2 data flows and go up to the maximum of 170 states when integrating the 15th data flow (Figure 3.9 reports the average values).

We additionally estimated the theoretical computational complexity of CoAl for given inputs, following the formula in Section 4.1 and compared it to the obtained real values (see Theoretical complexity (formula estimated) in Figure 3.9). We observed that the overestimation and a slight deviation of the tendency of the formula estimated complexity comes from the generalizations adopted for estimating the average depth and the degree of a data flow graph. Fitting the formula with the average values directly computed in the execution (see Theoretical complexity (formula computed) in Figure 3.9), showed the co-
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Fig. 3.12: CoAl characteristics

Fig. 3.13: Alternative solutions

inciding tendency with the real complexity and smaller overestimation resulted from the averaged values.

On the other side, following the complexity discussion in Section 4.1, we analyzed the time needed to complete the search in terms of the size of the referent data flow (i.e., number of edges). This analysis showed that the time also grows linearly following the size of a referent data flow (see Figure 3.10), starting from only 6.4 ms with the initial size of a referent data flow (i.e., 15 edges), and going up to the maximum of 195 ms when integrating the fifteenth data flow over the referent data flow with 147 edges. These values showed a very low overhead of CoAl, making it suitable for today’s right-time BI applications. Moreover, such results further show CoAl’s scalability for larger input complexities. We additionally analyzed the correlation of the time and the search space (see Figure 3.11), and showed that the growth of execution time follows the same (linear) trend as the complexity growth, which validated our complexity estimations discussed in Section 4.1.

Algorithm characteristics. We also studied the behavior of CoAl internal characteristics. Figure 3.12 shows how the number of matched operations (#matchedOperations) and the number of flow transitions (#flowTransitions), related to the $I_2$ invariant, are affected by the size of the problem. The average number of matches increases from 1 to 4 (excluding the matched data sources), until the sixth integrated data flow, and then this trend slows only up to 5 matched for the following data flows. This happens because an integrated flow may impose branching (multiple outputs) for the subflows shared among the input data flows (see Section 4). Such behavior restricts the operation reorderings from one branch down the fork, as it would change the semantics of the shared subflow, and thus of all the dependent branches.

This trend is also confirmed by the number of different flow transitions (i.e., number of different operation reorderings; see Figure 3.12). This further showed that in the basic integration scenario different orders of incoming data flows might produce different integration solution (although all of them will be semantically equivalent). Notice, however, that tracing the metadata of original data flows and all integration alternatives (whose number grows linearly with
the size of the problem; see Figure 3.13), would facilitate the maintenance of integrated multi-flows and the revision of some integration choices.

Improvement in the overall execution time. Additionally, by reviewing the integrated multi-flows for the considered sample of order permutations, we have identified a certain variation of the result characteristics (i.e., a relative standard deviation of the output size is around 20%), and thus we isolated two permutations whose outputs we further analyzed, i.e., (1) the best case - among the considered permutations, the permutation that produces the largest overlapping (i.e., the most matched operations) between the input data flows, and (2) the worst case - among the considered permutations, the permutation that produces the smallest overlapping (i.e., the least number of matched operations) between the input data flows. For these two cases, we analyzed the execution time of the multi-flow after integrating all 15 data flows from the input, and compared it with the total execution time for the 15 individually executed data flows. Notice that we do not present here optimal solutions in terms of performance, but rather analyze how different degrees of data and transformation reuse affect the overall execution time of a data-intensive multi-flow. For these experiments we ran data flows in Pentaho Data Integration tool using a dataset of 10k to 20k tuples generated from the TPC-H data generator.

The results are illustrated in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for the worst and the best overlapping case, respectively. We first individually executed the data flows from the input, and observed that it took 19.1s in total to execute 15 data flows with the maximum of 2.4s for executing the data flow of Q2 from TPC-H. We further executed the integrated solutions of the best and the worst case, as explained above. Notice in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 that some data flows are penalized by the integration (e.g., Q17), i.e., their execution time increased due to unfavorable reordering of more selective operations (e.g., filters over joins) to achieve larger overlapping with the referent data flow. Conversely, some larger data flows (e.g., Q2 and Q5) largely benefit from the integration by reusing already performed data processing of other data flows. Note that in both cases the overall execution time of the integrated multi-flow decreased. The best case solution (see Figure 3.15) took 13s for the overall execution,
whilst the worst case solution (see Figure 3.14) took 15.7s. We thus observed approx. 31.9% of improvement of the overall execution time for the best and 17.8% for the worst case, which finally confirms our initial assumptions.

We additionally confirmed that the improvement of the overall execution time is correlated with the amount of overlapping (i.e., number of shared data and operations). For instance, the improvement in the overlapping size from the worst to the best integration case discussed above (i.e., 51 in the worst to 79 in the best case) showed to be approx. proportional to the improvement of the overall execution time for these two cases.

Furthermore, integration of multiple data flows enabled extra optimization inside the considered execution tool, by allowing the pipelined execution of the unified multi-flow. This finally resulted with 2.4s of the overall execution pipeline for the best case, and 3.2s for the worst case. Notice that we report these results for showing one of the benefits of integrating different data flows (see shaded bars in Figures 3.14 and 3.15), while for the fair comparison we used the results not taking into account the advantage of the enabled pipeline execution.

6 Related Work

From the early years, the reuse in data integration field has been encouraged and envisioned as beneficial [148], since organizations typically perform data integration efforts that involve overlapping sets of data and code. However, such problem has also been characterized as challenging due to inherently complex enterprise environments. Different guidelines and approaches have been proposed to tackle this issue in various scenarios.

Schema mapping management. The data exchange and data integration problems set the theoretical underpinnings of the complexity of what we today call an ETL process [186]. Schema mappings, as a set of logical assertions relating the elements of source and target schemata, play a fundamental role in both data exchange [52] and data integration [106] settings. Intuitively, schema mappings are predecessors to more complex ETL transformations [186]. Various approaches and tools dealt with automating schema mapping creation (e.g., [52, 44]), while others further proposed high-level operations over the set of mappings, i.e., composition, inversion, and merge, (e.g., [16]). We find the problems of composing and merging schema mappings especially interesting for the context of data flow consolidation in terms of reducing information redundancy and minimality. The remarks of these works motivated our research, but moving towards more complex scenarios of today's BI introduced new challenges both regarding the complexity of schema mappings (e.g., grouping, aggregation, or "black-box" operations) and the diversity of data sources that these approaches could not support (i.e., only relational or XML data...
formats have been previously considered). Conversely, we propose generic solutions for both operation reordering and operation comparison challenges that solve the problem for an arbitrary set of data flow operations.

Workflow optimization. Equivalence rules used in data flow optimization can be conveniently applied in the context of consolidating data flows to maximize the data and operation sharing (see Section 3.1). Both traditional query optimization [124] and multi-query optimization approaches [94] focus on performance and consider a different subset of operations than those typically encountered in complex data flows (e.g., operations with "black-box" semantics). Recently, more attention has been given to solving the data flow optimization problem for a generic set of complex operations (e.g., [158, 78]). In the former work, the problem of ETL optimization has been modeled as a state-space search problem [158], with a set of generic equivalence transitions used to generate new (eventually optimal) states. Such equivalence transitions inspired those presented in Section 3.1 (i.e., swap, factorize/distribute, merge/split), but state generation is based solely on the information about the schemata used and produced by ETL operations. We propose a less conservative approach where we distinguish three different properties of data flow operations (i.e., schema, value, and order) and thus we are able to detect more promising reordering (optimization) opportunities. On the other side, the later approach [78] does consider the attributes' value as an important operation property, but overlooks the dataset order. The main reason is that the approach focuses solely on the set of second order operations written in an imperative language for a big data analytics system (e.g., Map, Reduce, Cross, etc.).

Recent optimization approaches (e.g., [64]) discuss the problem of finding the optimal global query plan for a set of input queries by means of data and operation sharing. Another approach considers two non-orthogonal challenges when looking for the optimal data flow design: operation sharing and reordering [64]. However, unlike CoAl, this approach focuses mainly on the tradeoffs of using these two approaches in the context of data flow optimization and does not study how operation reordering can enhance and maximize data and operation sharing among different data flows. Moreover, these approaches are limited to the typical relational algebra operators, while CoAl provides a generic framework for the comparison and reordering of arbitrary data flow operations (see Section 2).

Data flow design. The modeling and design of data-intensive flows is a thoroughly studied area, both in the academia [13, 189, 190] and industry, where many tools available in the market often provide overlapping functionalities for the design and execution of these flows. However, neither the research nor the available tools provide the means for automatically adapting data flow designs to changing information requirements.

To the best of our knowledge, the only work tackling the integration of ETL processes is in Albrecht and Naumann [14]. The authors propose a set of
high level operators for managing the repository of ETL processes. However, the work lacks the formal definition and automatic means for such operators. Additionally, the authors do not consider the incremental consolidation of data flows led by information requirements.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented CoAl, our approach to facilitate the incremental consolidation of data-intensive multi-flows. CoAl starts from data flows that satisfy single information requirements. Iteratively, CoAl identifies different possibilities for integrating new data flows into the existing multi-flow, focusing on the maximal data flow reuse. Finally, CoAl suggests a unified data flow design evaluating it with the user-specified cost model.

We have developed a prototype that implements the complete functionality of CoAl. We used it to evaluate the efficiency, scalability, and the quality of the output solutions of our approach. We also report the improvement of the overall execution time as well as other benefits of integrated multi-flows.

The final goal of our overall work is to provide an end-to-end platform for self-managing the complete lifecycle of BI solutions, from information requirements to deployment and execution of data-intensive flows [90].
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Abstract

Designing data warehouse (DW) systems in highly dynamic enterprise environments is not an easy task. At each moment, the multidimensional (MD) schema needs to satisfy the set of information requirements posed by the business users. At the same time, the diversity and heterogeneity of the data sources need to be considered in order to properly retrieve needed data. Frequent arrival of new business needs requires that the system is adaptable to changes. To cope with such an inevitable complexity (both at the beginning of the design process and when potential evolution events occur), in this chapter we present a semi-automatic method called ORE, for creating DW designs in an iterative fashion based on a given set of information requirements. Requirements are
first considered separately. For each requirement, ORE expects the set of possible MD interpretations of the source data needed for that requirement (in a form similar to an MD schema). Incrementally, we build the unified MD schema that satisfies the entire set of requirements and meet some predefined quality objectives. We have implemented ORE and performed a number of experiments to study our approach. We have also conducted a limited-scale case study to investigate its usefulness to designers.

1 Introduction

Data warehousing ecosystems have been widely recognized to successfully support strategic decision making in complex business environments. One of their most important goals is to capture the relevant organization's data provided through different sources and in various formats with the purpose of enabling analytical processing of such data. The most common design approach suggests building a centralized decision support repository (like a DW) that gathers the organization's data and which, due to its analytical nature, follows a multidimensional (MD) design. The MD design is distinguished by the fact/dimension dichotomy, where facts represent the subjects of analysis and dimensions show different perspectives from which the subjects can be analyzed (e.g., we can analyze shopping orders for customers and/or suppliers). Furthermore, the design of the extract-transform-load (ETL) processes responsible for managing the data flow from the sources towards the DW constructs, must also be considered.

Complex business plans and dynamic, evolving enterprise environments often result in a continuous flow of new information requirements that may further require new analytical perspectives or new data to be analyzed. Due to the dynamic nature of the DW ecosystem, building the complete DW design at once is not practical. Also, assuming that all information and business requirements are available from the beginning and remain intact is not realistic either. At the same time, for constructing a DW design (i.e., its MD schema) the heterogeneity and relations among existing data sources need to be considered as well.

The complexity of the monolithic approach for building a DW satisfying all information requirements has also been largely characterized in the literature as a stumbling stone in DW projects (e.g., see [97]). As a solution to this problem, a step-by-step approach for building a DW has been proposed in [97] (a.k.a. Data Warehouse Bus Architecture). This approach starts from data marts (DM) defined for individual business processes and continues exploring the common dimensional structures, which these DMs may possibly share. To facilitate this process, a matrix as the one shown in Table 4.1 is used, which relates DMs (i.e., their subsumed business requirements) to facts and dimen-
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Table 4.1: The DW Bus Architecture for IR1-IR5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Orders</th>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Partsupp</th>
<th>Lineitem_dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ship. qty. (IR1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>profit (IR2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revenue (IR3)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avail. stock val. (IR4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ship. prior. (IR5)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sections implied by each DM. Such matrix is used for detecting how dimensions (in columns) are shared among facts of different DMs (in rows), i.e., if a fact of a DM in the row $x$ is analyzed from a dimension of the column $y$, there is a tick in the intersection of $x$ and $y$. The content of the matrix in Table 4.1 follows our running example based on the TPC-H benchmark [5], which is introduced in more detail in Section 2. We consider five information requirements (i.e., IR1-IR5) and for each of them a single DM. Each requirement analyzes some factual data (e.g., IR3 analyzes the revenue), from different perspectives (e.g., revenue is analyzed in terms of parts —i.e., partsupplier-part hierarchy—, and supplier’s region —i.e., supplier-nation-region hierarchy—). Finally, based on this matrix, different DMs are combined into an MD schema of a DW. However, such design guidelines still assume a tremendous manual effort from the DW architect and hence, DW experts still encounter the burdensome and time-lasting problem of translating the end-user’s information requirements into the appropriate MD schema design.

Automating such process has several benefits. On the one hand, it supports the complex and time-consuming task of designing the DW schema. On the other hand, results automatically produced guarantee that the MD integrity constraints [114] are met as well as some DW quality objectives used to guide the process [147]. Accordingly, several works tried to automate the process of generating MD schemas (e.g., [168, 131, 142]). However, for the sake of automation, these approaches tend to overlook the importance of information requirements and focus mostly on the underlying data sources. Such practices require an additional manual work in conforming the automatically produced MD designs with the actual user requirements, which often does not scale well for complex scenarios. For example, it has been shown that even for smaller data source sizes the number of potential stars produced by means of a blind search of MD patterns over the sources is huge [142]. Consequently, it is not
feasible to assume that the DW architect will be able to prune and filter such results manually.

To the best of our knowledge only three works went further and considered integrating the information requirements in their semi-automatic approaches for generating MD models [69, 115, 146]. At different levels of detail, these approaches support transforming every single requirement into an MD model to answer such requirement. However, how to integrate such individual MD models into a single, compact MD view is left to be done manually (although [69, 115] introduce strict manual guidelines in their approaches to assist the designer). Our experiments, described in Section 5, have shown that integrating MD requirements, is not an easy task and this process must also be supported by semi-automatic tools.

In this chapter, we present a semi-automatic method for Ontology-based data warehouse REquirement-driven evolution and integration (ORE). ORE complements the existing methods (e.g., [168, 131, 142]) and assists on semi-automatically integrating partial MD schemas (each representing a requirement or a set of requirements) into a unified MD schema design. Moreover, ORE could also be used to integrate existing MD schemas of any kind (e.g., as in [68]). ORE starts from a set of MD interpretations (MDIs) of individual requirements (which resemble the rows of Table 4.1). Intuitively, an MDI is an MD characterization of the sources that satisfies the requirement at hand (see Section 2.2 for further details). Iteratively, ORE integrates MDIs into a single MD schema which satisfies all requirements so far. Importantly, ORE generates MD-compliant results (i.e., fulfilling the MD integrity constraints) and determines the best integration options according to a set of quality objectives, to be defined by the DW designer. To guarantee so, ORE systematically traces valuable metadata from each integration iteration. In all this process, the role of the data sources is crucial and ORE requires a characterization of the data sources in terms of a domain ontology, from where to automatically explore relationships between concepts (e.g., synonyms, functional dependencies, taxonomies, etc.) by means of reasoning.

Our method, ORE, is useful for the early stages of a DW project, where we need to create an MD schema design from scratch, but it can also serve during the entire DW lifecycle to accommodate potential evolution events. As we discuss later on, in the presence of a new requirement, our method does not create an MD design from scratch, rather it can automatically absorb the new requirement and integrate it with the existing MD schema so far.

Contributions. The main contributions of our work are as follows.

- We present a semi-automatic approach, ORE, which, in an iterative fashion, deals with the problem of designing a unified MD schema from a set of information requirements.

- We introduce novel algorithms for integrating MD schemata, each sat-
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isfying one or more requirements. Results produced are guaranteed to subsume all requirements so far, preserve the MD integrity constraints, and meet the user defined quality objectives.

- We introduce the traceability metadata structure to systematically record information about the current integration opportunities both for finding the best integration solution w.r.t. the chosen quality objectives and linking the final MD schema to the data sources by means of ETL processes.

- We experimentally evaluate our approach by using a prototype. A set of empirical tests have been performed to assess the output correctness, a characterization of ORE’s internal algorithms and the manual effort for providing an integrated MD design from several requirements and in turn, demonstrate the need for automated design approaches like ORE.

Outline. The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an abstract overview of our approach through an example case based on the TPC-H schema [5]. Sections 3 and 4 formally present the main structures and stages our method goes through for integrating new information requirements into a unified MD schema. In Section 5 we provide the theoretical validation of our approach, while Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation of ORE (both of its internals and from the end-users perspective). Section 6 discusses the related work, while Section 8 concludes the chapter and discusses our future directions.

2. Overview of our Approach

In this section, we first introduce an example case based on the TPC-H schema and formalize the notation used throughout the chapter. Then, we present the overview of our solution to semi-automatically create an MD schema from a set of information requirements.

2.1 Running example

Our example scenario is based on the schema provided by the TPC-H benchmark [5]. The abstraction of the schema is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The TPC-H is a decision support benchmark which, besides the schema, also provides a set of business oriented queries (from here on, information requirements - IR). For the sake of our example, let us assume a subset of five information requirements, which are the following:

- IR1: The total quantity of the parts shipped from Spanish suppliers to French customers.
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2.2 Formalizing Information Requirements

In this section, we describe how information requirements are formalized in order to be automatically processed. Requirements posed during the DW project lifecycle differ from usual user requirements in other software projects in that they typically have analytical flavor. For this reason, it has been previously discussed that information requirements can be elegantly represented in terms of the MD model as data cubes (e.g., see [69, 145]), and they are usually elicited with natural language template similar to the following one: “I want to analyze fact (e.g., revenue or profit) from dimensions (e.g., time, customer) where descriptors (e.g., previous year)”. This is a straightforward enunciation of the cube-query metaphor [97] in natural language, which distinguishes two basic kinds of concepts, namely dimensional and factual concepts.

Thus, from an information requirement we can extract two kinds of information: (1) which data the user wants to analyze (i.e., factual data) and (2) from which perspectives (i.e., the multidimensional space conformed by the dimensions of analysis), which may contain descriptors (i.e., dimension attributes). We further formalize the data cube in terms of a grammar, which

- IR2: For each nation, the profit for all supplied parts, shipped after 01/01/2011.
- IR3: The total revenue of the parts supplied from East Europe.
- IR4: For German suppliers, the total available stock value of supplied parts.
- IR5: Shipping priority and total potential revenue of the parts ordered before certain date and shipped after certain date to a customer of a given segment.
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can be conveniently used to serialize the content such as textual requirements
or MD interpretations in a machine readable form (e.g., XML, JSON, etc.).

In the domain that is being analyzed, we can identify the concepts that
retrieve the data asked by the requirement, i.e., domain_concept.

Fact (F) is the core MD concept in the domain and represents the focus
of the analysis. It usually contains a set of numerical measures (M), e.g., revenue,
quantity, extended price, which can be analyzed and aggregated from
different perspectives (dimensions), using the appropriate aggregation functions (AggFunc), e.g., SUM, AVERAGE, MAX. Additionally, numerical measures can
be derived by applying arithmetic operations (ArithmOp) or built-in functions (DFunc) over basic measures. Formally:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DFunc} & := \text{'sqrt'} | \text{'abs'} | \ldots; \\
\text{AggFunc} & := \text{'SUM'} | \text{'AVG'} | \text{'COUNT'} | \text{'MEDIAN'} | \ldots; \\
\text{ArithmOp} & := + | - | / | x | \ldots; \\
\text{Expr} & := \text{Expr}, \text{ArithmOp}, \text{M}|\text{M}; \\
\text{M} & := \text{DFunc(M)} | \text{Expr} |< \text{domain_concept} >; \\
\text{F} & := \text{AggFunc(F)} | \text{M}; \\
\end{align*}
\]

The multidimensional space (S) is determined by the analysis dimensions
(i.e., \( S = D_1 \times \ldots \times D_n \)). Each dimension (D) represents a perspective from
which we analyze facts. In general, a single dimension consists of a hierarchy of
partially ordered set (<) of levels (L). In a data cube, dimensions appear at a
given level of detail (a.k.a. dimension level). Note that a meaningful cube can
only refer to a single level per dimension. A function (EFunc) can be applied on
levels to extract additional or normalized information -e.g., month('2001-09-28
01:00:00') would return '09'. Additionally, descriptors (Dsc) may be defined
over the dimension levels and used inside of logic predicates, -e.g., 'year = 2012'.
Note that the literal in the following grammar rules stands for any
numerical or textual constant value. Formally:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Oper} & := > | < | \geq | \leq | != | = | !\text{IN} | \text{MATCHES} | \ldots; \\
\text{EFunc} & := \text{day'} | \text{'month'} | \ldots; \\
\text{Dsc} & := \text{Operand}, \text{Oper}, \text{Operand}; \\
\text{Operand} & := \text{L}|< \text{literal} >; \\
\text{L} & := < \text{domain_concept} > | \text{EFunc(L)}|\text{Dsc}; \\
\text{D} & := \text{D}<\text{L}L \\
\text{S} & := \text{S}\times\text{D}|\text{D}
\end{align*}
\]

Given the above formalizations, we represent an information requirement
or data cube (IR) as a fact (F) and (at least) one dimension (usually a list of
dimensions), conforming its multidimensional space. Formally:
Various approaches have tackled the issue of modeling the MD data cube for each requirement at hand. Basically, they identify the needed data sources' subset that retrieves the data to answer each IR (intuitively a query) and map it into an MD interpretation (i.e., assign MD roles to each concept in the subset) to guarantee its compliance with the MD model. Eventually, they conform MD schemas answering all the requirements. Each of these methods makes different assumptions and achieves different degrees of automation but, to our knowledge, only three of them largely automate the process of identifying, for each requirement, the MD cube that answers such requirement [69, 115, 146]. However, none of these provides automatic means to integrate several requirements into a single MD schema.

ORE starts from the MD knowledge extracted from each requirement (e.g., by means of any of the previously mentioned MD schema design approaches) and aims to incrementally derive a unified MD schema satisfying the entire set of requirements.

For the purpose of formalizing our approach, we define here the notion of MD interpretation, regardless of the approach used to obtain these MD interpretations.

An MD interpretation (MDI) represents a subset of the data sources' concepts placed in a valid MD space that answers the IR at hand. Thus, an MDI can be formally defined as a tagged graph, meeting IR and satisfying MD integrity constraints, such as

$$\text{MDI} = (V, E, \text{role} : V \to IR \{L, F\})$$

where $V$ is the set of nodes, corresponding to source concepts, and $E$, the set of edges representing the associations between these concepts at the sources. Note that for a single MDI, "$\to IR"$ is a complete function and thus each node ($V$) plays an MD role according to IR (i.e., it is either a level or a fact, see the grammar introduced above). Additionally, the arrangement of nodes ($V$) and edges ($E$) in an MDI must satisfy the MD integrity constraints ($MD_{ic}$). Consequently, ORE relies on the previous approaches and assumes MDIs that are sound (i.e., that satisfy the MD integrity constraints) and complete (i.e., that satisfy the requirement at hand). Following the work in [141], we define here the MD integrity constraints that need to hold in order to satisfy both the soundness and completeness of the input MDIs.

- Information requirements. Information requirements ($IR$) are expected to have an analytical layout, i.e., having the subject of the analysis (fact) and the perspectives from which the subject is analyzed (dimensions). Such requirements resemble the natural language template provided earlier in this section.
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- The multidimensional space arrangement. The dimensions of a requirement must arrange the MD space in which the factual data of a requirement is depicted, i.e., each instance of factual data is identified by a point in each of its analysis dimensions.

- The base concept. A minimal set of levels which functionally determine a fact must guarantee that given a point in each of the dimensions, such set of points determines one and only one instance of factual data.

- Data summarization. Data summarization must be correct which is ensured by applying necessary conditions for summarization, discussed in [114]: (1) Disjointness (the sets of objects to be aggregated must be disjoint); (2) completeness (the union of subsets must constitute the entire set); and (3) compatibility of the dimension, the type of measure being aggregated and the aggregation function.

Furthermore, an MDI contains two kinds of concepts. Those explicitly demanded in the input requirement and those implicitly needed to properly relate the explicitly demanded concepts in order to produce a single cube. Thus, the latter depend on the data sources implementation and do not appear in IR. From here on, we refer to them as intermediate concepts. It is worth noting that initially, intermediate concepts may not have a strict MD role associated with them. Therefore, considering the potential ambiguity of business requirements and the diversity of the underlying associations in the data sources, several MDIs may result from a single requirement (each of them, capturing different semantics) [141]. We write $\text{MDI}_{\text{IR}}$ to refer to the set of all MDIs satisfying IR.

In [146], we describe our approach to generate and validate such set of MDIs per requirement (as the ones shown in Figure 4.2). However, ORE aims to be robust enough to process any valid MD cube-like form (i.e., respecting the fact/dimension dichotomy) generated manually or automatically from information requirements through any of the current approaches available in the literature. In fact, the only modification needed to couple another approach to ORE would be to serialize its output into the propriety format that ORE can automatically process.

Example. Each requirement, defined at the beginning of Section 2 (i.e., IR1-IR5), gives rise to a set of one or more MDIs (see Figure 4.2). Levels are depicted with white, and facts with gray boxes. The attributes of levels or facts are placed inside the corresponding boxes. The empty levels or facts (i.e., the boxes without any attributes) represent intermediate concepts and in the case their MD knowledge is ambivalent (i.e., either playing a factual or dimensional role, the MD integrity constraints are preserved) they are depicted as both level and fact. Consider now IR3, in plain text, and the MDIs produced for that requirement. There, we distinguish between concepts ex-
explicitly demanded (i.e., revenue, parts, and region name) and intermediate concepts (i.e., partsupplier, and nation). In this case, although nation is intermediate concept, its role is set to dimensional as to preserve the MD integrity constraints. However, partsupplier remains as an ambivalent concept since its MD interpretation has not been explicitly set in the requirement and cannot be unequivocally inferred without further information (either as factual or dimensional data the MDI satisfies the MD integrity constraints). Similarly, three out of the five requirements in our example (IR1, IR2 and IR3) contain ambivalent concepts and thus, they produce several MDIs (e.g., IR3 would produce two, one where partsupplier plays a factual role and thus, it can be used to find measures of potential interest, and another one where it plays a dimensional role and consequently, it is used as an analysis perspective).

2.3 Formalizing the Problem

MDIs, by themselves, cannot serve as a final MD schema. Each of them answers a single requirement (i.e., cube-query) and may show unnecessary information (e.g., intermediate concepts may be of no interest at all and only be relevant for the ETL process). Intuitively, starting from a set of input requirements (each of them represented as an MDIIR) and the data sources, the problem at hand looks for overlapping subsets of the input MDIs such that produce a single MD schema and meet some quality objectives.

Thus, we start from \( \{\text{MDI}_{IR_i} \mid i = 1..m \} \) and following an iterative approach, we derive the unified MD schema satisfying the complete set of requirements. In order to lead the integration process, ORE uses a cost model \( \text{(CM)} \) which is defined with a set of parametric cost formulae \( \text{(CF)} \) that evaluate some DW quality factors \( \text{(QF)} \) (e.g., structural complexity). A cost model together with its formulae is a parameter of ORE and can be alternatively customized by the designer to consider other quality factors (e.g., see [154]).

Without loss of generality, and for the sake of presentation, we assume that the resulting unified MD schema is a set of star schemas \( \text{(SS)} \) where each star may answer one or more requirements. Similar to MDIs, we define SS as follows:

\[
\text{SS} = (V, E, \text{role} : V \rightarrow_{IR_1...IR_m} \{D_1, \ldots, D_n, F\}), \text{ such that } \text{SS} \models \text{MD}_{ic}
\]

Where \( m \) is the number of input requirements and \( n \) the number of dimensions in the output. This definition is similar to that of MDI, but guarantees that the MD role assigned to each node honors all the input requirements (i.e., \( \rightarrow_{IR_1...IR_m} \)). Moreover, an MD schema, unlike a data cube, contains dimension hierarchies, which correspond to sets of levels with a partial, strict order \( (<) \) between them (e.g., nation < region). Next, we search for a set of star schemas \( \text{(SS)} \) such that
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Fig. 4.2: Single MD interpretations for IR1-IR5

\[ \forall i = 1..m : \text{MDI}_{IR_i} \subseteq q \text{ SS} \]

where \( \subseteq q \) implies \( \exists \text{MDI}_k \in \text{MDI}_{IR_i} \) and \( \exists SS_j \in SS \) such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{MDI_k} & \subseteq V_{SS_j}, \\
E_{MDI_k} & \subseteq E_{SS_j}, \\
\forall (a, b) \in E_{MDI_k} : role_{MDI_k}(a) = role_{MDI_k}(b) \Rightarrow role_{SS_j}(a) = role_{SS_j}(b)
\end{align*}
\]

Intuitively, each SS is a superset of the nodes, and edges of, at least, one MDI per requirement. Each connected subgraph with the same tagging in all corresponding MDIs gives rise to either a fact or one dimension in the star. Each SS is generated in accordance with the defined quality factors (QF) which are implemented by the chosen cost model (CM). Below, we further elaborate on how to express CM and meet the quality objectives (Section 2.4.2).

Example. Starting from the MDI_{IR1} \ldots MDI_{IR5} identified for our requirements (see Figure 4.2), we aim at producing an MD schema meeting certain quality objectives (e.g., minimal structural complexity). ORE follows an iterative approach. Thus, it would start integrating the MDIs from IR1 and IR2 and produce a partial result (see Figure 4.3). Then, iteratively we integrate the
remaining requirements. At each iteration, the quality factors $QF$ are evaluated to choose among alternative integration options. Eventually, our method produces a single SS satisfying the input requirements and meeting the chosen quality objectives (see Figure 4.4).

2.4 ORE in a Nutshell

This section presents the core components of our method (i.e., ORE). We first describe the inputs to our system and then, the processing stages of ORE.

2.4.1 Inputs

Data sources. Disparate internal and external sources may be of interest for an organization during the decision making processes. To boost the integration of new information requirements spanning diverse data sources into the final MD schema design, we capture the semantics (e.g., concepts, properties) of the available data sources in terms of an OWL ontology. The main role of the data sources ontology is supporting the integration of heterogeneous sources. Moreover, the use of an ontology, as proposed in [144], allows us to automati-
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Fig. 4.5: Abstract representation of ORE stages

cally infer (by means of reasoning) relations between concepts (e.g., synonyms, functional dependencies, taxonomies, etc.). In the literature, many works have previously proposed to tackle data integration by means of ontologies. In this chapter, we assume the ontology is already available (how to obtain such ontology is out of the scope). For example, we can create or maintain a domain ontology as proposed in [142, 167].

Information requirements (IR). Information requirements are pre-processed as previously explained in Section 2.2 and, for each requirement, an MDI\_IR is generated. Thus, the input of ORE is a set of MDIs (one per requirement). As discussed in Section 5, our prototype expects MDIs serialized as XML files. Thus, our method is flexible and the designer can choose any approach to generate the MDIs as far as the results are serialized in a propriety XML format (e.g., using XSLT), which can be directly processed by ORE.

Example. In addition to the MDIs for requirements IR1-IR5 (see Figure 4.2), which have already been discussed in Section 2.2, we use a domain ontology that corresponds to the TPC-H data stores (see Figure 4.1). In our example, we followed the approach presented in [167] to automatically produce it. However, due to space considerations, we do not further elaborate on this and we refer the interested readers to that paper for additional details. Both, the TPC-H and the set of MDIs in Figure 4.3 are the inputs of ORE.

2.4.2 Stages

A schematic overview of our approach is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Our method semi-automatically integrates new information requirements and incrementally produces an MD schema satisfying the requirements so far. At the same time,
the set of operations that illustrates such integration step is identified (i.e., integration operations) and further weighted (see Table 4.2) according to the cost model to assist designer's choice on meeting the chosen quality objectives (e.g., minimal structural complexity).

Our method, ORE, comprises four stages, namely matching facts, matching dimensions, complementing the MD design, and integration (see Figure 4.5). The first three stages gradually match different MD concepts and explore new design alternatives. The last stage considers these matchings and designer's feedback to generate the final MD schema that accommodates a new IR. If a new requirement does not entail any modification on the current MD schema it means that it is subsumed by the previous requirements considered.

Throughout all these stages, we use an internal structure, namely traceability metadata ($TM$), for systematically tracing the MD knowledge integrated so far. With $TM$, we avoid overburdening the produced MD schema with insignificant information for the final (business) user. For example, this structure keeps the information about all alternative $MDI_{IR}$, while only one $MDI_{IR}$ is chosen per requirement to be included in the final MD schema. We keep these alternatives because, in the future, due to new requirements, we may need to reconsider the integration strategy chosen for a given concept. More details about the $TM$ structure are provided in Section 3. At each iteration, the $TM$ grows with the integration of each requirement and we use a cost model to prioritize the most promising solutions and prune the rest. $TM$, along with the user feedback, provides the basis for obtaining the final MD schema.

Consequently, a model for determining the cost of the output alternative solutions is considered as a part of $TM$. Depending on the DW quality factors that the user is interested in, the cost model can be arbitrary selected by the designer to support end-user choice. Thus, ORE is not coupled to any specific cost model. For the purpose of explanations and prototyping we consider the structural complexity as a DW quality factor for building our cost model. The structural complexity is discussed in [154] and different metrics are provided to support the cost model. These metrics refer to the correlation between DW quality factors, like understandability, analyzability and maintainability, and different structural characteristics of a DW schema, like number of dimensional and factual concepts, their attributes (i.e., measures or descriptors), and number of functional dependencies. Table 4.2 shows the set of theoretically and empirically validated weights that express how introducing different DW concepts (by means of different integration operations) affects the considered DW quality factors (in this case structural complexity). We use this set of weights as an example case for ORE, and refer the reader to [154] for more details about how these values are obtained and later validated. We build our example cost model with the following formula ($f \in \text{CF}$) that calculates the overall cost (i.e., structural complexity) of the MD schema. Note that the equation is parametrized with the weights defined in Table 4.2 and considers
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Table 4.2: Integration operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DW concept</th>
<th>Operation name</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional</td>
<td>insertLevel</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>insertRollUp</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>insertDimDescriptor</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MergeLevels</td>
<td>0.04×(#insertDimDescriptor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual</td>
<td>insertFact</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>insertFactMeasure</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MergeFacts</td>
<td>0.36×(#insertFactMeasure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual/Dimensional</td>
<td>renameConcept</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the number of different structural elements of an MD schema.

\[
f = \#\text{level} \cdot 0.21 + \#\text{rollUp} \cdot 0.27 + \#\text{dimDescriptor} \cdot 0.04 + \\
\#\text{fact} \cdot 0.31 + \#\text{factMeasure} \cdot 0.36.
\]

Example. The MD schema satisfying IR1 – IR5, depicted in Figure 4.4, contains the following MD structural elements: two facts with five measures, eight levels with nine level attributes, and four roll-up relations between the levels. Taking into account the equation \( f \), we can calculate the overall cost in terms of structural complexity of the MD schema as follows:

\[
f = 8 \cdot 0.21 + 4 \cdot 0.27 + 9 \cdot 0.04 + 2 \cdot 0.31 + 5 \cdot 0.36 = 5.54. \]

Next, we give a high-level description of the four stages, during which ORE iteratively integrates each new requirement into the MD schema that satisfies the requirements so far, preserves the MD integrity constraints and meets the chosen quality objectives.

Stage 1: Matching facts. Facts are the core MD concepts. Thus, we start looking for potential matches between facts in the current IR and the MD schema at hand. Consequently, we first search for different alternatives to incorporate the new IR (i.e., MD\textsubscript{IR}) into TM. If ORE does not succeed, a new SS is created to support the new requirement. For matching facts, ORE searches for fact(s) in TM that produce a compatible set of points in the MD space. As a result, different possibilities to match the factual concepts in IR with already processed requirements are identified, as well as the appropriate sets of integration operations. The costs of these integration possibilities are further weighted according to our cost model (see Table 4.2), as explained in the previous example.

Stage 2: Matching dimensions. After matching facts, ORE conforms the dimensions producing the MD space of the merged fact. Different matches among levels are considered and thus, the different valid integration possibilities are obtained. With each possibility, a different set of integration operations for conforming these dimensions is considered and weighted.

Stage 3: Complementing the MD Design. ORE further explores the domain ontology and searches for new analytical perspectives (e.g., proposing new MD
concepts of potential interest). Nevertheless, ORE never enriches the design without the designer’s acknowledgement and it is up to her to extend the current schema with new MD concepts in the ontology (i.e., levels, descriptors, and measures). Consequently, the designer is asked to (dis)approve the integration of the discovered concepts into the final MD schema.

Stage 4: Integration. The MD schema is finally obtained in two phases. First, we identify possible groupings of concepts containing an equivalent MD knowledge and which are directly connected by means of an MD compliment relationship (i.e., adjacent concepts). Then, we collapse them to capture the minimal information relevant to the user. Nevertheless, the complete TM is still preserved in the background to assists further integration steps.

3 Traceability Metadata

Introducing traceability into software projects has been widely recognized as beneficial (e.g., [15]) for several reasons: (i) the comprehension and understanding of the final products, (ii) maintenance and reusability of the existing software and, (iii) identifying the parts of the final product that fulfill particular input requirements and hence, the impact that the changes in those requirements have on the final product.

For the design of DWs, however, the potential advantages of traceability have been largely overlooked. In a recent research work [111], the attention is given to the benefits of keeping traces during the DW lifecycle. The authors identify three kinds of valuable traces in the DW context: (i) traces coming from information requirements, (ii) traces coming from the underlying data sources, and (iii) traces linking elements in the MD conceptual models.

Through our iterative approach, we aim at keeping the similar set of traces to enhance the MD schema design. To do so, we introduce a structure, namely traceability metadata (TM), for systematically keeping the interesting information about the MD knowledge integrated so far.

In Figure 4.6, we present the conceptual model of our TM structure. For the sake of comprehension, it has been divided in four areas (1-4), describing four types of traceable information which helps to assess the impact that particular requirements have on the resulting MD design. In comparison to the work in [111], we keep the traces coming from information requirements, i.e., requirement-related metadata (see 1 in Fig. 4.6) and the traces linking elements in the MD conceptual models, i.e., resulting MD schema and MD integration metadata (see 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.6). Notice that in this chapter, we only discuss the metadata related to schema transformations that are essential for ORE and thus, the traces related to the underlying data sources and data, which are essential for building the ETL processes, are not considered here but in our overall framework for the design and evolution of DW (see Section 8).
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Fig. 4.6: TM conceptual model

Additionally, we keep the metadata about the cost model being used and w.r.t. the cost model, we produce and store a cost-based space of alternative solutions (i.e., 4). TM also assists ORE to respond to different changes that may occur during the DW lifecycle and to accordingly adapt the MD design of a DW to support such changes. TM stores the following information (1-4 in Figure 4.6):

1. Requirement-related metadata. As discussed in Section 2.2, IRs are represented as MDIs, which are modeled as tagged graphs. For this reason, it is mandatory that every MDINode is tagged with an MD role (either fact or level). Thus, in TM, for each IR, we store its MDI as tagged nodes (MDINode) and edges (Edge). Furthermore, nodes (GraphNode) may contain attributes either dimensional (Descriptor, if the node is a level) or factual (Measure, if the node is a fact).

2. Resulting MD schema. An MD schema (MDSchema) may contain several star schemas (SSchema), which are essentially extended MDIs (see Section 2.2). Therefore, they are also implemented as tagged graphs (with nodes, SSNode, and edges Edges). Importantly, TM stores many different MDSchemas, each one reflecting different integration alternatives. These integration alternatives are described through mappings (SSNodeMapping) between MDINodes and SSNodes.

3. MD integration metadata. When an evolution event occurs (namely adding new information requirement), ORE efficiently accommodates the existing MD schemas to these changes and records their occurrences for assisting the user in future design steps. In TM, we store these changes as a set of operations (IntegrationOperation), which are necessary to integrate individual MD concepts (MDINodes) coming from new requirements.
(i.e., new MDIs) into the existing MD design. There are several types of integration operations: (1) operations for inserting new MD concepts into the existing design (i.e., InsertFact, InsertLevel and InsertRollUp) (2) operations for enriching the existing concepts with new MD attributes (i.e., InsertFactMeasure and InsertDimDescriptor) and (3) operations for combining new MD concepts with the existing ones (i.e., MergeFacts, MergeLevels, RollupFacts and RenameOperation). According to Figure 4.6, in order to integrate two MDIs (MDIIntegration) we may need several integration operations (IntegrationOperation). Note that all operations are applied to one MDINode, except MatchingOperations and InsertRollUp that refer to an additional MDI. Furthermore, when inserting or merging, levels or facts, an additional set of operations may be identified (see bottom part of Figure 4.6). These operations can either insert new attributes to these concepts (i.e., InsertFactMeasure and InsertDimDescriptor), or when inserting a new level (insertLevel), to insert an additional roll-up relation (i.e., InsertRollUp).

4. Cost-based space of alternative solutions. Finally, TM also stores a reference cost model (CostModel) and a space of alternative solutions (AltSpace). When integrating new requirements, it may occur that several alternative scenarios appear to be valid outcomes of the MD design process (this is mainly due to ambivalent concepts; see Section 2.2). However, considering the chosen DW quality factors (see Section 2.4.2), not all of these output schemas would have the same overall score. In our example case the cost depends on the size and the structural complexity of each final solution. To assist the end user in efficiently determining the most suitable solution, in TM we maintain an ordered space of alternative solutions (AltSpace), according to the overall score that is calculated as explained in Section 2.4.2 by using the referenced cost model (CostModel). Thus, we compute, for each integration alternative, its cost. More specifically, each of the integration operations presented above adds a certain weight (see Table 4.2) to the overall cost of the solution. As discussed, to integrate two MDIs we may need several integration operations and consequently, ORE keeps track of the overall cost needed to integrate them, which is used to sort the space of alternatives.

We define this space as a partially ordered graph which is represented with a triplet \((S, NB, S_t)\). \(S\) represents a set of valid scenarios in terms of final MD schemas and \(NB\) (Next Best) is a set of directed edges that order these alternative solutions inside the space. At any moment, the solution with the lowest overall cost can be identified as the top solution \((S_t)\). In the case that the end user does not find the proposed top solution suitable for her needs, the \(NB\) edges going from that solution will lead her to its nearest alternatives, i.e., the next best solutions. Relevantly,
our search space only contains alternatives considering all requirements at hand (i.e., partial results are not kept). Moreover, considering the chosen cost model, the search space can be pruned to include only the top-N alternative solutions (see Section 5).

TM is a building block of ORE and it is constantly maintained to reflect and fulfill the set of IRs at hand. For example:

Adding an IR. Whenever a new requirement (IR) is posed, the TM is enriched with the missing metadata to answer such requirement. In particular, new MDI$_{IR}$ that are identified for a given requirement are added to the TM. The added MDI$_{IR}$ initiates a new iteration of ORE to identify how the requirement at hand can be integrated into the existing structures. To this end, we identify all parts of the existing schemas (i.e., SSNodes), where the MDIs of a new requirement can be integrated. Going from the identified SSNodes, through the SSNodeMapping we further identify possible relationships of the new MDIs with the MDIs of previous requirements. In the following section, we describe how an iteration of ORE is performed for such addition.

Example. Figure 4.3 shows the top solution $S_t$ for integration of IR1 and IR2. If a new requirement comes (e.g., IR3), ORE will ask for MDI of IR3 and go through its four internal stages to match these MDIs with the current space of alternatives ($S$). At the end, it will produce new space ($S_{new}$) of MD schemas ($SS_{new}$), each of them showing different integration alternatives, such that:

$$\forall SS_{new} \in S_{new}, \forall i = 1..3 : MDI_{IR_i} \subseteq q SS_{new}$$

These new schemas are properly ordered (according to our cost model) and stored in the space of alternative solutions (i.e., AltSpace).

Removing and changing an IR. Besides accommodating the current MD design to satisfy new IRs, TM also needs to react in response to a changed or disregarded requirement. In the case of disregarding the existing requirement, the requirement (IR) is removed together with its MDI$_{IR}$. ORE is then relaunched for the remaining set of information requirements. When the exiting requirement is changed, ORE first removes the obsolete requirement and its MDIs and then adds a new (changed) requirement (IR) together with its MDI$_{IR}$. The main process of ORE is then relaunched for the updated set of requirements. Note that relaunching ORE is not that costly at this point, considering the fact that the integration options for the existing MDIs are already stored in TM together with the user’s feedbacks and preferences.

4 The ORE Approach

As shown in the previous section, at each moment, ORE with the information stored inside its TM structure satisfies the current set of requirements. The
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Algorithm: ORE

inputs: MDI_{IR}, S, output: S_{new}

1. options := ∅;
2. For each SS_{cur} ∈ S do
   (a) For each [MDI_i ∈ MDI_{IR}, SS_j ∈ SS_{cur}] do
      i. matchedFactsOpers := FM(getFact(MDI_i), getFact(SS_j));
      ii. If matchedFactsOpers ≠ {insertFact(F_{MDI_i})} do
          A. D_{MDI_i} := searchDimsOverFact(F_{MDI_i});
          B. D_{SS_j} := searchDimsOverFact(F_{SS_j});
          C. For each D_{MDI_i} ∈ D_{MDI_i}, D_{SS_j} ∈ D_{SS_j} do
             If related(bottom(D_{MDI_i}), bottom(D_{SS_j})) then
                matchedDimsOpers := DM(bottom(D_{MDI_i}), bottom(D_{SS_j}));
          D. options := [SS_{cur} ∪ SS_j, matchedFactsOpers, matchedDimsOpers];
   3. For each o ∈ findBestN(options) do
      (a) S_{new} := applyOperations(o);
   4. S_{new} := INT(complementingMDSchema(applyOperations(findTop(options))));
5. return S_{new};

space of alternative solutions is also created at the end to support users in finding the most suitable MD schema. For each new requirement ORE tries to find the valid correspondences among the MD concepts and to incorporate the new requirement into the existing MD design. At the same time, ORE attempts to meet previously set quality objectives and to produce the minimal cost of the output schema according to the proposed cost model (see Section 2.4.2). An exhaustive search inside the current space of alternatives is performed to achieve such goals. The main process of ORE is shown in the ORE algorithm.

Note that in order to uniquely reference the steps of the algorithms throughout the chapter we use the notation (Step “algorithm:step”).

Internally, whenever a new requirement arrives (IR_{new}), ORE tries to match each MD interpretation (MDI_i) of that requirement with the schemas (SS_j) of each solution in the current space of alternatives (S). The correspondences between an MDI_i and an SS_j are found through the matchings of their individual MD concepts, i.e., facts (FM call in Step ORE:2(a)i) and dimensions (DM call in Step ORE:2(a)iiC). For such matchings, ORE benefits from the ontology reasoning mechanisms to find relationships among the concepts from heterogeneous data sources, in an efficient and scalable manner (i.e., synonyms, taxonomies, direct and transitive associations). Notice that only the associations that preserve the MD integrity constraints are accepted. After all the operations to incorporate new concepts into the existing design have been found, ORE considers creating the new space of alternative solutions (Step ORE:3).

The cost of each solution is calculated using the selected cost model as described in Section 2.4.2. Eventually, the set of solutions is pruned by taking into account their overall costs, such that only the best N solutions are kept for further consideration (the value of N can be parametrized by the user).
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Algorithm: FM

inputs: \( F_{MDI}, F_{SS} \), output: \( intOps \)

1. If \( F_{MDI} = F_{SS} \) then \( intOps := \{ \text{mergeFacts}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}) \} \); 
2. ElseIf \( F_{MDI} \rightarrow F_{SS} \leftrightarrow F_{MDI} \) then
   (a) If \( F_{MDI} \rightarrow F_{SS} \rightarrow F_{MDI} \) then 
      \( intOps := \{ \text{mergeFacts}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}), \text{renameConcept}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}) \} \); 
   (b) ElseIf \( F_{MDI} \rightarrow F_{SS} \) then
      i. If \( \text{acceptableGranularity}(MDI) \) then \( intOps := \{ \text{rollupFacts}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}) \} \); 
      (c) Else // \( F_{SS} \rightarrow F_{MDI} \)
         i. If \( \text{acceptableGranularity}(SS) \) then \( intOps := \{ \text{rollupFacts}(F_{SS}, F_{MDI}) \} \); 
3. Else
   (a) \( D_{MDI} := \text{searchDimsOverFact}(F_{MDI}) \); 
   (b) \( D_{SS} := \text{searchDimsOverFact}(F_{SS}) \); 
   (c) If \( F_{MDI} \rightarrow D_{SS} \rightarrow D_{MDI} \) then
      i. If \( F_{MDI} \rightarrow D_{SS} \rightarrow D_{MDI} \) then 
         \( intOps := \{ \text{mergeFacts}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}), \text{renameConcept}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}) \} \); 
      ii. ElseIf \( F_{MDI} \rightarrow D_{SS} \) then
         A. If \( \text{acceptableGranularity}(MDI) \) then \( intOps := \{ \text{rollupFacts}(F_{SS}, F_{MDI}) \} \); 
         iii. Else // \( F_{SS} \rightarrow D_{MDI} \)
            A. If \( \text{acceptableGranularity}(SS) \) then \( intOps := \{ \text{rollupFacts}(F_{MDI}, F_{SS}) \} \); 
   (d) Else \( intOps := \{ \text{insertFact}(F_{MDI}) \} \); 
4. return \( intOps \);

Among these \( N \) solutions ORE considers the top one to produce the final MD schema by complementing the current one with new knowledge and conforming its constructs respecting the minimal design properties (INT in Step ORE:4).

4.1 Matching facts

Respecting the MD integrity constraints described in Section 2.2, in order to match two facts, these should produce an equivalent set of points in the MD space. This is formally defined with the following condition (C):

(C): The fact \( F_{MDI} \in MDI \) matches the fact \( F_{SS} \in SS \) if and only if there is a bijective function \( f \) such that for each point \( x_{MDI} \) in the MD space arranged by the dimensions \( \{ D_1 \times D_2 \times \ldots \times D_n \} \) implied by \( F_{MDI} \), there is one and only one point \( y_{SS} \) in the MD space arranged by the dimensions \( \{ D_1' \times D_2' \times \ldots \times D_m' \} \) implied by \( F_{SS} \), such that \( f(x_{MDI}) = y_{SS} \).

The abstraction of the fact matching process that guarantees the fulfillment of the above condition (C) is described by the FM algorithm. Thus, FM tests whether C is satisfied by checking whether \( F_{MDI} \) (\( F_{SS} \)) functionally determines all the dimensions of \( F_{SS} \) (\( F_{MDI} \)), i.e., whether \( F_{MDI} \) (\( F_{SS} \)) is related by means of “1 - 1” or “* - 1” relationship to each dimension of \( F_{SS} \) (\( F_{MDI} \)) (Step FM:3c). If this happens, it is because either they share the same MD.
space (Step FM:3(c)ii) or one can be rolled up to the other (Steps FM:3(c)iiA and FM:3(c)iiiA). These relationships are searched by means of reasoning over the domain ontology (see Section 2.4.1). As a special case, such matching is achieved if both facts coincide or transitively if one fact functionally determines the other, which is cheaper to be checked. Therefore, as an optimization, we firstly check the latter (Steps FM:1 and FM:2, respectively). It is worth noting that if we roll up a fact, we must check whether the new granularity is still acceptable for the associated requirements.

If the full match between both facts is found, i.e., they are equal (Step FM:1) or they functionally determine each other (Steps FM:2a and FM:3(c)i), the \textit{mergeFacts} operation is added, followed by \textit{renameConcept}, if they are not equal. Alternatively, if one fact functionally determines the other (Steps FM:2(b)i and FM:2(c)i) or if it functionally determines all the dimensions of the other fact (Steps FM:3(c)iiA and FM:3(c)iiiA) the \textit{rollupFacts} operation is identified to roll-up from the MD space of one fact to the MD space of the other (only when the coarser granularity is acceptable for all involved requirements). Otherwise, if FM cannot identify a valid matching for the fact \(F_{MDi}\), it generates the \textit{insertFact} operation (Step FM:3d).

Example (Step FM:1) Figure 4.7 shows the case when the fact \textit{Lineitem} of the requirement IR2 matches the same fact in the existing TM.

Example (Step FM:2) Figure 4.8 illustrates the case where the fact \textit{Partsupplier} of IR4 matches the fact \textit{Lineitem} that functionally determines it, which is identified in the ontology that captures the TPC-H data sources (see TPC-H schema in Figure 4.1). Therefore, the operation \textit{rollupFacts(Lineitem, Partsupplier)} is identified. Notice that in this case, we still should check whether the new granularity allows to answer the requirements associated to SS\(_j\).

Example (Step FM:3c). Figure 4.9 shows an example inspired by TPC-H. A new \textit{PartMarket} fact is introduced, which assesses the convenience of releasing a specific Part in a specific market (i.e., Nation). Even though we
may find no direct matching (i.e., Steps FM:1 and FM:2) between PartMarket and the Supplier-PartSupplier fact, their MD spaces do coincide as they both functionally determine the dimensions (i.e., Nation and Part) of each other. On the other side, in Figure 4.10, in the variation of the above example we have the case that the dimensions of the fact PartMarket are functionally determined by the Lineitem-PartSupplier fact but the opposite does not hold and thus, the rollupFacts(Lineitem – PartSupplier, PartMarket) operation should be added. As in the previous example, we still have to guarantee that the new granularity allows to satisfy the requirements associated to SSj.

Finally, all integration possibilities represented through the identified operations (i.e., rollupFacts, mergeFact, renameConcept or insertFact) are listed with the weights they add to the final solutions (see Table 4.2). ORE then creates an alternative solution for each of the integration possibilities. To prioritize the resulting solutions, the overall cost of each solution is evaluated according to predefined quality factors.

4.2 Matching dimensions

In this stage, ORE conforms the dimensions which form the MD spaces of the facts (FMDIi, FSSj) for which it previously found a matching that is not discarded by the user (Step ORE:2(a)iiC).

Since a single dimension $D_x$ consists of a partially ordered set of individual levels (see Section 2.2), with single bottom (i.e., atomic) level and with “to-one” relationships among the levels, each dimension may be seen as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where the vertices of the graph are individual levels and the directed edges between them are “to-one” relationships (i.e., functional dependencies). Note that we assume the dimension graph is guaranteed to be acyclic (this should be checked in a preliminary step), since the loops would violate the MD integrity constraints [114].

Having this in mind, the problem of matching dimensions may be seen as a graph matching problem. However, taking into account the MD context, ORE must additionally preserve the MD integrity constraints (see Section 2.2). Thus, we present here the DM algorithm, which solves the problem in our case.

DM is launched from the main (ORE) algorithm (Step ORE:2(a)iiC) for each pair of dimensions coming from MDIi ($\mathcal{D}_{MDI_i}$) and SSj ($\mathcal{D}_{SS_j}$) with the previously matched facts (FMDIi, FSSj) and bottom (atomic) levels connected with an MD compliant relationships (i.e., "="", "1-1", "1-*", and "*-1").

Considering the topological order of levels in each of the dimensions, DM starts by matching the atomic (bottom) levels of these dimensions.

In each call, DM searches for the matchings between all pairs of the candidate levels of $\text{MDI}_i$ (i.e., $\text{candidates}_{\text{MDI}_i}$) and each candidate from the dimensions of $\text{SS}_j$ (i.e., $\text{candidates}_{\text{SS}_j}$), starting from the bottom of each of them and
Algorithm: DM

inputs: candidates\textsubscript{MDI}, candidates\textsubscript{SS}, output: intOps

1. If $L_{MDI} = L_{SS}$ then
   $intOps \cup = \{mergeLevels(L_{MDI}, L_{SS})\} \cup DM(getNext(L_{MDI}), getNext(L_{SS}))$;
2. Else if $L_{MDI} \rightarrow L_{SS} \land L_{SS} \rightarrow L_{MDI}$ then
   (a) If $L_{MDI} \rightarrow L_{SS}$ then
       $intOps \cup = \{mergeLevels(L_{MDI}, L_{SS}), renameConcept(L_{MDI}, L_{SS})\} \cup DM(getNext(L_{MDI}), getNext(L_{SS}))$;
   (b) Else if $L_{SS} \rightarrow L_{MDI}$ then
       $intOps \cup = \{insertLevel(L_{MDI}), insertRollUp(L_{SS}, L_{MDI})\} \cup DM(L_{MDI}, getNext(L_{SS}))$;
   (c) Else // $L_{MDI} \rightarrow L_{SS}$
       $intOps \cup = \{insertLevel(L_{MDI}), insertRollUp(L_{MDI}, L_{SS})\} \cup DM(getNext(L_{MDI}), \{L_{SS}\})$;
3. Else // No matching for current levels
   (a) $intOps \cup = DM(L_{MDI}, getNext(L_{SS}))$;
   (b) $intOps \cup = \{insertLevel(L_{MDI})\} \cup DM(getNext(L_{MDI}), \{L_{SS}\})$;
4. return $intOps$;

![Fig. 4.10: Matching facts with rollupFacts](image)

![Fig. 4.11: Matching the MD Interpretation for IR5](image)

...
relationship. Thus, it only moves forward in one of the hierarchies. Finally, if there is no relationship between the levels (Step DM:3), DM considers both alternatives, i.e., moving forward in either one or the other hierarchy. Thus, DM exhaustively visits all meaningful matchings for dimensions of MDI$_i$ and of SS$_j$, and builds the set of possible integration options (intOps).

For each integration option, DM stores the information about the corresponding operations to be applied (see Table 4.2). When the full match between $L_{MDI}$ and $L_{SS}$ is found, either by equality or “1-1” relationship (Steps DM:1 and DM:2a), we consider either only the mergeLevels or the mergeLevels with the renameConcept operation to be applied, respectively.

Example. Figure 4.11 shows an integration possibility for the Orders dimension, in the case of integrating IR5 into the TM satisfying IR1-IR4. A full matching (i.e., equality) is then found for both Orders and Customer levels of the corresponding MDI$_i$. Thus, the mergeLevels operations are proposed for both Orders and Customer levels and they respectively involve insertDimDescriptor operations for transferring o_shippriority and c_mktsegment.

On the other hand, if “1 - *” or “* - 1” relationships are identified (Step DM:2b and DM:2c), we consider inserting a roll-up relation (i.e., insertRollUp operation) in the star SS$_j$ to a new inserted level.

Example. In Figure 4.7, for the “* - 1” matching found between levels Lineitem_dim and Orders, inserting a roll-up relation is proposed (i.e., insertRollUp(Lineitem_dim, Orders)), with the involved insertion of the level (Lineitem_dim).

Similarly to the previous stage, we may identify different options to integrate levels in MDI$_i$ with different candidate levels of the hierarchies from SS$_j$. Thus, we must consider the possibility of combining the current integration operations with all the alternatives of the successors (this is shown by the symbol $\ast$ in the algorithm). Once all the integration options are found with their corresponding weights, ORE creates an alternative solution for each of the integration possibilities.

4.3 Complementing the MD design

After the previous two stages, ORE identifies the space of possible solutions for incorporating the new information requirement into the existing schema. As we discussed before, this space can be partially ordered considering user preferences and the cost of the individual solutions. In such a space we can obtain the top element that corresponds to the solution currently most suitable for the end user according to predefined quality objectives.

Considering the top solution found, in this stage ORE continues by analyzing the ontology to complement the future MD design with new analytically interesting concepts. This stage is optional and may be disregarded by the user. By exploring the functional dependencies (“to-one” relationships) in the
Algorithm: INT

input: $SS_{top}$, output: $SS_{new}$

1. $SS_{new} = \emptyset$
2. For each $SS_j \in SS_{top}$ do
   (a) $SS_{new} := SS_j \cup SS_{new}$
   (b) $seedF := \text{findFactualConcept}(SS_j)$
   (c) $F := \text{group}(seedF)$
   (d) $\text{setFact}(SS_{new}, \text{collapse}(F))$
   (e) For each $(f, L_0) \in F_{SS_j} \land f \in F \land L_0 \notin F$ do
      i. $D = \text{group}(L_0)$
      ii. $\text{setDimension}(SS_{new}, \text{collapse}(D))$
   (f) $SS_{new} \cup \{SS_{new}\}$
3. return $SS_{new}$

ontology, ORE identifies new levels for the previously conformed dimensions. Furthermore, different datatype properties in the ontology may also be identified either as measures of the existing facts or descriptive attributes of the levels. We distinguish two cases:

- If the property has a numerical data type (e.g., integer, double), we consider using it as a measure if and only if the domain concept of the property is identified as a fact.

- Otherwise, in the case that the domain concept of a property is identified as a level, our method suggests using the property as a new descriptor.

Different possibilities for enriching the current design are presented to the designer as different integration operations (i.e., insertLevel, insertFactMeasure, insertDimDescriptor). The designer may decide how to complement the MD design. As shown in [142], automation of such exploration process is highly achievable with polynomial complexity for the ontologies capturing the data source semantics.

Example. For the Orders dimension in Figure 4.11, ORE explores the ontology and proposes concept Region as a new top level of the given dimension. Also, ORE proposes different descriptors for the levels Orders, Customer, Nation, and Region; e.g., o_orderstatus, c_phone, and so on.

4.4 Integration

Having the top solution for producing the MD schema identified in the first two stages and optionally complemented in the third stage, here, ORE produces the final MD schema. The integration process is described with the INT algorithm as follows.

The algorithm starts from the set of star schemas of the top solution ($SS_{top}$) produced in the previous stages of ORE, which now additionally answers the IR at hand.
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The factual and the dimensional concepts of each star \( SS_j \) in \( SS_{top} \) go through two phases, namely grouping and collapsing.

(I) Grouping. As the ontological concepts can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), these are combined together to produce different groups (subgraphs), so that all those in one group:

1. produce a connected subgraph and
2. have the same MD interpretation (i.e., all concepts are either factual or dimensional).

(II) Collapsing. Starting from these groups of concepts we obtain the final star schema. Inside each subgraph captured by a single group, we consider only the concepts currently required by the user, either provided with the requirement at hand or discovered when complementing the MD design in the ontology (i.e., Section 4.3). The concepts considered inside each group are then collapsed to produce one element (i.e., fact or dimension) of the final MD schema.

The INT algorithm first initializes the output MD schema \( SS_{new} \) (Step INT:1). Next, INT initializes the new star schema \( SS_{new} \) that results from integrating each star of \( SS_{top} \) (Step INT:2a), with the empty sets of vertices (i.e., facts or dimensions), edges (i.e., relationships among the MD concepts) and MD roles that the vertices play (see how SS is defined in Section 2.3). INT then searches for any factual concept (Step INT:2b) and starting from it, INT performs grouping of the factual concepts transitively related (Step INT:2c). As a result, the subgraph of related facts is produced and then collapsed in the next step (Step INT:2d) to produce a single fact added to \( SS_{new} \). Starting from the collapsed fact, the levels arranging the dimensions over the new fact are explored (Step INT:2e) and starting from the atomic level \( L_0 \), the adjacent levels are grouped in a similar way as the facts and collapsed to produce a single dimension. The dimensions produced are then also added to \( SS_{new} \). Finally, a new star \( SS_{new} \) resulted from integrating each \( SS_j \) is added to the output MD schema (Step INT:2f).

In these two phases, we free the final schema from knowledge currently irrelevant to the designer’s choices and conform the schema to meet the previously established DW quality objectives (i.e., minimal structural complexity). For example, collapsing the adjacent levels simplifies the corresponding dimensions and lowers the number of roll-up relationships, which has a significant influence in the overall structural complexity of the schema. The process of integration can optionally be assisted by the user, who can determine the level of integration by means of selecting the type of the finally produced schemas (i.e., star or snowflake).

While concepts with currently no interest to the designer may be hidden from the final MD schema design, TM structure still preserves all this knowledge for using it in future integration steps. Furthermore, as TM traces the
knowledge about the complete MD interpretations (i.e., including all the concepts) and also the mappings of these concepts to the data sources we can benefit from it when producing the appropriate data flow design (e.g., ETL process) to manage loading the data from the sources to the produced target MD schema. This is the part of our overall research work as it is discussed in Section 8 (e.g., see [88]).

5 Theoretical Validation

In this section we present the theoretical validation of our approach where we examine the satisfaction of four major properties:

- **Soundness.** The resulting MD schema must satisfy the MD integrity constraints (see Section 2.2).
- **Completeness.** The set of information requirements integrated so far can be answered from the resulting MD schema.
- **Commutativity.** Independently of the order of the input information requirements, ORE must produce an equivalent MD schema at the output.
- **Associativity.** Independently of the order in which information requirements are integrated, ORE must produce an equivalent MD schema at the output.

Finally, we discuss the theoretical complexity of the problem of the requirement-driven DW design and our approach.

5.1 Soundness and Completeness

Here, we formally prove the soundness and completeness of ORE by analyzing the set of integration operations applied through its four stages (see Table 4.2).

Precondition. For each new requirement ($IR$), ORE starts from a set of MDIs ($MDI_{IR}$) whose soundness (i.e., respecting the MD integrity constraints) and completeness (i.e., satisfying $IR$) are ensured by means of the constraints described in Section 2.2.

Trivial case. When the first requirement arrives ($IR_{first}$), ORE chooses an $MDI_i$ ($MDI_i \in MDI_{IR_{first}}$) such that $MDI_i$ has the lowest overall cost in $MDI_{IR_{first}}$ (w.r.t to the chosen cost model) and produces a MD schema by means of the INT algorithm. According to our precondition, all input MDIs are considered to be sound and complete. Notice that the soundness and completeness of the resulting MD schema is guaranteed because the INT algorithm focuses on presentation issues and does not affect semantics.

Hereinafter, we consider the general case when a new requirement is integrated into an existing (sound and complete) MD schema.
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Invariant of the process. Given an $MDI_i \in MDI_{IR_{new}}$ coming from a new requirement $IR_{new}$ and a star $SS_j$ from a current MD schema $SS_{cur}$, ORE, through the four stages explained in the previous section, applies the set of transformations (i.e., integration operations, see Table 4.2) to produce the final MD schema. This process must guarantee the output schema soundness and completeness and thus we subsequently show that the results produced by each integration operation of ORE always results in a solution that preserves the MD integrity constraints (i.e., the operation is sound) and able to answer the current set of requirements (i.e., the operation is complete).

In what follows, we evaluate the above invariant by analyzing each integration operation individually. To analyze the soundness, for each operation, we test whether it only considers relationships that are compliant with the MD integrity constraints; whilst for the completeness, we test whether the newly created MD schema subsumes the complete MD knowledge (i.e., semantics) of the MDIs from which it was created.

Factual concepts operations

- **mergeFacts$(F_{MDI_i}, F_{SS_j})$:** ORE, in the FM algorithm (Section 4.1), merges facts $F_{MDI_i} \in MDI_i$ and $F_{SS_j} \in SS_j$ if and only if the MD spaces of facts $F_{MDI_i}$ and $F_{SS_j}$ are equivalent (see condition C in Section 4.1). From the precondition above (i.e., $MDI_i$ is sound and complete), and by preserving the same MD space and keeping a single fact in the existing sound and complete star $SS_j$ (invariant), it is not hard to see that mergeFacts operation also preserves the MD integrity constraints of $SS_j$ and of the resulting MD schema (i.e., mergeFacts is sound). Moreover, the existing star $SS_j$, after merging two facts, still answers the previous requirements and additionally the new one through the existing or newly added measure attributes (i.e., mergeFacts is complete).

- **insertFact$(F_{MDI_i})$:** In the case that in the FM algorithm ORE does not find a fact with the equivalent MD space as the $F_{MDI_i}$ fact of the new requirement, it inserts $F_{MDI_i}$ and creates a new star $SS_{new}$ in the output MD schema. Similar to the trivial case, insertFact operation does not affect the current set of stars in $SS_{cur}$, but it creates a new star ($SS_{new}$) in the output MD schema, whose soundness is guaranteed by the soundness of the new $MDI_i$ from which it is created (i.e., insertFact is sound). Consequently, as the existing set of stars ($SS_{cur}$) is intact, it still answers the previous requirements, while the newly added star ($SS_{new}$) answers the requirement at hand ($IR_{new}$) (i.e., insertFact is complete).

- **insertFactMeasure$(m_{F_{MDI_i}}, F_{SS_j})$:** When merging facts $F_{MDI_i} \in MDI_i$ and $F_{SS_j} \in SS_j$, in the FM algorithm, ORE may insert a new measure $m_{F_{MDI_i}} \in$
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$F_{MDI_i}$ into the existing fact $F_{SS_j}$. It is trivial to see that the \textit{insertFactMeasure} operation does not affect the MD integrity constraints of $F_{SS_j}$ and thus it does not violate the soundness of $SS_j$ and of the output MD schema (i.e., \textit{insertFactMeasure} is sound). Moreover, the existing star $SS_j$ still answers the previous requirements and additionally the new one through the existing or newly added measure attributes (i.e., \textit{insertFactMeasure} is complete).

Dimensional concepts operations

Note that ORE runs the DM algorithm (Section 4.2) only for the dimensions that form the MD spaces of the facts ($F_{MDI_i}$, $F_{SS_j}$) for which it previously found a matching. Additionally, ORE can introduce new analysis perspectives (i.e., dimensions) to the existing fact $F_{SS_j}$, but only if there is a relationship between the $F_{SS_j}$ and the dimension at the data sources (i.e., in the ontology that captures them). However, this does not change the existing answerability of the fact but adds a new perspective through which it can be analyzed.

- \textit{mergeLevel($L_{MDI_i}$, $L_{SS_j}$)}: ORE, in the DM algorithm (Section 4.2), merges levels $L_{MDI_i}$ $\in$ $MDI_i$ and $L_{SS_j}$ $\in$ $SS_j$ if and only if $L_{MDI_i}$ = $L_{SS_j}$ or the “1-1” relationship between $L_{MDI_i}$ and $L_{SS_j}$ is found. By keeping the existing level $L_{SS_j}$ in the sound and complete star $SS_j$ (invariant), \textit{mergeLevel} operation does not affect the MD constraints of $SS_j$ but only potentially enriches the existing level $L_{SS_j}$ with new level attributes (i.e., \textit{mergeLevel} is sound). Moreover, the star $SS_j$, still answers the previous requirements and additionally the new one through the existing or newly added level descriptors (i.e., \textit{mergeLevel} is complete).

- \textit{insertLevel($L_{MDI_i}$)}: In the case that in the DM algorithm, ORE does not find any relationship of the level $L_{MDI_i}$ $\in$ $MDI_i$ with levels of a current hierarchy of the existing sound and complete star $SS_j$ (invariant), it creates a new branch of the current hierarchy of $SS_j$ and inserts a new level $L_{MDI_i}$ by connecting it with the last matched level of that hierarchy. As DM only moves through valid dimension hierarchies of $MDI_i$ and $SS_j$, \textit{insertLevel} always connects newly inserted level to the last matched level using a “to-one” relation of the $MDI_i$ hierarchy, and thus it preserves the MD integrity constraints of $SS_j$ and of the output MD schema (i.e., \textit{insertLevel} is sound). Moreover, as the lower levels remain intact, the star $SS_j$, still answers all the previous requirements and additionally the new one through the existing levels or newly added level in the existing hierarchy (i.e., \textit{insertLevel} is complete).

- \textit{insertRollUp($L_{SS_j}$, $L_{MDI_i}$)}: In the case that in the DM algorithm, ORE finds a “$1$-*” or “$*$-$1$” relationship between levels $L_{MDI_i}$ $\in$ $MDI_i$ and
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L_{SS_i} \in SS_j$, it adds a new level $L_{MDI_i}$ to the existing sound and complete star $SS_j$ (invariant) (by means of the `insertLevel` operation) and then inserts the roll-up relation to relate matching levels, i.e., $L_{SS_i}$ and $L_{MDI_i}$. By considering only the relationships that fulfill the MD integrity constraints (i.e., “1-*” or “*-1”), `insertRollUp` preserves the MD integrity constraints of $SS_j$ and of the output MD schema (i.e., `insertRollUp` is sound). Moreover, the star $SS_j$ can still answer the previous requirements with the existing levels. Additionally, the new requirement can be answered with the existing levels or newly added level in the hierarchy by using the inserted roll-up relation (i.e., `insertRollUp` is complete).

- **`insertDimDescriptor(d_{L_{MDI_i}}, L_{SS_i})`**: When merging levels $L_{MDI_i} \in MDI_i$ and $L_{SS_j} \in SS_j$ in the DM algorithm, ORE may insert a new level descriptor $d_{L_{MDI_i}} \in L_{MDI_i}$ into the fact $F_{SS_j}$ of the existing, sound and complete star $SS_j$ (invariant). It is trivial to see that the `insertDimDescriptor` operation does not affect the MD integrity constraints of $L_{SS_j}$ and thus preserves the soundness of $SS_j$ and of the output MD schema (i.e., `insertDimDescriptor` is sound). Moreover, the star $SS_j$ still answers the previous requirements and additionally the new one through the existing or newly added level descriptors (i.e., `insertDimDescriptor` is complete).

**Factual/Dimensional concepts operations**

- **`renameConcept(C_{MDI_i}, C_{SS_j})`**: In the case of merging two facts or two levels, ORE generates `renameConcept` operation to record that in order to integrate concepts $C_{MDI_i}$ and $C_{SS_j}$ it may be necessary to rename the new concept $C_{MDI_i}$ to the name of the existing one $C_{SS_j}$. `renameConcept` is a syntactic change and thus it does not affect the MD integrity constraints of the existing star $SS_j$ or of the output MD schema (i.e., `renameConcept` is sound). For the same reason, `renameConcept` operation neither affects the ability of the output MD schema to answer all the current requirements (i.e., `renameConcept` is complete).

From the above analysis, we can conclude that given a sound and complete $MDI_i \in MDI_{IR_{new}}$ of a new requirement $IR_{new}$ (precondition), and a sound and complete star $SS_j \in SS_{cur}$ resulted from a single requirement (trivial case), applying any valid combination of integration operations in the ORE algorithm results in an output MD schema that preserves the MD integrity constraints (i.e., all operations are sound) and answers the entire set of requirements (i.e., all operations are complete). Thus, the initial invariant always holds. This further proves the soundness and completeness of our ORE approach and its algorithms.
5.2 Commutativity and Associativity

Commutativity. Following the general algebra definition of commutativity, ORE needs to satisfy the following property (Note that the binary operator "ORE" represents the application of ORE algorithm over the two information requirements, by means of first integrating the left requirement and then the right one):

\[ \forall i, j \in \{1..n\}, IR_i \cdot_{ORE} IR_j = IR_j \cdot_{ORE} IR_i \]

This property sates that for any two requirements IR\(_i\) and IR\(_j\), the order in which they are coming at ORE's input does not change the resulting space of alternative solutions.

Associativity. Similarly, if we follow the general algebra definition of associativity, ORE needs to satisfy the following property:

\[ \forall i, j, k \in \{1..n\}, (IR_i \cdot_{ORE} IR_j) \cdot_{ORE} IR_k = IR_j \cdot_{ORE} (IR_k \cdot_{ORE} IR_i) \]

This property sates that for any three requirements in a fixed order (IR\(_i\), IR\(_j\), and IR\(_k\)), the order in which ORE integrates them (i.e., first IR\(_i\) and IR\(_j\) and then IR\(_k\), or first IR\(_j\) and IR\(_k\) and then IR\(_i\)) does not change the resulting space of alternative solutions.

As stated before, when the new information requirement (IR\(_i\)) arrives, each of its MDIs is compared to each of the stars of all the MD schemata in the current space of alternative solutions. Only in the cases when the full matching between facts is found (i.e., "=" and "1-1") and when no matching is found at all, the FM algorithm creates a single solution by merging the matched facts (i.e., mergeFacts) or inserting the new fact into the output MD schema (i.e., insertFact), respectively. In all other cases, two different solutions are created: one, where the facts are merged into a single fact, through their dimensions or changing the fact's granularity (see Steps FM:2(b)i, FM:2(c)i, and FM:3); and another one where two different stars are created over the facts that are previously compared. Furthermore, the DM algorithm preserves all the alternative solutions previously generated by FM and potentially adds new ones by matching the dimensions. ORE stores all these alternative solutions inside TM (see Section 3). This characteristic of the ORE algorithm guarantees that no matter in which order the requirements arrive (commutativity), or in which order they are integrated (associativity), ORE exhaustively explores all integration options and thus it always produces the same set of solutions (i.e., MD schemata) at the output either by merging several stars into one or by creating separate stars.

5.3 Computational complexity

We first analyze the complexity of the requirement-driven DW schema design problem. For each new information requirement (IR\(_i\)), we compare all the MDIs of that requirement (MDI\(_1\),..,MDI\(_p\)) with all the stars (SS\(_1\),..,SS\(_q\)) of
all alternative solutions (SS$_1$, .., SS$_r$). Furthermore, due to the different integration options explained in sections 4.1 and 4.2, we produce different alternative solutions that are compliant with the soundness and completeness properties discussed in the previous subsection. Considering the fact that for each new requirement we need to compare all its MDIs with all the current alternative solutions and find all the possible integration alternatives, it is not hard to see from the above that the general problem of the requirement-driven DW design is complex (clearly exponential). Formally, we can present it as follows:

If we assume a scenario where $n$ information requirements are arriving at the input.

IR$_i$, $i = 1..n$

For each requirement IR$_i$, there can be $m_i$ MD interpretations.

$m_i = |\text{MDI}_{IR_i}|$

After the first requirement (IR$_1$) arrives, its MDIs are inserted into the space of alternative solutions $S$. The size of $S$ will correspond to the number of MDIs of IR$_1$, i.e., $m_1$.

$|S| = m_1$

Next, when we integrate the second requirement (IR$_2$) into the existing space of alternative solutions $S$, the size of $S$ will correspond to the product of $m_1$ for IR$_1$ and $m_2$ for IR$_2$ multiplied by the coefficient of alternative solutions (i.e., $\gamma_1$). Note that when comparing a single MDI with one star SS there is at least one solution (i.e., $\gamma_i \geq 1$). However, there may be additional solutions which result from having different alternatives to integrate an MDI with SS. For example, in dimension matching algorithm in Step DM:3, if we do not find the direct matching between current levels we explore both the hierarchy of the first and the second dimension, which in turn can create more then one valid solution.

$|S| = m_1 \cdot m_2 \cdot \gamma_1$

Moreover, the algorithm will perform $m_1 \cdot m_2$ comparisons of the MDIs of incoming requirement and the stars of the existing space of solutions.

Considering the above, after integrating requirement IR$_n$ into the existing space of alternative solutions $S$, the size of $S$ will be the following.

$|S| = (((m_1 \cdot m_2 \cdot \gamma_1) \cdot m_3 \cdot \gamma_2) \cdot \cdot \cdot m_{n-1} \cdot \gamma_{n-2}) \cdot m_n \cdot \gamma_{n-1}$

Let us consider that the average number of MDIs per requirement is $m$ (i.e., $\forall m_i \in m_1..m_n$, $m_i \approx m$).

$|S| = (((m \cdot m \cdot \gamma_1) \cdot m \cdot \gamma_2) \cdot \cdot \cdot m \cdot \gamma_{n-2}) \cdot m \cdot \gamma_{n-1} =$

Additionally, if we assume that each comparison produces in average $\gamma$ alternative solutions (i.e., $\forall \gamma_j \in \gamma_1..\gamma_{n-1}, \gamma_j \approx \gamma$). Then, we can approximate the size of $S$ as follows.

$|S| = m^n \cdot \gamma^{n-2} \cdot \gamma = m^n \cdot \gamma^{n-1}$

Here, we can see that the total number of comparisons among the MDIs of incoming requirements and the stars of the existing space of solutions for $n$ requirements will be $m^n \cdot \gamma^{n-2}$. 
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If we further assume a realistic scenario where the number of incoming requirements is big enough, we can then infer that \( n \gg m \) and \( n \gg \gamma \). Taking the above analysis into account, we can conclude that theoretical computation complexity for the problem of requirement-driven DW schema design is exponential (i.e., \( O(2^n) \)).

As discussed in the chapter, and more specifically in sections 2.4 and 3, we introduce a cost model that evaluates some quality factors as a parameter of ORE. In our example scenario, we use the structural complexity of the output MD schema as a quality factor. We further use this cost model for introducing heuristics to tackle the inherent complexity of the problem at hand. To this end, the cost-based space of alternative solutions, explained in detail in Section 3, is created and pruned after each integration iteration to maintain only the top-N solutions.

Assuming that \( N \) is the limiting size of the space of alternative solutions \( S \), we revisit the analysis of the computational complexity of ORE.

With each new requirement \( IR_i \), we need to perform the maximum of \( m_i \cdot N \) comparisons between the MDIs of \( IR_i \) and the stars of \( S \). For \( n \) incoming requirements we perform the total of \( m_1 \cdot N + \ldots + m_n \cdot N \) comparisons. If we again consider that \( m \) is the average number of MDIs per requirement, it is not hard to see that the total number of comparisons for \( n \) requirements is \( m \cdot N \cdot n \).

As before, if we assume \( n \) being big enough, i.e., \( n \gg m \), we can conclude that by introducing the cost-based heuristics, the computational complexity of ORE is guaranteed to be linear (i.e., \( O(n) \)).

Such linear complexity, as we will experimentally show in the next section, can be further parametrized with the size of the space of alternative solutions (i.e., \( N \)). Moreover, as it will be also empirically shown, for a manageable size of \( N \), ORE, in most of the cases does not miss the optimal solution w.r.t. chosen quality objectives.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we first describe a prototype system which implements ORE’s functionalities. Next, we validate the correctness of the output MD schemata, obtained for the TPC-H benchmark example used in this chapter, by comparing these to the ones manually derived in the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [126]. Finally, we report on our experimental findings from both scrutinizing the ORE’s prototype and performing an empirical case study with a group of participants. On the one hand, we scrutinize ORE to validate our theoretical conclusions w.r.t.: (1) the algorithm’s complexity (in terms of the execution time), (2) quality of the results (in terms of the chosen quality factors), (3) the algorithm’s characteristics (in terms of the number of performed integration operations), and (4) scalability (in terms of the growing amount of require-
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On the other hand, we evaluate the manual effort of the real end-users needed for the MD schema design w.r.t.: (1) elapsed time, (2) quality and accuracy of the results, and (3) the emotional response (by means of the user’s confidence in the provided solutions), in order to show the inherent complexity of the design tasks when performed manually.

6.1 Prototype

As a proof of concept, we have built a prototype implementation of ORE. ORE expects two kinds of inputs: information requirements expressed as MDIs and an OWL ontology representing the sources. In order to integrate the end-to-end solution of our research work (more details in Section 8) and to automate our testing exercises, we linked ORE to GEM. GEM is our previous solution to produce MDIs from requirements, [146] (see Figure 4.12). Moreover, the output generated by GEM is guaranteed to be sound and complete. These two modules (i.e., GEM and ORE) are communicating through the TM module (Section 3). We have chosen MongoDB for implementing a storage repository for TM. We justify our choice with the fact that handling semistructured, document-oriented data (e.g., information requirements, MDIs, Star schema (SS)) is more efficient with NOSQL databases, like MongoDB. Moreover, the consistency tradeoffs (i.e., eventual consistency) that boost the scalability, availability and latency of a MongoDB, fit the TM’s needs for data storage. Later in this section we show some experimental findings that confirm such design choice.

When a new requirement arrives, it is processed by GEM, which produces a set of MDIs describing the MD data cube representing such requirement and stores them into the TM repository. Next, the produced MDIs of a single requirement are read from TM, and serialized in a proprietary XML format understood by ORE. ORE then processes these MDIs as explained throughout this chapter and produces the alternative MD schemata, each one in terms of a set of stars (i.e., $SS_i$), and stores them inside the TM.

![Fig. 4.12: Prototype setup](image)

Figure 4.12 shows the architecture of our prototype. This architecture is
modular in that another module could be chosen to replace GEM if necessary, as far as the output MDIs are sound and complete (see Section 2.2) and they are expressed in ORE's proprietary XML format.

For describing the sources as an OWL ontology we followed the method proposed in [167], which largely automates the process for well-formed sources. ORE communicates with the ontology describing the sources by means of Jena API [6]. Depending on the complexity of such ontology, the requests for finding the relationship between the ontology concepts may be costly (e.g., [144]). Since such requests are frequent, in our implementation we used a component called Transitive Closure Cache (TCC) to facilitate the probing of the ontology. TCC receives requests from ORE for discovering the relationship between two concepts, e.g., (A,B). If no entry is found, it means that no previous iteration asked for the relationships of A. At this point, TCC accesses the ontology and looks for the requested relationship, but it also further explores the ontology to find the transitive closure for A through “1 - 1”, “1 - *” or “* - 1” relationships and loads the corresponding entries to its structures. If a following request relating A, say (A,C), is posed, it will be answered from TCC. TCC works with a limited size of the internal memory and the overwriting is done following the least recently used cache algorithm.

6.2 Output validation

Following our running example scenario (i.e., the TPC-H benchmark), we performed a set of experiments to validate the reliability of ORE by examining the correctness of its resulting MD schemata. TPC-H is an ad hoc decision support benchmark, hence it provides a convenient source for analyzing data from different perspectives. Some efforts have been invested in adapting the schema of the TPC-H benchmark for MD purposes. In [126], the authors present the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB). They manually design an MD schema based on the TPC-H benchmark by applying traditional optimization techniques (e.g., denormalization) to the classical TPC-H schema. Here, we list the manual modifications of the TPC-H schema that are proposed in [126] and describe how each of these design choices is automatically supported in ORE.

- Combine the TPC-H Lineitem and Orders tables. The fact matching stage of ORE first merges the facts of different requirements that are placed in the same MD space. Furthermore, in the last stage (i.e., integration), ORE denormalizes the schema and combines the adjacent MD concepts into a single fact or dimension.
- Drop the Partsupplier table. As explained in [126], the Partsupplier table is removed from the design as it has a different temporal granularity from the Lineitem and Orders. The authors further discuss that Partsupplier can only be treated as a separate fact table belonging to
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a different data mart. As a matter of fact, when in the fact matching stage, ORE does not find any existing fact whose MD space matches a fact from the new requirement, it creates a new star inside the existing MD schema with the new coming fact.

- Drop the `comment` attribute from `Lineitem`. We discuss in Section 2.2 that ORE only accepts MDIs that satisfy the MD integrity constraints. As explained in Section 2.2, one of the requirements to guarantee this is a correct data summarization which is further guaranteed among others, by the condition of Compatibility. This condition indeed ensures that the type of a measure being aggregated and the aggregation function are compatible, which guarantees that the textual attributes, like `1_comment`, will be left out from the fact table design.

- Drop the tables `Nation` and `Region` outboard to the dimensions `Customer` and `Supplier`. In [126], the authors drop the tables `Nation` and `Region` and add this information as attributes to the `Customer` and `Supplier` tables (i.e., `address`). Such design choice is widely supported in ORE’s last stage (i.e., integration), where adjacent levels are combined and the dimension is denormalized and collapsed into one table.

- Adding the `Date` dimension. To adapt the schema to the standard DW design principles, the authors in [126] propose to complement the schema with the new `Date` dimension which is very common when analyzing the factual data such as `sales`. In ORE, after the fact and dimension matching stages, the new MD schema can be additionally tuned with the analytically interesting concepts in the stage of complementing the MD design. In this stage, the domain ontology is searched and the new valid MD concepts are proposed to the user. Likewise, the new dimension (e.g., `Date`) can be added to the MD design.

As an empirical proof, we ran ORE for a set of information requirements adapted from the queries that are provided by the TPC-H benchmark and we automatically obtained the same MD schema as SBB. The only exception is the `Partsupplier` fact which ORE, due to different granularity from other facts (e.g., `Lineitem`), separates in a different star.

6.3 Experimental setup

The experimental setup involves a system called LEARN-SQL [8], which has been used at UPC-BarcelonaTech since 2003 to assess assignments related to exercises on the SQL language. The system is implemented using the open-source, learning management system, i.e., Moodle. The data gathered so far involve 2550 students in five different subjects and concerns more than 600 different SQL items (assignments). The students issued more than 150.000 submissions, which created a significant data source to be analyzed for gain-
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ing an insight into the students' performance regarding different aspects of the subjects. Three main data sources are considered for the analysis in the LEARN-SQL system: (1) the operational DB deployed in PostgreSQL, (2) the students' data in XML, and (3) the evaluation results (per semester) in spreadsheet format. As a goal, a target MD data store should be provided to conveniently support the demands from different analytical requirements posed by the system users (e.g., lecturers).

For evaluating our approach, we conducted a set of experiments using the prototype being implemented (see Figure 4.12), with the aim to scrutinize ORE for measuring its performances (i.e., computational complexity, results quality, and different characteristics of the algorithm) and scalability (in terms of the number of requirements). As in the rest of this chapter, here we also use the structural complexity as the example quality factor for evaluating the cost of the output MD schemata. As an additional validation step for demonstrating the need for automating the MD schema design, we performed a set of empirical tests to measure the manual efforts of the real users when manually designing an MD schema from information requirements (in terms of the elapsed time, the quality and accuracy of provided solutions, and the emotional response of the users).

6.4 Scrutinizing ORE

As previously discussed in this chapter (see Section 5.3), the MD schema design from information requirements is a computationally complex problem due to the exponential growth of the space of possible solutions. However, as it can be seen in Figure 4.13, not all these solutions have the same cost when it comes to structural complexity of an MD schema. Therefore, we introduced a cost-based approach based on our cost model to prune the space of alternative solutions. Taking this into account, we used the previously described ORE's prototype and performed a series of experiments. These experiments aimed at validating the linear complexity of our cost-based solution (see Section 5.3) and generally the practical feasibility of our approach. We collected different indicators about ORE's performance and scalability, and at the same time, for our example scenario we aimed to show that ORE meets the chosen quality objectives, i.e., the resulting MD schema is with minimal structural complexity.

Inputs. As we explain shortly, we had a case study conducted with the help of a number of participants, real users of the LEARN-SQL system. During this process, one group of participants (i.e., DB lecturers) analyzed the domain ontology that captures the semantics of data sources in the LEARN-SQL system, and provided us with a set of thirteen requirements. Taking a look at them, the users most often wanted to analyze the success of students focusing on different indicators (e.g., final marks, outcomes of single assignments, results of the experiments executions over students' solutions, etc.) and from different
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Fig. 4.13: Cost differences

perspectives (e.g., candidates, semesters, kind of assignment items, subjects, etc.). These requirements represent a real world case as they came from real users showing real demands on a real system. What these requirements also showed is that different users may be interested in performing the same or similar analysis which is a common case in real business environments. We use this set of thirteen requirements as input dataset for performing the experiments over ORE.

Experimental Methodology. Linking ORE to GEM allowed us to provide the collected requirements as inputs in our prototype setting (see Figure 4.12). From each individual requirement, GEM produced the corresponding set of MDIs, which then fed ORE together with the domain OWL ontology we created for the experiments with the users. We then ran ORE for different permutations of the input set of requirements. In each permutation, we simulated iterative arrivals of new requirements to the system i.e., starting from a single requirement a new requirement was considered in each iteration to be incorporated into the current MD schema design. Through a series of experiments that we explain shortly, we collected different indicators for each permutation and iterations (e.g., overall time per iteration, time spent on fact matching, time spent on dimension matching, overall time per complete permutation, #matching facts, #matching dimensions).

Experiments. Next, we discuss different experiments we performed over ORE in more detail and report our findings.

Time. Considering that in general the requirement-driven DW design problem is exponential, which we theoretically validated in Section 5.3, we performed a set of experiments following the above methodology and with varying input loads and constraints. The results are shown in Figure 4.14. As assumed, dealing with the complete space of solutions is expensive. After only ten require-
ments (considering all the MDIs of those requirements) the time to iteratively integrate each requirement starts rapidly to grow and it later bursts for additional requirements (see dotted part of the purple line, i.e., w/o threshold, in Figure 4.14). However, as previously discussed, our approach is cost-based (in this experiment, we used as a quality factor the structural complexity of an output schema) and we only keep the top-N best solutions after integrating a new requirement. In the experiments, we used different values for N (i.e., 25, 50, and 100) to analyze how N affects the execution time of ORE. The linear complexity of our cost-based approach discussed in Section 5.3, we empirically confirm here after introducing the cost-based heuristics (i.e., keeping the top-N solutions). The additional tests with different thresholds (i.e., N) showed us that after new requirements come, the time tends to stay in a certain range depending on the number of top solutions kept (i.e., the value of N). Additionally, Figure 4.14 (dashed line), shows that peaks may appear since the size of inputs (i.e., #MDIs per requirement) is not limited. However, our cost-based pruning keeps the problem manageable even in the worst case, regardless the number of requirements already dealt with.

Another interesting observation is the higher latency that appears at the beginning, when integrating the first few requirements (see Figure 4.14). This comes from the fact that at the beginning we make a direct access to the ontology for checking different relationships among concepts, which tends to be costly. As we discuss in Section 6.1, in our prototype we introduce a component called Transitive Closure Cache (TCC), where we cache relationships among ontology concepts, so over time we avoid accessing the ontology directly as the relationships are mostly found in TCC. Notice in Figure 4.14 that even with the expensive initial accesses to the ontology the time needed for integrating new requirement stays within a manageable rate (200-240ms).
When measuring the times of different stages in ORE, we noticed that the average ratio of time spent on the fact matching stage (FM) appears to be significantly higher as opposed to the other stages. As an example, the average ratio of time between fact and dimension matching stages (FM and DM) is shown in Figure 4.15. Such behavior showed us that the real problem of integrating MD designs is indeed finding the matches of MD spaces of their factual concepts which is done during the FM algorithm. Moreover, matching the MD spaces of facts through all their dimensions tends to be more complex than finding the relation between the dimensions of the already matched facts.

Results Quality. Within the same set of experiments we also analyzed the cost of the output MD schemas that ORE produces w.r.t. the quality objectives we chose (i.e., minimal structural complexity). By testing different thresholds (i.e., values for N) we noticed that the optimal solution was always in the top-N (independent of the size of N) for the current setting. Clearly, as it usually happens with pruning techniques, at the moment there is no formal guarantee that pruning will always consider the optimal solution. At the same time, we also analyzed the alternative solutions with the highest cost. As one may notice in Figure 4.13, there is a significant and increasing difference of the costs between the optimal solution (i.e., min cost) that ORE finds and the worst solution (i.e., max cost) that may result from some other approach (e.g., manual design). Such observations additionally demonstrated the importance of automating the DW design process with the guarantee of meeting predefined quality objectives.

Algorithm’s characteristics. We also studied the behavior of characteristics of ORE’s algorithms. Figure 4.16 shows how the number of matchings of different concepts (factual and dimensional) is affected by the size of the problem. The number of matchings represents the average matchings found between MDIs of incoming requirement (1-13) and each of the alternative schemas at the output. Starting from scratch, ORE first, as it finds the empty TM, inserts the facts and dimensions and creates first designs at the output. Then, it exhaustively tries to match the facts and also their corresponding dimensions, as explained in Section 4. However, as the incrementally integrated design matures, there are lesser novel opportunities for matches, i.e., MD design becomes more complete. In Figure 4.16, one may notice that the number of the facts matched is proportionally lower than the number of levels, as we often have the situation of having a single fact and several of its dimensions. On the other hand, as we have already shown in Figure 4.15 time to perform the fact matching is still significantly higher from the time for dimension matching.
Scalability. As we showed with the previous set of experiments, ORE is able to handle the growing amount of requirements, by using the introduced cost-based heuristics (i.e., top-N solutions). We first theoretically (in Section 5) and then practically (in this section) proved that the complexity of the approach by using these heuristics is linear and manageable regardless of the number of incoming requirements. Additionally, for the sake of analyzing the scalability and maintainability of the $TM$ structure (see Section 3) for the growing amount of information requirements, we performed a set of tests where we measured the times for accessing the $TM$ on MongoDB for reading and writing of different elements (e.g., MDIs). These tests showed us that the accessing times do not depend on the current size of the $TM$ but mostly on the size of individual elements that are read or stored. As an example, reading MDIs from TM with the average size of five concepts (facts or dimensions) has the average latency of 5.2ms and it goes to maximum of 9ms for MDIs larger than 10 concepts, independent of the current size of $TM$.

Summary. This set of experiments demonstrated the feasibility of our semi-automatic approach for MD schema design. Furthermore, our cost-based heuristics (see Section 5.3) proved to maintain the linear complexity of the approach which makes it scalable regardless of the number of requirements and yet showed that ORE tends to generate the optimal solution. The main recommendation for the future users of the system would be to carefully choose the size of the space of alternative solutions which is used for the cost-based pruning (top-N). If $N$ is too small (e.g., lower than 15), ORE does not always provide the optimal solution at the output. However, if $N$ is too high (e.g., larger than 500), more solutions will be produced (including the optimal), but the performances will drastically drop. In fact, in our experimental scenario we showed that even with $N$ in the range $[25,100]$ which is rather manageable, ORE always provides the optimal solutions at the output.
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6.5 The LEARN-SQL Case Study

After evaluating the performance and observing different characteristics of ORE, we additionally conducted a series of empirical tests with the goal to measure the emotional aspects and the amount of human efforts needed for manually designing MD schema from requirements, as well as for incorporating new requirements into an existing schema.

Experimental methodology. These tests resembled the common practice of a DW design project and aimed at capturing all the stages of such process, from the collection of information requirements to the final design of the MD schema that satisfies them. We considered the following variables: (a) independent, i.e., the participants and the information requirements; (b) controlled, i.e., the object of the experiment (the domain ontology capturing data sources’ semantics of the system); and (c) dependent, the observed parameters. We divide the observed parameters in three groups: (1) Time - How long did it take for participants to complete the task? (2) Accuracy and Quality - How many mistakes participants made? How far their solutions are from the ideal case? (3) Emotional response - How confident the participants felt about the completed tasks? The analysis was both quantitative and qualitative.

We considered two groups of users with different backgrounds.

1. Six DW and conceptual modeling experts - researchers and lecturers from the Department of Service and Information System Engineering (ESSI) at UPC BarcelonaTech.

2. Six graduate students following the DW course at the Facultat d'Informatica de Barcelona (FIB).

The tests were organized in three separate rounds as follows.

We first had a round where the seven real end-users of the LEARN-SQL system familiarized themselves with the vocabulary used to build the domain ontology. Next, these seven participants were asked to provide information requirements for analyzing different aspects of the system. Participants used the natural language template introduced in Section 2.2 as guidelines for providing the requirements. For example, the following is a requirement demanded by one of the lecturers: “Analyze failed experiments, from the point of view of the day of the week, student’s group and difficulty of assignment, where the final mark is lower than 7.” Each participant came up with maximum 2 requirements totalling in 13 requirements for the study.

In the second round, the live session is organized and the participants of both groups are introduced to the problem under the study. As some of the participants, especially among the students were not DW experts, this session provided some insights about the MD design principles, MD integrity constraints and the structural complexity of MD schema design as an example
quality factor used throughout this chapter. At the end of this session, several participants posed questions and after the discussion the participants were positive about being familiar with the problem under the study.

The final round, organized also as a live session, included two assignments of the manual DW design that the participants were solving. In the final round, both groups of participants were assessed.

Assignment 1  One of the information requirements produced in the first round was handed out to participants, namely: “I want to analyze the average valid processing outcome for each semester and the candidate where the candidate’s subject is DABD.”

Using the ontology graphical representation describing the sources (see Figure 4.17), the participants were asked to provide the MD interpretation of the ontology subset needed to answer the provided requirement (i.e., to identify the concepts that are needed to answer the requirement and determine a valid MD role(s) for such concepts -i.e., factual and/or dimensional-).
Fig. 4.17: LEARN-SQL ontology
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To answer this assignment, the participants were asked to fill in a grid as the one presented in Figure 4.18, one per each valid MDI, and to record the start and the end time of the work. The time limit for this task was 10 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>MD Context (F/D)</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Draw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fact1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.18: Table for identifying MDIs for an IR

After the participants provided their solutions, the actual correct solutions for the given assignment were presented to the user (see Figure 4.19). Additionally, the reasons why several MDIs resulted from a single requirement are explained to the participants (i.e., existence of the intermediate concepts).

Assignment 2 In this assignment, we introduced a referent MD schema (see Figure 4.20) meeting a set of previous requirements. In this assignment, participants were asked to integrate the requirement considered in the previous assignment with the referent MD schema. Intuitively, they are asked to look for an MDI (out of the four produced in the previous assignment) such that it achieves the best integration with the referent schema according to the set of quality objectives, i.e., we asked them to minimize the structural complexity of the resulting MD schema, as discussed in Section 2.4.2. As a result, the participants were supposed to produce the final unified MD schema that additionally satisfies the new requirement, respects the MD integrity constraints and meets the quality objectives (i.e., minimal structural complexity of a MD schema). To answer this assignment the participants were asked to sketch the new MD schema on paper and record the starting and ending time. The time limit for this task was 15 minutes.

Results. Next, we report on our findings from the performed tests, in two parts. The first part aims at identifying the background of the users and the efforts invested in solving the given assignments. In the second part, we evaluate the solutions provided in the given assignments and investigate the possible reasons why the participants failed to provide the correct solutions.
Fig. 4.19: MDIs resulted from IR
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Fig. 4.20: Reference MD schema

Background analysis. The first group of six lecturers are database and conceptual modeling experts. However, four users were non-experts when it comes to DW and ETL technical issues. This was an excellent opportunity to see how our methods could work with business users, who are familiar with the domain and the requirements, but sometimes lack the technical expertise to perform some pre-processing steps that would facilitate and advance their business analysis. Also, only one of them had seen LEARN-SQL internals before, which in a sense resembles practice where not all analysts are initially familiar with the system under the analysis. The second group of six users are graduate students following the DW course during their master studies and thus not well experienced users. However, as being part of the DW course, they showed a strong commitment towards the activity and wanted to perform well. The first and second rounds were used to smooth out these differences among our users and a second interviewing round afterwards showed that all twelve users were feeling comfortable with the technologies used in this experiment.

An expected observation among these two groups is the time/effort needed to finalize the given tasks. In average the students needed around twice as much time in comparison to lecturers (experts) (see Figure 4.21).

Design evaluation. Next, we evaluated the solutions resulting from the given assignments (see Figure 4.22). We focus here on the results of Assignment 2 (A2), which in a way resembles the work that ORE facilitates through its algorithms. A2 required that the participants looked for potential fact match-
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Fig. 4.21: Completion time for correct designs

Fig. 4.22: Completeness of solutions with fixed time

ing. In principle, given that the valid_response_processing fact (in the new requirement) is a subclass of response_processing (which appears in the reference MD schema) users tended to integrate the new requirement through these facts. However, after a detailed analysis, they were supposed to recognize at least one more promising alternative: merging evaluation (in the reference MD schema) with the valid_response_processing (in the new requirement) as in the top-right MDI in Figure 4.19. These two facts share the same MD space (year_month × candidate) and thus, the facts could be properly combined.

Nevertheless, these were not the only two valid solutions. Indeed, the results provided for this assignment showed us that even a small example like this can produce many valid solutions, from which we should find the one with the lowest structural complexity. Figure 4.22 compares the level of completeness for lecturers and students. Note that among all participants only one lecturer provided solutions that were above 90% close to the ideal solution. We also observed that the average completeness percentage for the lecturers was around 83% and for the students it was lower - around 56%.

Along with the previously discussed difference in the amount of effort (i.e., elapsed time), the noticeable difference of the two groups (lecturers and students) in the quality and accuracy of the provided solutions showed us that the DW design problem is indeed complex and it requires high level of experience and expertise to achieve satisfactory results.

The most common error made by the participants was the attempt to match valid_response_processing with response_process by means of the ontology taxonomy they belong to. Such a matching may result in a valid solution that answers the new requirement, but as previously discussed, it is not the one with the lowest overall cost, in terms of structural complexity as an example quality factor, as it introduces new concepts to the design. Furthermore, intuitively, this solution should be disregarded because we are merging two facts at different granularities when there is another fact at the same granularity (i.e.,
evaluation).

Summary. These empirical tests aimed at simulating the environment where the users are supposed to provide the design of MD schema starting from the input information requirements. We started with a moderately small problem size and introduced time limits to simulate the complexity of larger DW design problem (the complexity of a task is related to the time given to complete it). As observed from the results, even for a small scenarios, the number of possible design solutions is fairly high. Moreover, the best solutions do not always appear to be the most obvious ones. Additionally, after filling a simple questionnaire at the end, most of the participants (including DB experts) were not confident about having found the best solution. After combining these findings with the results we obtained from scrutinizing ORE's prototype (i.e., low overall latency and high quality of generated results), we can conclude that the automation of the DW design is a necessity for dynamic business environments.

7 Related Work

Following a monolithic approach for building a DW is considered problematic and thus, manual guidelines were given to overcome this issue (e.g., DW Bus Architecture [97]). Some recent works (e.g., [71]) also study how the modern software engineering methodologies can be applied in the DW context. The authors in [71] define a set of methodological principles that should be followed during the design process and inspect their impact on different quality factors (e.g., reliability, robustness, etc.). Apart from traditional DW designing approaches (e.g., [67, 80, 115]), various works have studied the problem of adjusting the DW systems to changes of the business environments. For dealing with such an issue, different directions have been followed.

DW Evolution. The early approaches that fall into this category (e.g., [175, 172, 173] consider the DW as a set of materialized views over the source relations and propose the algorithms for either maintaining the existing set of views (i.e., view maintenance, [175]) or selecting new views to be materialized (i.e., view selection, [172, 173]), in order to answer new queries. Since a pure relational approach has been followed, these works use the equivalence transformation rules to enhance the integration of new queries into the existing view set. That makes these approaches not easily applicable to the current heterogeneous environments. In fact, as it has become clear in the last decade, DW are more complex than just a set of materialized views, especially when the ETL flows come into play. Additionally, these approaches mainly consider two traditionally correlated costs in DW design: (1) view maintenance cost, and (2) query evaluation cost. ORE, regarding new business oriented environments, complements these approaches by taking into account other quality
factors that additionally minimize the end-user's efforts (e.g., the structural complexity and understandability of the MD schema). Other DW evolution approaches (e.g., [21, 183]) maintain the up-to-dateness of the existing DW schemata in the event of a change by proposing a set of evolution operators (e.g., for addition/deletion of dimensions/levels/facts or their instances). Some (e.g., [135, 187]) additionally study the influence of different evolution changes on the quality factors of the DW (e.g., consistency and completeness). Similar problems have been studied for ETL flows too (e.g., [129]). One contribution of these works is the formal definition of specific alteration operators, which can be applied when an evolution change occurs. However, these works do not study how the information requirements actually affect such evolution changes. In this sense, our work complements them and starting from a given set of information requirements, it aims to automatically derive the changes of the current schema necessary to be applied for satisfying these new requirements.

Schema Versioning. Beside dealing with the changes by upgrading the existing schema, schema versioning approaches have also focused on keeping the trace of these changes by separately maintaining different versions of the schema (e.g., [17, 23, 66]). Some of them (e.g., [17]) in addition to the versions resulting from real world changes, also store and maintain the alternative versions which can simulate various operational/business scenarios and propose new analytical perspectives. Specifically, [66] deals with the problem of cross-version querying and introduces the concept of augmented schema, which keeps track of change actions to enable answering the queries spanning the validity of different versions. ORE also systematically keeps traces of the changes occurred so far, by using the TM structure (see Section 3). Contrarily, by maintaining TM, ORE aims at reproducing the final solution and/or potentially choosing an alternative integration option, but at any moment, the resulting MD schema must answer all the current requirements.

Incremental DW design and DW schema Integration. There are works that have studied the problem of incremental DW design (e.g., [122]). The authors here propose the approach for incremental design of DW by deriving new facts and dimensions from the existing ones by applying the set of deriving operations (i.e., dimension and measure transformation algebras). However, they do not specifically discuss the influence of information requirements nor their automatic integration into the DW design. On the schema integration side, there are works that use ontologies, to bridge the semantic gap among heterogeneous data (e.g., [167]). To deal with the integration of heterogeneous DW schemas, [179] proposes two approaches: loosely and tightly coupled. But, this work assumes that a structural matching among schemas exists and proposes the d-chase procedure (inspired by the chase procedure) for the chase of dimensional instances to ensure the consistency of the given matching.

Overall, the importance of information requirements into the DW design process has been generally overlooked. One recent work [112], proposes a
method to deal with the maintenance of a DW by identifying a set of semantic mappings between data sources and user requirements. In a sense, we find the motivation behind this work complementary to ours. However, the process of identifying such mappings as well as integrating them into the current design requires an extensive manual effort. In our work, we go a step further and automate a large part of this process as we discussed in the previous sections.

Another exception is the work in [121] that starts from OLAP requirements expressed in sheet-style tables and later translates them to single star schemas. However, the integration proposed is based solely on union operations applied to the facts and dimension hierarchies. Moreover, this work does not consider the heterogeneity and complex relations that may exist in DW environments.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we have presented ORE, a method to iteratively design the MD schema of a data warehouse from requirements. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other similar work dealing with such integration, which differs from ontology or generic integration research papers in that the MD integrity constraints are preserved and considered quality objectives are met.

This work represents an important step for fulfilling our final goal, i.e., to deliver a system for providing an end-to-end, requirement-driven solution for DW design problem. Our work builds on top of the GEM system [146]. GEM starts with the information requirements at hand and generates for each requirement separately a respective MD design along with the ETL operations that build the data flow. In another work [88], we present CoAl, an approach to deal with the problem of integrating the ETL processes from single information requirements.

In this chapter, we present our approach to incrementally design the MD schema from individual requirements. Starting from single requirements, we obtain a set of MD interpretations of the sources to answer such requirement (e.g., GEM). Incrementally, we build a unified MD schema satisfying the current set of requirements. At the same time, the details about the previous integration steps are traced by means of metadata to allow broader integration possibilities when new requirements arrive.

Clearly, both the MD schema and the ETL constructs are highly correlated. Our overall work is the first that considers them together. We plan to invest on that and that opens several possible future directions. As one example, it would be interesting to exploit the interdependence between ORE and CoAl through which each of them benefit from the relevant information inferred by the other approach. For instance, the aggregation and normalization levels of the produced schema could be considered, since this would effect the way the appropriate ETL process is tailored (i.e., trade-offs between materialized
views and OLAP querying). Similarly, checkpointing or bottlenecks detected at the ETL level may cause some changes at the MD schema for the sake of performance.
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Abstract

A complex analytic flow in a modern enterprise may perform multiple, logically independent, tasks where each task uses a different processing engine. We term these multi-engine flows hybrid flows. Using multiple processing engines has advantages such as rapid deployment, better performance, lower cost, and so on. However, as the number and variety of these engines grows, developing and maintaining hybrid flows is a significant challenge because they are specified at a physical level and, so are hard to design and may break as the infrastructure evolves. We address this problem by enabling flow design at a logical level and automatic translation to physical flows. There are three main challenges. First, we describe how flows can be represented at a logical level, abstracting away details of any underlying processing engine. Second, we show how a physical flow, expressed in a programming language or some design GUI, can be imported and converted to a logical flow. In particular, we show how a hybrid
flow comprising subflows in different languages can be imported and composed as a single, logical flow for subsequent manipulation. Third, we describe how a logical flow is translated into one or more physical flows for execution by the processing engines. The chapter concludes with experimental results and example transformations that demonstrate the correctness and utility of our system.

1 Introduction

In a modern enterprise, answering a business question may require a complex, analytic data flow that integrates datasets and computation from a number of diverse repositories and processing engines. Conceptually, one may consider the flow as a single, logical computation and it may be modeled as such. However, a logical flow has many possible implementations, each serving a different purpose. The job of the flow designer is to create an implementation (or physical flow) that meets objectives for the flow and workload. But, over time, objectives may change, data volumes may increase rendering an implementation sub-optimal, the underlying infrastructure may change, or the logical flow may need modification. Creating and modifying physical flows is labor-intensive, time-consuming, and error prone. Because enterprises are now deploying a wide variety of systems, such as Map-Reduce systems, stream processing systems, statistical analysis engines, and even elastic computing, the trend is toward more of these complex, hybrid analytic flows. This will only increase the development and maintenance burden on IT departments.

What is needed is a notion of engine independence for logical analytic flows. Just as logical data independence insulates a data modeler from physical details of the relational database, there are benefits in designing flows at a logical level and using automation to implement the flows.

In this chapter, we present a system that does this. We focus on three main challenges. First, we describe a language for encoding flows at a logical level. Second, we show how an existing, physical flow written for one processing engine, is imported and converted to a logical flow that is engine independent. Third, given a logical flow, we show how to generate a physical flow (and executable code) for a targeted processing engine. These physical to logical and logical to physical translations also support hybrid flows, i.e., flows that involve multiple engines. Our flow translators are components in a larger system, called Hybrid Flow Management System (HFMS), that includes modules for design, optimization, and execution of complex analytic flows [164]. Other tools, like ETL design GUIs, offer some separation between design and implementation, but the design is tool-specific. Our work goes beyond that. HFMS logical flows span engines and, most importantly, the engines are peers enabling data and function shipping between all.
2. Problem Formalization

The logical, engine-independent flow gives a unified, end-to-end view of the entire analytic computation. From this logical view, there is a number of possible and practical flow transformations. These may alter the flow design, but not its semantics (functionality). HFMS allows a flow processor to manipulate a logical flow between the physical to logical and logical to physical translations. Optimizing the logical flow is one possible transformation [163]. Or, one might decompose a single, large, complex flow into smaller subflows to reduce contention in a workload or to improve maintainability of the flow [164]. Conversely, one might compose a series of individual, connected flows into one large flow to improve performance. Or, a flow processor might generate documents about the flow, either as pseudo-code or as a natural language description [151].

In this chapter, our focus is not on specific flow processors. Rather, our point is that a logical view of a flow simplifies and enhances flow processors. In fact, flow translation can be useful by itself. A not unusual scenario is to have an algorithm encoded for one engine (e.g., written in Map-Reduce) that you wish to apply to data in a different engine (e.g., database). Rather than ship the data to the algorithm, our flow translators enables shipping the algorithm to the data. Hence, our core contribution is that, by showing how to transform physical flows to logical flows and back, we enable new computations on hybrid flows that would otherwise be difficult to program over the original physical flows.

The next section formalizes the translation problem. Section 3 presents an overview of our system, including encoding of flows and dictionaries for mapping between logical and physical elements. Section 4 describes the physical to logical translation process and Section 6 describes logical to physical. Section 5 presents an evaluation of our system through use cases of flows running over three processing engines. The final sections discuss related work and conclusions.

2 Problem Formalization

2.1 Preliminaries

We represent an analytic flow $\Gamma$ as an acyclic, parameterized digraph $\Gamma(U, V, E)$, where $U$ is a finite set of properties of the vertices $V$ of $\Gamma$. $V$ are either operators, $V_{op}$, or data stores, $V_{ds}$, and the edges $E$ model the data flow among the vertices. A special class of operators includes the connectors, $V_{cn} \subset V_{op}$, which are discussed in Section 4. The vertex properties capture information related to business requirements, $Q$, resource allocation, $R$, and characteristics, $C$, like the vertex type $C_{type}$ (e.g., sentiment-Miner, join), implementation type $C_{impl}$ (e.g., merge-sort join), engine used $C_{eng}$ (e.g., Hadoop, database), etc. Therefore, the properties of a vertex $v_j$ in
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\[ \Gamma = U^j_\Gamma \cup R^j_\Gamma \cup C^j_\Gamma. \]

In general, the vertices of an analytic flow \( \Gamma \) may be assigned to a multiplicity of engines. The set of all engines used in \( \Gamma \) is represented as \( \Phi_\Gamma = \bigcup_j \mathcal{O}^j_{\text{eng}} \), for all vertices \( v_j \in V_\Gamma \). Connected vertices assigned to the same engine constitute a subflow of \( \Gamma \). Hence, \( \Gamma \) may comprise a partially ordered set of such subflows \( I_K = \{G_i\}, 1 \leq i \leq K \) (\( K \) being the size of the set), each one having vertices assigned to a single engine. Each of these subflows is an acyclic digraph \( G_i=(V_i,E_i) \). Their partial order in \( \Gamma \) is defined by the reachability of the flow. The reachability relation of \( \Gamma \) is the transitive closure of its edges set \( E_\Gamma \), i.e., the set of all ordered pairs \((x, y)\) of its vertices in \( V_\Gamma \) for which there exist vertices \( v_1=x, ..., v_{|V_\Gamma|}=y \), such that \((v_{j-1}, v_j) \in E_\Gamma\), for all \( 1 < j \leq |V_\Gamma| \). Depending on the structure of \( \Gamma \), we have three types of flows.

**Definition 1**
A analytic flow is a multi-flow iff \( |I_K| > 1 \).

**Definition 2**
A multi-flow is a hybrid flow iff \( |\Phi_\Gamma| > 1 \).

Each of the \( K \) subflows of a multi-flow is called a single flow. An analytic flow itself may be a single flow too.

**Definition 3**
A analytic flow is a single flow iff \( |I_K| = 1 \).

In what follows, we use the terms flow and graph interchangeably. We do the same for single flow and subflow.

### 2.2 Logical and physical flows

A logical flow is independent of an execution engine. The graph \( G_L \) representing such a flow contains vertices that do not necessarily have resource allocation information or some of their characteristics completed (e.g., implementation type).

A physical flow is a flow that is designed for a specific execution engine; e.g., specific RDBMS, specific map-reduce engine, specific ETL engine. The graph \( G_P \) representing such a physical flow contains the information needed to bound an operator for example to a specific implementation and engine.

### 2.3 Normalized flow

A flow running on an engine is expressed in a language, \( L \), that the engine can execute. This language may be programming code or even metadata that the engine interprets. Given \( n \) languages, we would need \( n \times (n-1) \) parsers to convert one language to another. We follow a different approach: we introduce
an intermediate language, $L_N$, that all other languages should be converted to first. Hence, we reduce the number of parsers needed to $2 \times n$. A previous use of this idea goes back to the early days of NL processing [152].

$L_N$ has the following characteristics. It describes flows, their operators (schemata, semantics) and the interconnection among them. It captures additional operational properties at the flow and operator levels like resources required and physical characteristics. It can also represent various levels of abstraction. We use $L_N$ as our logical flow language. Hence, a physical flow expressed in a language $L_i$ is translated first to $L_N$ and from there, it can be converted back to the same or to another language. In Section 3, we present an implementation of $L_N$, called xLM. This implementation, as we describe shortly, allows keeping logical constructs in $L_N$ and also $L_i$ constructs, i.e., engine specific details for multiple engines.

Definition 4
We call engine agnostic xLM, denoted as a-xLM, the xLM encoding of a logical flow $G_L$.

Definition 5
We call engine specific xLM, denoted as s-xLM, the xLM encoding of a physical flow $G_P$.

2.4 Dictionary
To enable conversions from one language to another and from physical to logical flows and vice versa, we keep a dictionary of mappings, $D_M$, between logical constructs and their valid physical incarnations in the supported languages. Example logical constructs are operators, functions, expressions, and data types. We denote as $C_{L_i}$, a construct expressed in a language $L_i$; e.g., for a logical construct we write $C_{L_N}$. We have two types of $D_M$ mappings: (a) $D_M$: $(C_{L_i}, C_{L_N})$, these are, in general, one-to-one mappings used in physical to logical conversion, in order to identify the logical counterpart in $L_N$ of a physical construct in $L_i$; and (b) $D_MO$: $(C_{L_N}, \{C_{L_i}\})$, these are, in general, one-to-many mappings that map a logical construct to different physical implementations. (In Section 4.1, we discuss more complicated cases where more than one physical operator map to a single logical operator.)

In Section 3, we describe an implementation of $D_M$ and Figure 5.5 shows example dictionary entries.

2.5 Conversion process
For converting a physical flow to a logical one and vice versa, we are using a mapping system defined as follows.
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Definition 6
A mapping system is a triplet \((S, T, \mathcal{M}_{S,T})\), where: \(S\) is a source graph, \(T\) is a target graph, and \(\mathcal{M}_{S,T}\) is a mapping between \(S\) and \(T\).

Having a physical graph, \(G_P\), of a flow, we can use a mapping \(\mathcal{M}_{G_P,G_L}\) to convert it to a logical graph \(G_L\), by applying the mapping onto all its vertices \(V_P\). An implementation of \(\mathcal{M}_{G_P,G_L}\) may be: \(\mathcal{M}_{G_P,G_L}(\text{optype}, \text{engine}, \text{impl})\) that can be used to probe the dictionary \(D_M\) for getting a logical operator corresponding to the physical implementation \(\text{impl}\) of the physical operator \(\text{optype}\) in the engine \(\text{engine}\). Hence, starting from source code we can use \(\mathcal{M}_{G_P,G_L}\) to produce an engine agnostic graph encoded in a-xLM.

A reverse mapping, \(\mathcal{M}_{G_L,G_P}\), converts a-xLM to s-xLM. If a specific implementation of an operator is not defined in the mapping, then the system chooses the most efficient one according to the cost model used; if none exists, the system propagates the error to the user. Note that the s-xLM produced can be expressed in a language different from the one used in the original flow. We also define a mapping \(\mathcal{M}_{G_P,G'_P}\) for changing the implementation of operations in a physical flow.

Finally, the composition of mappings is allowed. For example, the composite mapping:

\[
\mathcal{M}_{G_{P_2},G'_{P_2}}(\mathcal{M}_{G_{L_1},G_{P_2}}(\mathcal{M}_{G_{P_1},G_{L_1}}(G_P))))
\]

describes how a physical flow \(G_{P_1}\) expressed in a language \(L_1\) can be first converted to a logical flow \(G_L\), then to a physical flow \(G_{P_2}\) expressed in another language \(L_2\), and then, to a different incarnation \(G'_{P_2}\) that uses alternative implementation for a subset of its operations on the same engine.

2.6 Problem statements

Problem 1 (Physical to Logical)
Given an analytic flow \(\Gamma\), we construct a logical flow \(G_L\) as follows:

\[
G_L = \text{cmp}(\bigcup_{1 \leq i \leq K} \mathcal{M}_{G_{P_i},G_{L_i}}), \quad \forall G_i \in I_K
\]

That is, given an analytic flow \(\Gamma\) and a physical representation \(G_P\) of it, we produce a logical flow by converting first all single physical flows to logical flows, and then, we compose these flows to a unified, logical flow \(G_L\). Flow composition, \(\text{cmp}\), is described and solved in Section 4.2.1.

Problem 2 (Logical to Physical)
Given a logical flow \(G_L\), we construct an analytic flow \(\Gamma'\) as follows:

\[
\Gamma' = \bigcup_{1 \leq j \leq K'} \mathcal{M}_{G_{L_j},G_{P_j}}, \quad \forall G_{L_j} \in \text{dcmp}(G_L)
\]
3. Architecture

This section describes our system architecture and implementations of our flow language, $L_N$, and the dictionary, $D_M$.

3.1 System overview

An overview of our approach is illustrated in Figure 5.1. We start with the flow specifications (e.g., a script in a programming language or metadata that encodes a physical flow) and we first convert it to a logical graph, encoded in

That is, given a logical flow $G_L$ corresponding to a flow $\Gamma$, we produce a semantically equivalent multi-flow $\Gamma'$, by decomposing first the flow $G_L$ to single, logical flows $G_{Lj}$, $1 \leq j \leq K'$, each designed to run on a single engine, and then, we convert each $G_{Lj}$ to a physical flow $G_{Pj}$. The poset of all $G_{Pj}$ comprises $\Gamma'$. Notice that in general: (a) $\Phi_\Gamma$ may differ from $\Phi_{\Gamma'}$, as $\Gamma'$ may run on the same or a different set of engines than the original flow $\Gamma$; and (b) the number of single flows $K$ in $\Gamma$ and $K'$ in $\Gamma'$ may be different. Flow decomposition, $dcmp$, is described and solved in Section 6.1.1.

The two problems may be connected or not; i.e., starting from an analytic flow, the end goal might be to produce only its logical abstraction (Problem 1) or to produce another implementation of it (a combination of both Problems 1 and 2).
engine agnostic xLM, a-xLM. This is the task of the ‘physical to logical’ module. There, we first parse the flow and then, we produce an xLM representation of the flow constructs using the dictionary. During parsing, it is possible, as we describe next, to collect statistics and cost estimates for the flow and its operations. Note also that the original flow may comprise more than one subflow (e.g., scripts) that may be written or be expressed in more than one programming language or forms. These are all translated into a single logical flow.

Next, a flow processor may transform the logical flow. Example processing modules are a flow optimizer (e.g., [163], [165], [162]), a collection statistics module (e.g., [163]), a flow execution scheduler (e.g., [164]), and so on. Detailing the different flow processors is out of the scope of this chapter.

The ‘logical to physical’ module converts the engine agnostic, logical flow into an engine specific flow according to the engine selections made either by a flow processor or a flow administrator and using the xLM mappings stored in the dictionary. In some cases, the engine specific flow may be further processed by a flow processor; e.g., to apply engine specific optimizations to the physical flow (not shown in Figure 5.1). Finally, an ‘engine specific code generator’ module translates the engine specific xLM to executable code that can be dispatched to the processing engines.

3.2 Example

Figure 5.2 depicts a simple example of flow translation. In this scenario, we start with a PigLatin script, parse it and with the help of the dictionary, we translate the PigLatin operators to engine agnostic operators expressed in xLM (a-XLM). Then, a flow processor may change the flow. Finally, we produce engine specific, SQL-specific here, xLM (s-xLM) and from there, we generate a SQL incarnation of the original script. The figure highlights the process for an example filter operation. We discuss this process in more detail in the rest of this chapter.

3.3 Flow encoding

HFMS uses xLM to serve as its language $L_N$ [160]. xLM is a flow metadata language expressed, in its current implementation, in XML. It captures structural information of a flow, design metadata (e.g., functional and non-functional requirements, physical characteristics like resource allocation, positional information), operator properties (e.g., type, schemata, statistics, parameters and expressions needed for instantiating an operator, engine and implementation details, physical characteristics like memory budget), and so on.

xLM encodes a DAG and supports a rich set of operators, like relational algebra, analytic, machine learning or ETL-like operators. For the moment,
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![Node representation](image)

Fig. 5.4: Multiple language representations of a node in xLM

however, our flow processors do not address fixpoints or iterative computations over a set of operators. In addition, HFMS treats operators with unknown or incomplete semantics as black-boxes. Processing flows containing black-box operators might not be optimal (e.g., optimization actions would be rather conservative), but it would be at minimum correct, respecting the semantics of the data flow and the schemata involved.

The two main xLM structural components are design and node. Figure 5.3 shows a skeleton of design (left) and node (right). Design describes a flow as a graph with its vertices and edges. It also describes flow properties, resources used, and features (e.g., location coordinates of the GUI elements) captured as expressions; e.g., we express ‘timeWindow=2h’ and ‘max(failures)=3’ as:

```
<leftop>timeWindow</leftop> <leftfun>max</leftfun> <oper>=</oper> <leftop>failures</leftop> <rightop>2h</rightop> <oper>=</oper> <rightop>3</rightop>
```

Node describes a flow vertex with its name, type, operational type, engine, implementation, schemata, properties, resources, and features. The vertex type denotes if it is an operator or a data store. The operational type (\(<opType>\)) denotes the functionality of the operator; e.g., aggregator, tokenizer, sentiment miner. Flow vertices have input, output, and parameter schemata. Each schema represents a set of fields (\(<attr>\)) that have name, type, and properties (e.g., format, unit). Additional elements captured are properties like selectivity, throughput, path location; resources like i/o cost, allocated memory; and features like design coordinates.

xLM encodes both the logical and physical flows. Engine/language specific constructs can be nested in the corresponding element. For example, the xLM node for the filter of Figure 5.2 may contain multiple entries for its filter condition as in Figure 5.4. Based on the engine chosen for this filter, during flow conversion we may use the engine agnostic snippet (\(<pengine>=hfms\), we use ‘hfms’ as a label of logical constructs) or the engine specific snippet (\(<pengine>=sql\), here, ‘sql’ stands for generic SQL code, but it is also possible to specify a specific database engine) to produce the appropriate flow semantics. Beside expressions, the same logic is also followed to encode other engine spe-
specific elements like schemata attribute properties (e.g., data types) in different languages.

3.4 Dictionary

A logical operator may have multiple physical implementations either on a single engine or across multiple engines. For example, a join operator can be implemented as a nested loop or hash join in a database and as a replicated or skewed join in PigLatin. In order to achieve engine inter-operability and preserve flow semantics across multiple engines, we need a means for translating engine specific characteristics from one engine to another. To deal with this, we implemented a dictionary of mappings. In addition to keeping information useful for code interpretation and generation, the dictionary also contains attributes that can be used during flow processing, like the operator cost models specific to an implementation and engine.

The dictionary comprises: (a) categories; (b) language specific mappings; and (c) operation mappings (see Figure 5.5-left).

Categories describe in a machine-processable way the dictionary structure and mapping types. The mappings connect the different incarnations of flow constructs for multiple engines. Categories are used as an index and allow changing the dictionary at runtime without affecting our system's operation.

For preserving flow semantics across engines, we handle different data types, expressions, and operators with the language specific mappings in physical to logical conversion and the operation mappings in logical to physical translation.

The language specific mappings implement the $D_{MS}$ mappings and are engine specific, as they capture the intrinsic characteristics of an engine and map them to a-xLM. Many engines separate the logical operator names from the internal, physical name corresponding to a specific implementation. For example, PigLatin FILTER translates into LOFilter when the script code translates into an execution plan. There is also a variety of representations for functions and operands used in expressions across engines; e.g., the function ROUND is invoked in PigLatin as a call to a library (org.apache.pig.builtin.ROUND). Differences also occur among data types, and thus, we convert engine specific data types to logical data types.

The operation mappings implement the $D_{MO}$ mappings and describe the logical operations supported; e.g., operator and data store types. Figure 5.5-right shows an example entry in the dictionary for a FILTER operator, which has multiple implementations per engine and across engines. An operator entry has associated attributes, including: a logical operator name (e.g., 'hfms.name' = 'FILTER'), a link to a cost model for computing the operator's cost, and template structures for the translation of the operator to a physical implementation. Figure 5.5-right shows example implementations: in PigLatin, Filter; in SQL, Selection; and in Pentaho PDI, an open source ETL tool, two implementa-
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```
{
    "categories":
    [{
        "cat": "optype",
        "hfms.name": "Filter",
        "pig": [{
            "name": "Filter",
            "ptype": [{
                "filter_cond": "BY"
            }],
            "impl": "pig.FILTER",
            "cost": "pig.FILTER"
        }],
        "sql": [{
            "name": "Selection",
            "ptype": [{
                "filter_cond": "WHERE"
            }],
            "cost": "sql.SELECTROWS"
        }],
        "pdi": [{
            "name": "FilterRows",
            "ptype": [{
                "filter_cond": "condition"
            }],
            "impl": "pdi.FILTERROWS",
            "name": "JavaFilter",
            "cost": "pdi.JAVAFILTER"
        }]
    },
    ...
},
"pig_is_mappings":
    [{
        "LOFilter": "FILTER",
        "org.apache.pig.builtin.ROUND": "ROUND",
        "GreaterThan": ">",
    }]
}
```

Fig. 5.5: Example entries in the dictionary

The physical implementation details can be used in code generation or by a flow processor; e.g., for choosing the appropriate cost model for an operator. Other attributes stored for operators include links to code templates or implementation specific, physical properties like whether an operator is order preserving, parallelizable, streaming, etc.

Implementation. The dictionary can be implemented in various ways. In our implementation, we use a single file in JSON format; but other formats are straightforward to use.

Maintenance. Modifying the dictionary is a semi-automated process. It is extensible to new engines and implementations. For adding a new language or modifying an existing one, we use a template dictionary instance. When we finish entering the details for the new/upd ated language, then we use an automated mechanism for updating the dictionary accordingly.

3.5 Error handling

Translation failures may occur for various reasons; e.g., unavailable mappings or non-supported operations in an engine, connection or machine failures, runtime errors especially as we probe an engine to get an explain plan or run a sample flow to get runtime statistics. To the extent possible, we catch these errors and propagate them back to the user.

Errors such as incorrect dictionary mappings are harder to catch. Akin to proving a compiler is correct, it is hard to formally prove correctness properties. However, we can provide the user with a crude test-and-learn mechanism [38] to validate a mapping through experimentation with example data. In Section 7.2, we discuss experiments on correctness.
4 Physical to Logical

This section deals with Problem 1 and describes how we convert a physical, analytic flow into an engine agnostic, logical flow. We distinguish two cases: single flows and multi-flows. Hybrid flows come as a variation of multi-flows.

4.1 Single flow

Converting a physical, single flow $G_P$ to a logical flow $G_L$ is described by a mapping $\mathcal{M}_{G_P,G_L}$. The main challenge here is to understand the semantics of a physical flow or else, of a script of execution code, and map it to a logical representation. For solving this, we first present how we parse execution code and convert it to xLM (see also Figure 5.6). Another challenge is how we deal with many-to-one mappings as in some languages a computation may require a different number of operators than in others. We can solve this either explicitly using the dictionary or implicitly as we discuss shortly.

One approach for parsing flow specifications would be to use a language specific parser to parse its source code. For some flows, like Map-Reduce programs, STORM programs, R scripts, etc., this might be the only solution. For several languages, e.g., SQL, there exist third-party parsers. In general, writing a language specific parser can be cumbersome. However, if the system provides an explain plan\(^1\), as do database engines or Hadoop languages like PigLatin, we parse the plan instead of the code. We prefer using the explain plan because it is easier to parse and, coming from the engine, we know that it is syntactically correct. In addition, it provides extra information, which is not easy or sometimes even impossible to find by parsing the source code directly, such as cost.

\(^1\)An explain plan shows the physical operators and data flow an engine uses to execute a flow.
4. Physical to Logical estimates per operator, input data sizes, operator implementation, etc. Our script parser analyzes the explain plan (or the source code if the plan is not available) and gets engine specific information for each operator or data store of the flow. The script parser is engine specific and is added to the system as a plug-in.

The script parser pipelines information for each operator or data store to the xLM generator. This generator probes the $D_M$ dictionary to map physical to logical operators. According to the mappings found, the engine specific information is replaced accordingly. For example: the engine specific operator type is transformed to a logical operator; an engine specific expression is transformed to the form supported by the dictionary; the cost or data size estimates are used to feed the appropriate, implementation specific cost models that are essential for flow processing (e.g., optimization); and so on. Sometimes there are one-to-one mappings from one engine to another or to xLM. However, there are cases where the mappings are more complicated. For example, in PigLatin we can use two operators to specify aggregation (see Figure 5.2):

\[
N = \text{GROUP C BY (okey)};
\]
\[
F = \text{FOREACH N GENERATE group, SUM(C.qty) as qty};
\]

Other programming languages perform the same calculation with a single operator. For example, in SQL we write:

\[
\text{SELECT SUM(qty) as qty FROM lnitm GROUP BY okey};
\]

Many-to-one mappings can be resolved explicitly with a specific dictionary mapping or implicitly. For example, there are one-to-one mappings in the dictionary that map PigLatin.GROUPBY and PigLatin.FOREACH GENERATE to logical GROUPER and PROJECT operators and from there to SQL.GROUPBY and SQL.PROJECT, respectively. Our language specific parser (i.e., the ‘xLM flow processor’ module in Figure 5.9) is enriched with additional smarts: when a logical GROUPER operator is followed by a logical PROJECT operator and if the involved schemata match (e.g., PROJECT only uses the grouping attributes and the aggregates from the GROUPER) and the combination is valid, then we combine the two operators into one, generalized GROUPER. For no valid mappings, the process halts and asks for directions.

When all nodes have been processed, we output the engine agnostic a-xLM. This represents a logical flow abstraction.

Parsing the flow specification as described above is one way to create a logical flow. We use an alternative approach when an analytic flow has been created by a flow design tool like an ETL or a workflow tool. Instead of a script parser, it involves the engine itself (see left, bottom corner of Figure 5.6). This is more effective when access to the engine codebase is permitted. For example, we implemented this method in PDI, where we overwrite the default printer method so that, for every flow node, we get the respective information (e.g., logical and physical) and pipeline it to the xLM generator [165]. The subsequent steps are as before.
4.2 Multi-flow import

If the input flow comprises a multiplicity of single flows, possibly written in different languages, we work as follows. To abstract away the intrinsic characteristics of each language, we first process each single flow separately to create their logical counterparts. Then, we deal with three problems: (a) identify appropriate connect points that link single flows within a multi-flow, (b) choose appropriate connector operators, and (c) compose them into a single flow. Formally, this process is defined as a composition, $\text{cmp}$, over the physical to logical mappings: $\text{cmp}(\bigcup_{i \in I_k} M_{G_{P_i}, G_{I_i}})$.

4.2.1 Composition

To deal with these problems, we formulate flow composition as a series-parallel graph (SPG) composition problem [49]. SPGs are created by composing two-terminal graphs (TTG). We may have parallel or series composition of two TTGs. The former produces a new TTG created from the disjoint union of the two graphs by merging their sources and their sinks to create a new source and sink, respectively, for the new TTG. The latter produces a TTG created from the disjoint union of the two graphs by merging the sink of the first graph with the source of the second.

Formally, a TTG is a triple $(G, s, t)$, where $G = (V, E)$ is an acyclic digraph and $s, t \in V$; $s$ is called a source and $t$ a sink of $G$. Assume two TTGs $((V_1, E_1), s_1, t_1)$ and $((V_2, E_2), s_2, t_2)$. Assuming $t_1 = s_2$ (reads $t_1$ connects to $s_2$), the connect point is defined as $V_1 \cap V_2 = \{t_1\}$. Then, the series composition of the two TTGs is the TTG: $((V_1 \cup V_2, E_1 \cup E_2), s_1, t_2)$. Assuming $t_1 = t_2$ and $s_1 = s_2$ as connect points (i.e., $V_1 \cap V_2 = \{s_1, t_1\}$), the parallel composition of the two TTGs is the TTG: $((V_1 \cup V_2, E_1 \cup E_2), s_1, t_1)$.

In our case, a graph may have more than one source and/or sink vertices. However, it can be seen as a TTG if we work as follows. Considering a series of flows in a partial order, we begin with the first and last flows. If the first flow has more than one source, we add a dummy root vertex and connect the flow sources to the root. This dummy vertex has no semantics and used only for the composition. We do the same for the last flow if it has more than one sink vertex. (We work similarly if the partial order defines more than one ‘first’ or ‘last’ flows.) For all the other flows in the series, we define a single connect point between two connecting flows at a time. Hence, any flow in the series can now be seen as a TTG.

The above drawing shows an example involving two graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$. $G_1$ has two source nodes and by adding a dummy root, $R$, we create a single point of entry. For connecting $G_1$ to $G_2$ we need to identify a connect point. Assuming this is defined between vertices $T_{11}$ and $S_{21}$—e.g., these two may represent the same physical storage, like a file—we are able to identify the TTGs involved in
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this composition as the graphs \( R \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow T_{11} \) and \( S_{21} \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow T_{21} \).

We identify connect points in two ways. First, these can be explicitly defined by the user, e.g., in the form of metadata. Alternatively, these points can be inferred based on an analysis of the input flows. When the flows contain connectors (described shortly), these may connect flows to the same data storage, which is then automatically used as a connect point; e.g., one flow writes to a file or a table and a following flow reads from it. We can also discover compatible vertices between two flows, based on the similarity and compatibility of their output (for vertices in the first flow) and input (for vertices in the second flow) schemata. We process pairs of flows based on their execution order\(^2\) and search for possible matchings between the sink vertices of the preceding flow and the source vertices of the following flow. Exact matches are candidate connect points. For approximate matches, we perform conservative schema refactoring by changing the names of the inputs and/or outputs. An application of this technique has been used for demonstrating composition of PigLatin scripts [151]. User feedback is requested if no match is found. Advanced schema matching and mapping techniques [136, 99] could be used too, but we consider this is as an interesting future direction.

Note that flow composition is not shown in Figure 5.6, which only shows import for single flows. For multi-flows, a ‘flow composer’ module analyzes the individual, logical graphs produced and performs the composition as discussed.

4.2.2 Connectors

As we identify candidate connect points, we also determine appropriate operators to realize the connections. At a logical level, a link between single flows is modeled in the flow with a connector operator. At a physical level, connectors delimit subflow boundaries and, possibly, engine barriers, i.e., operators on either side of a connector may run on different engines. Based on the connection semantics, a number of connection types are supported: pipeline, blocking, check point, and control point (Figure 5.7). Check points can be useful for recoverability or synchronization. Control points moderate the data flow according to a condition; e.g., wait until \( x\% \) of the data has arrived, send batches

---

\(^2\) Single flows may come as different scripts with metadata determining their execution order. Without such a metadata, the user defines the order. Here, without loss of generality we assume that the execution order is provided.
every $y$ time units, etc. As a syntactic sugar, in the first three cases, an explicit connector operator may be omitted from the flow graph design.

As said, given a multi-flow, the connectors may be specified explicitly, through metadata associated with the flow, or determined implicitly. Implicit connectors are located during the physical to logical conversion by looking for operator patterns. Figure 5.8 illustrates two example types of subflow connectivity.

Figure 5.8-left shows an inter-engine connection from a PigLatin subflow to a SQL subflow. The connector executes on the consumer subflow and reads data from an HDFS file (many db providers offer such connectors). In such cases, the connect point between the two subflows can be inferred by looking into their sink and source nodes as discussed.

Figure 5.8-right shows two subflows where no connectors have been specified nor can any be inferred. In this case, we analyze the terminal nodes of the graphs and if we identify compatible vertices, we add an appropriate connector. If no match is found, then we ask the user to resolve the ambiguity. Suppose the user specifies a connector between HDFS file1 ($F2$) and database table $T1$. The figure shows two possible connectors. We can automatically enrich the producer subflow with a connector at its output, which will eventually be converted to PigLatin during code generation –see Section 6; this is shown in bold, red in the (I) solution. Alternatively, we can add extra operators packaged as glue code to read from the storage point of the first flow, $file1$, and load data to the matching, entry point of the second flow, $T1$; the (II) solution includes the parts of the scripts encircled by the blue dotted line. The choice between the two solutions depends on parameters like availability (not all engines support explicit connectors), costs, or user choice. Regarding costs of different connecting paths, we use a cost model based on a combination of micro-benchmarks and runtime statistics monitoring the system status (e.g., disk i/o, network congestion). A discussion on the costs is outside the scope of this chapter (more details in [163]).

To uniformly capture the different cases in $\mathcal{M}_{Gp,Gl}$, metadata for logical connectors includes semantics of these cases. A flow processor may exploit it
as needed. This metadata is also used in converting a logical connector to a physical connector. The metadata is captured as xLM properties like: pipeline or blocking connections; disk or memory storage; the type of the encapsulated data stores for blocking connectors; the flow lineage, in which single flow a part of the multi-flow originally belongs to; file paths; db connections; partitioning and clustering schema; etc. As an aside, in some cases it is reasonable to convert a blocking connector (e.g., a storage object) to a pipelined connector. For example, if the storage object is a temporary table in a SQL script and it only has one reader, then the flow that produces the data can be pipeline connected to the flow that consumes the table. But we need to be careful, since there may be other objects (e.g., other flows) that may use this storage.

5 Flow Processor

A flow processor takes as input a logical flow graph, performs some transformation on that graph, and produces as output a second logical graph that is functionally equivalent to the input but with different properties.

As discussed, the HFMS optimizer is one example of a flow processor. Another flow processor might be used to decompose a long flow into subflows or to compose multiple subflows into a single flow. A more detailed analysis of the modules that handle flow processing can be found elsewhere [164].

In the context of this chapter, an important function of a flow processor is to alter connectors. For example, flow composition would remove connectors. Flow decomposition would add connectors. Flow optimization may include function shipping, i.e., moving an operator from one engine to another, which
involves swapping the position of an operator and a connector. Retargeting a single flow from one engine to another involves modifying the metadata for the connector to the new engine. Once the connectors are determined, so are the engine boundaries. Since connectors link subflows on different engines, given the engine assignment, a physical flow can be generated. Note that the engine assignment can also be defined manually by a system administrator.

6 Logical to Physical

This section deals with Problem 2 and describes how we convert an engine agnostic, logical flow first into a physical, engine specific flow, and then, to executable code that can be dispatched to execution engines.

6.1 Creating an engine specific flow

A logical graph is engine agnostic, a-xLM. A flow processor determines on what engine(s) it will be executed and thus, we convert a-xLM to s-xLM using this information. If the entire flow has been assigned to a single engine, we proceed directly to the conversion. If the operators of the logical flow have been assigned to multiple engines, then before converting \( G_L \) to \( G_P \), we decompose the logical flow, \( dcmp(G_L) \), to single flows, \( G_{Lj} \), each running on one engine (see Problem 2).

6.1.1 Decomposition

For a logical flow \( G_L = (V_L, E_L) \), the connectors between subflows assigned to different engines are engine barriers (see also Figure 5.8). For creating single flows, we split the logical graph at the engine barriers. The result of this split is a set of weak graph components, each one corresponding to a single flow. A weak component is the maximal subgraph in which all pairs of vertices in the subgraph are reachable from one another in the underlying subgraph. The weak components are stored in a list according to a topological sort of the original flow; each weak component, i.e., single flow, is prioritized according to the topological order of its vertices in the original, composed flow. These priorities will determine the execution order of the scripts produced in code generation, as we describe shortly.

6.1.2 Conversion

Converting a logical flow \( G_{Lj} \) to a physical flow \( G_{Pj} \) is described by a mapping \( \mathcal{M}_{G_{Lj}, G_{Pj}} \) (see also Figure 5.9). \( G_{Lj} \) is encoded in a-xLM, which describes the main flow structure, but also carries engine specific details captured during \( \mathcal{M}_{G_{P}, G_{L}} \), like paths to data storage or design metadata. These details are now
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**Fig. 5.9: Convert a-xLM to s-xLM and generate code**

- **PigLatin**: 
  \[ C = \text{FILTER M BY } (\text{extprice} > \text{ROUND}(\text{retprice}) \times (1 + \text{tax})) \]

- **SQL**: 
  \[
  \text{SELECT extprice, tax, retprice FROM part, lnitem WHERE extprice > ROUND(retprice) \times (1 + tax)}
  \]

**Fig. 5.10: Example expression tree usage**

used for producing s-xLM. For space considerations, we omit an extensive description of the conversion of a-xLM constructs into s-xLM. The dictionary is a centerpiece in this process as it contains templates with default metadata information for operator representation in different engines as part of the language specific mappings, \( D_{MS} \).

We elaborate on the conversion of expressions as an indicative example. Operators have parameter schemata describing their functionality. Typically, this information is represented with an expression. Expression formats vary across languages so, during the import phase, the original expressions are transformed into the logical format that our system understands. Now, we perform the reverse operation and convert them to a form that the targeted engine can process. There are two issues.

First, we determine the context of the expression. For example, an expression may describe a filter condition or may define a new projection schema; e.g., in SQL these correspond to conditions in the **WHERE** and **SELECT** clauses, respectively.

Second, apart from the metadata, we need to parse the expression itself. Expressions, like mathematic expressions or built-in functions, may be represented differently in different engines. For example, a conjunction may be
written as ‘X AND Y’ or ‘AND(X,Y)’ or ‘X && Y’, etc. Similarly, built-in functions may also differ from engine to engine. For example, SQRT(a) in SQL, Math.sqrt(a) in PDI, org.apache.pig.builtin.SQRT(a) in PigLatin, etc. Hence, during the conversion from physical to logical, we map the engine specific forms to logical forms as follows. Starting from an engine specific expression, we first build an expression tree, whose nodes are operators and built-in functions found in the expression, while the leaves of the tree are the attributes and constants included in the expression. Now, we reuse this tree for producing an engine specific expression (possibly for another engine). We use the dictionary to retrieve suitable mappings for the constructs of the expression (e.g., AND or &&, built-in functions) and the proper usage of such expressions (e.g., ‘X AND Y’ or ‘AND(X,Y)’).

Figure 5.10 shows a transformation for the FILTER of Figure 5.2. As discussed in Section 6, starting from PigLatin, we identify the expression describing its filter condition (step 1 in Figure 5.10), create an expression tree, and produce a-xLM (step 2). We now reuse the expression tree (step 3) for creating s-xLM for SQL (step 4), and finally, produce SQL code (step 5).

An overview of the conversion of a-xLM to s-xLM is depicted in Figure 5.9 (on the left of the vertical dashed line).

6.2 Code generation

This section describes how we generate code from s-xLM; see also Figure 5.9, on the right of the vertical dashed line.

We generate code separately for each of the decomposed, single engine specific flows; these tasks are done in parallel. In each single flow, we process the flow operations following a topological sort of the flow graph to ensure that before generating a code snippet all its prerequisites have been created. At the end, we produce orchestration code to package (e.g., as a shell script) the code pieces for execution.

Next, we describe a template mechanism that enables code generation and then, we give an example of code generation for SQL –other languages are omitted for space considerations.

6.2.1 Templates

For each operator implementation in the dictionary, we define a code template with formal parameters, which can be used to produce code for a graph construct. We distinguish two groups of templates: code and metadata templates. Code templates produce executable code directly when they are appropriately instantiated (e.g., a template for producing a SQL or PigLatin statement). Metadata templates produce meta-code interpretable by design tools, like ETL tools, which store the flow metadata in a specific format (e.g., in an XML or
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JSON script). This format is later used for importing a flow into those external tools, and then at compile time, the tools create the appropriate execution code.

In our current implementation, we support a fairly large number of operators (more than a hundred) and it is relatively easy to register a new one. Our code templates are expressed in JavaScript and are invoked by a script engine at runtime. For the example FILTER of Figure 5.5, simplified example code templates for PigLatin and SQL are as follows:

```javascript
function pig_FILTER(args) {
    return args.operator + " =\n FILTER "+
    + args.producer + "\n BY " + args.param + ";";
}
function sql_SELECTROWS(args) {
    w=(args.where=="")?"":" 
WHERE " + args.where;
    g=(args.groupby=="")?"":" 
GROUP BY " + args.groupby;
    h=(args.having=="")?"":" 
HAVING " + args.having;
    o=(args.orderby=="")?"":" 
ORDER BY " + args.orderby;
    return "SELECT "+args.out+
FROM "+args.in+w+g+h+o+";";
}
```

When code is generated, the formal parameters are replaced by the actual parameters from the engine specific flow in order to generate a code snippet for the operator. The operator metadata also includes formal schemata for the input and output data sets, which specify the required and optional fields of each input record and the fields of the output records. In addition, there is a parameter schema that specifies the formal parameters, if any, needed for the operator. The data stores also have associated metadata, like a size estimate of the data set, as number of records, and a schema for the records. For data stores, the metadata also includes the location of the data store.

The code templates for the above, example filter operator can be instantiated as \( Z = \text{FILTER} X \text{ BY} Y \) (PigLatin) and \( \text{SELECT} Z' \text{ FROM} X \text{ WHERE} Y \) (SQL), assuming that the filter operator has a parameter schema \( Y \), a producer operation \( X \), and a consumer operation \( Z \) with input schema \( Z' \).

In addition to generating code for operators, we can also generate code that implements data flow between operators. There are two cases. If both producer and consumer operators use the same underlying execution engine, the execution form for that engine may have syntax for connecting the two operators, e.g., nested SQL clauses or pipelining Unix shell scripts. If no syntax is available, e.g., PigLatin, the output of the producer can be placed in a temporary data set which is then specified as an input to the consumer. If either the producer or the consumer is a connector, then, as we discussed in Section 4.2, connector code snippets are generated to transfer the dataset across engine.
6.2.2 Code generation - The SQL case

For space considerations, we describe code generation with code templates. We work similarly with metadata templates.

The designer may influence the style of generated code. For example, a nesting flow may run faster. But a decomposed flow splits the computation into shorter phases that use fewer resources and under certain conditions may reduce contention for system resources. Also, a designer might want to decompose a complicated, nested SQL query (e.g., perhaps a query generated by a reporting tool) into a script of sub-flows in order to resolve a data consistency issue (i.e., by exposing intermediate results). The final form of the executable depends on the designer’s objectives. There are trade-offs among response time, throughput, maintainability, etc. in using these forms. In different ways and at different times, both styles can be useful.

HFMS offers an interactive environment, where a designer may explore and test alternatives for flow execution by indicating the degree of pipelining desired for the executable code. At one end of the spectrum, blocking may be specified. In this case, every operator is made into a blocking operator by simply inserting the output of the operator into a temporary table. At the other end of the spectrum, pipelining may be specified. In this case, the entire flow is generated —if possible— as a single SQL statement by using nested SQL. Note that this does not convert a blocking operator into non-blocking. For example, even sort operators are nested even though this operator is blocking. However, it enables the SQL engine to optimize the entire flow as a single statement which should produce more efficient code, but perhaps less readable or maintainable.

Between the two extremes, a user may specify pipelining that uses temporarily tables either more or less aggressively. We use heuristics to determine where to insert the temporary tables, like after a naturally occurring blocking operator, since no pipelining can occur with such an operator anyway. We also use estimates of the size of the datasets as well as available resources to determine whether to use temporary tables or not. For example a small data set may easily be buffered in memory to reduce the amount of I/O. A large data set may need to be spooled to disk even if pipelining is specified.

Under the hood, the user or a flow processor may choose a nesting strategy. We first split the flow graph at breaking points into query paths. Breaking points denote where a new subquery should start or a temporary table may be needed. Example breaking points are operators with multiple output (e.g., Router) and multiple input (e.g., Merger) paths. Then, we process each query path and construct a SQL subquery; depending on the nesting level, this may be a single query or it may contain temporary tables. If a query path contains a data storage (e.g., source table, intermediate table) then an appropriate DDL statement is constructed too.
For creating a nesting query, we use template placeholders in the SQL expression of each operator and afterwards, we replace it with an appropriately constructed subquery. For example, the SQL expressions for the operators of a subflow $T_1 \rightarrow N_2 \rightarrow N_3$ may be as follows:

$T_1$: create table $T_1$ ...; -- $T_1$ may already exist too
$N_2$: select * from ##$T_1##;
$N_3$: select * from ##$N_2##;

Following a topological sort, we resolve dependencies by replacing the placeholders ##$T_1## and ##$N_2## with the respective expressions. Based on the nesting level, we create the final query as follows. For maximum nesting, we have:

$$select * from \,(select * from T_1)\, as \,N_2;$$

For a lesser nesting level and assuming that $N_2$ is a breaking point, the templates for $N_2$ and $N_3$ would be:

$N_2$: create temp table TEMP_N2 as select * from ##$T_1##;
$N_3$: select * from ##$N_2##;

and the final query is:

$$create \,temp \,table \,TEMP_N2 \,as \,select * \,from \,T_1;$$
$$select * \,from \,TEMP_N2;$$

Finally, we produce the final SQL expressions for tables, temporary tables, and the main (nested) query. Due to space considerations, we omit a formal description of this algorithm.

7 Evaluation

We demonstrate the utility of our techniques by showing representative results of our system behavior.

7.1 Preliminaries

Implementation. The system we described here comprises an API module for our hybrid flow management system (HFMS). The API is implemented in about 25K lines of Java code. The dictionary is implemented in JSON. xLM template operators are built with Apache Velocity 1.7. Code generation is performed with embedded JavaScript. For engine support, when we do not use code parsers, we parse execution plans that we get either by probing the engine (e.g., JDBC for SQL) or by using an external library of the language without connecting to the engine (e.g., PigServer for PigLatin). We also modified the open source codebase of PDI to make it xLM aware.

Methodology. In the evaluation, we focus on three languages: SQL (sql) running on a commercial DBMS, PigLatin (pig) running on Hadoop 0.20.2,
and PDI flows (pdi) running on the community edition of Pentaho PDI 4.4.0. Our intention is to show that our techniques work for both declarative and procedural languages, but also for flows expressed as metadata.

We used flows written in all three languages implementing the logic of 15 TPC-H and 15 TPC-DS queries. We chose these as representative examples of transactional and analytical scenarios. We also used 10 custom made flows combining ETL and analytical logic and having their subflows implemented either in one (multi-flows) or in two (hybrid flows) languages.

7.2 Experiments
7. Evaluation

Fig. 5.13: From a-xLM to s-xLM to code
(times in msec)

Fig. 5.14: Flow execution (times in msec)

7.2.1 Correctness

We evaluated the correctness of our methods in two ways: (a) comparing the code generated, and (b) examining the results produced by executing all scenarios used in all three code variants: SQL, PigLatin, and PDI.

Compare code. We compared the original code and execution plans (where available) to both the code produced and the execution plans the engines created for the new code. For a fair comparison, (a) we created snippets in the language they were originally written in and disabled any interaction with the flow processors, and (b) we brought the original and new snippets in the same format: same capital/small letter format, trim extra spaces and indentation, etc. We also round-tripped the translation of scripts starting from one language, converting them to the other two languages in a random order, and then back to the original language. All scripts compared were semantically equivalent. However, there were also differences as follows.

Different variable names: this is due to the code re-factoring done in composition for enabling schema matches and due to the operator and variable name substitution performed to add semantics to a script; e.g., change one-char names in PigLatin like 'C=Join...' with 'C_LOJoin=Join...'.

Different placing order: operators belonging to the same execution order class –i.e., operators without dependencies amongst them– may be placed differently; e.g., two operators filter₁ and filter₂ may be reordered as filter₂ and filter₁.

Different flavor of code: the code produced may have different nesting degree (e.g., number of intermediate tables).

Compare results. We ran all flows in their original configuration. We then produced new flows by varying combinations of the following attributes: target engines (single and multiple engines) and decomposition level (ranging from full nested to full blocking). For all scripts, the produced results after running code variants for the same flow were identical to the original, except, for row order, when it was not specified in the flow.

As a side note, the results we report here are indicative of our effort to
evaluate our translators. During implementation, we have gone through the
language specification, translated each operator, and ran tests with it. Of
course these tests are with specific input values and so, while great for catching
obvious programming errors, they may miss data-dependent errors or subtle
implementation differences between engines. In addition, we have not per-
formed extensive tests to evaluate program equivalence in side effects or failure
conditions.

7.2.2 Performance

We performed experiments focusing on the behavior of our system. All other
features of HFMS (e.g., optimizer, workload manager) were disabled.

Physical to Logical. Figure 5.11(a) shows execution times for creating a
logical graph starting from the 15 TPC-H flows written in sql and pig. For sql
and pig the different phases during import are: parse a plan (pp) and create a
logical graph (axlm). For pdi, since we changed its codebase to produce directly
xLM, there is only one phase, axlm. For space considerations, we do not plot
the results for pdi, but for the same flows they range between 5 and 20 seconds.
The flows in the figure are placed in increasing order of complexity. We
consider complexity related to the flow size and type of operators performed;
e.g., nesting or operators with more than one input or output schemata make
 parsing more complex. As seen, parsing gets slower with flow complexity.

Our parsers work differently. For sql and pig, some of the smarts in under-
standing the operations involved, nesting, etc. can be inferred from the plan.
In pdi and when we parse code directly, some cycles are also spent for identi-
fying the flow semantics, get extra information like runtime statistics, sizes of
the involved data sets, etc. In addition, especially for pdi, some extra time (an
avg 2-3sec per flow) is spent to ensure correct transfer of metadata associated
with the flow design, not the semantics. A faster implementation is possible by
changing the internals of PDI engine, but since we wanted to leave the light-
est possible footprint and not be highly dependent from future versions of the
engine, we compromised with paying an extra cost for operations not directly
related to a-xLM creation.

We performed similar experiments with the 15 TPC-DS flows. The times
for converting them to a-xLM starting from sql and pig follow the same trends
as with the TPC-H flows. axlm dominates the import (an average of 497msec),
while pp was cheaper (avg 88msec). Import for pdi was again slower, between
7 and 24 seconds, for the reasons we discussed.

We performed composition of 10 multi-flows (m) and 10 hybrid flows (h) (in
pig and sql). We omit the results for each subflow import, since the trend is as
before. Figure 5.12 shows the results of composing the individual subflows into
a single logical graph. The y-axis shows the id of each flow and in a parenthesis,
the number of its subflows, K. In most cases, composition takes less than
40msec. Time difference for same $K$ relates to the identification of connection points (e.g., the hybrid $h4-(2)$ comes with no pre-specified connectors).

Logical to Physical. The avg time for converting a-xLM to s-xLM, for the TPC-H flows tested was 3msec and for producing code from s-xLM was 23 for pig, 15 for pdi, 14 for sql (all times in msec). Figure 5.11(b) shows time needed to parse s-xLM and generate code for all engines pig, pdi, and sql —in three variants, blocking sql-b, moderate use of intermediate storage sql-l, and nesting sql-n. Again, the flows in the figure are placed in increasing order of complexity. In general, we produce sql faster than the other two languages, but on average, this is close to pdi code creation. For pig, we spend some extra cycles to identify n-to-m mappings and decompose operators like the GROUPER operation discussed in Section 4.1.

Figure 5.11(c) shows end-to-end time needed to convert a flow written in sql to xLM and from there either to pig, pdi or sql again. These times are pretty similar, and as the figure shows too, our system needs less than 500msec for a full translation. There is similar behavior when we start from pig (on avg less than 500msec) or pdi, with the latter being slower (5 to 20 seconds) due to the import cost of PDI flows.

We observed similar trends for the TPC-DS flows. These are more complex flows, so the conversion a-xLM to s-xLM was a bit slower, averaging 10msec for all s-xLM variants. Figure 5.13 shows the end-to-end times for the three languages tested.

For the 10 hybrid flows, the time to decompose each one to graphs assigned to pig and sql is less than 2msec. After that, code generation for each subflow is as in the other cases.

Execution. The focus here is on flow translators, not flow processors. However, an indicative example of how translation enables advanced opportunities in flow execution is shown in Figure 5.14. We tested 10 multi-flows and 5 hybrid flows comprising a varying number $n$ of single flows, denoted as $m_i-(n)$ and $h_i-(n)$, respectively. Multi-flows were improved after composing them as one flow, either as sql-l or sql-n, as the database optimizes the whole. $hb1$ shows that just composition can improve hybrid flows, because each engine optimizes better its subflow. $hb2$ shows the effect of additional optimization performed to the entire flow (e.g., shipping operations from sql to pig). For space constraints, we show here only the sql part of the hybrid; pig is much slower (avg 1min) but is also affected positively by $hb2$. These are examples. A detailed study on the benefits in running processes as hybrid flows and in modifying a hybrid flow workload at runtime can be found in [164, 162].

7.2.3 Discussion

As seen here, and from our overall user experience, the translation is fairly fast and can be done at run time. If used by a user, the translation is interactive
and offers an 'instantaneous' feeling. If used by a flow processor, it does not add much to the latency of flow execution. This makes the flow translators a useful component of HFMS as it enables features like optimization (provides a single view of the end-to-end flow), workload management at a flow execution run time (enables new actions like flow decomposition and flow shipping when the targeted engine is unavailable or overloaded), scheduling (flexibility in code rewriting allows more options in cloud resource provisioning and scheduling), etc.

On the other hand, our translators are useful as an autonomous system too. An example use case is code migration. It can be used to migrate legacy routines to a new language (or even a new version of the language) or to convert code running on one system to another; e.g., from one database engine to another that may use different SQL syntax.

8 Related Work

Various systems generate a single type of executable code from a logical graph. Some systems generate code within a particular family of targets; e.g., database query systems generate SQL for a variety of database engines. Other systems generate executable code for more than one execution engine like ETL systems. But, these systems are inflexible in that they generate identical executable code for a given graph. Our system generates various executable forms from a single graph.

Research on federated database systems considered query processing across multiple database engines (e.g., Garlic [149], Multibase [39], Pegasus [48]). However, our work extends to a large variety of execution engines. Some systems consider hybrid execution in which queries span two execution engines, namely a database and a Map-Reduce engines; e.g., HadoopDB/Hadapt [10], PolyBase [45], Teradata Aster [58]. These are closer to our hybrid flows, but they are not designed as a general framework over multiple engines. They follow an ego-centric logic providing connectors to other engines, whereas we consider engines as equal peers.

There is research work in code generation for integration flows. Orchid converts declarative mapping specification into data flow specifications; but the focus is on ETL jobs [44]. GCIP generates code for integration systems like ETL and EAI, but not for other execution engines [27]. There is also work on SQL generation that applies simple rules to compose SQL queries (without subqueries) by identifying insert and create/drop table statements and eliminating intermediate steps [103]. Another work translates BPEL/SQL to BPEL/SQL using process graph model, but the focus is on business processes [192]. We differ for these works, since we can digest more complex flows written in other languages too, and can convert them back to multiple languages.
9. Conclusions

Our work is motivated by the emerging trend of using a diverse set of processing engines within a complex analytic flow. Implementing and maintaining these hybrid flows at a physical level is a burden and we propose using logical flows for engine independence. In this chapter, we describe how engine independence is supported by HFMS, our Hybrid Flow Management System. We show how our language, xLM, can encode flows, both logical and physical elements. We then show how a physical flow is imported into HFMS and translated to a logical flow that is not bound to a specific engine. That logical flow can then be translated back to a physical flow and then to executable code for another processing engine. These translations are enabled through a dictionary and engine specific mappings that are easy to extend to new engines and new operators. To represent links between subflows of a larger flow, HFMS has a set of connector operators that capture the semantics of the connections between subflows.

An evaluation of the HFMS translators was demonstrated using three processing engines, Hadoop/PigLatin, Pentaho PDI, and a SQL engine. Evidence of correctness is shown by round-tripping, i.e., given a flow for engine $x$, HFMS translates it to a logical flow and then to a physical flow for engine $x$ or engine $y$ that produces identical results. Examples of the utility were presented including composition and decomposition.

We acknowledge there are language constructs that will be difficult to translate. For example, the semantics of user-defined functions (UDFs) vary across engines, so not all can be translated (e.g., some support only scalar, some aggregation, some are multi-valued, etc.). However, we believe our approach is sufficiently general to model and translate a sufficiently large class of analytic flows. Some of our next steps include incorporating additional engines of interest and enhancing the automation of flow composition by using advanced schema matching and mapping techniques [136, 99].
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Abstract

Today’s distributed data processing systems typically follow a query shipping approach and exploit data locality for reducing network traffic. In such systems the distribution of data over the cluster resources plays a significant role, and when skewed, it can harm the performance of executing applications. In this chapter, we address the challenges of automatically adapting the distribution
of data in a cluster to the workload imposed by the input applications. We
propose a generic algorithm, named H-WorD, which, based on the estimated
workload over resources, suggests alternative execution scenarios of tasks, and
hence identifies required transfers of input data a priori, for timely bringing
data close to the execution. We exemplify our algorithm in the context of
MapReduce jobs in a Hadoop ecosystem. Finally, we evaluate our approach
and demonstrate the performance gains of automatic data redistribution.

1 Introduction

For bringing real value to end-users, today’s analytical tasks often require pro-
cessing massive amounts of data. Modern distributed data processing systems
have emerged as a necessity for processing, in a scalable manner, large-scale
data volumes in clusters of commodity resources. Current solutions, including
the popular Apache Hadoop [191], provide fault-tolerant, reliable, and scalable
platforms for distributed data processing. However, network traffic is identified
as a bottleneck for the performance of such systems [85]. Thus, current schedul-
ing techniques typically follow a query shipping approach where the tasks are
brought to their input data, hence data locality is exploited for reducing net-
work traffic. However, such scheduling techniques make these systems sensitive
to the specific distribution of data, and when skewed, it can drastically affect
the performance of data processing applications.

At the same time, distributed data storage systems, typically independent
of the application layer, do not consider the imposed workload when deciding
data placements in the cluster. For instance, Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) places data block replicas randomly in the cluster following only the
data availability policies, hence without a guarantee that data will be uniformly
distributed among DataNodes [156]. To address this problem, some systems
have provided rules (in terms of formulas) for balancing data among cluster
nodes, e.g., HBase [1], while others like HDFS provided means for correcting
the data balancing offline [156]. While such techniques may help balancing
data, they either overlook the real workload over the cluster resources, i.e., the
usage of data, or at best leave it to the expert users to take it into consideration.
In complex multi-tenant environments, the problem becomes more severe as
the skewness of data can easily become significant and hence more harmful to
performance.

In this chapter, we address these challenges and present our workload-driven
approach for data redistribution, which leverages on having a complete overview
of the cluster workload and automatically decides on a better redistribution of
workload and data. We focus here on the MapReduce model [43] and Apache
Hadoop [191] as its widely used open-source implementation. However, notice
that the ideas and similar optimization techniques as the ones proposed in this
1. Introduction

chapter, adapted for a specific programming model (e.g., Apache Spark), could be applied to other frameworks as well.

In particular, we propose an algorithm, named H-WorD, for supporting task scheduling in Hadoop with Workload-driven Data Redistribution. H-WorD starts from a set of previously profiled MapReduce jobs that are planned for execution in the cluster; e.g., a set of jobs currently queued for execution in a batch-queuing grid manager system. It initializes the cluster workload, following commonly used scheduling techniques (i.e., exploiting data locality, hence performing query shipping). Then, H-WorD iteratively reconsiders the current workload distribution by proposing different execution scenarios for map tasks (e.g., executing map tasks on nodes without local data, hence performing also data shipping). In each step, it estimates the effect of a proposed change to the overall cluster workload, and only accepts those that potentially improve certain quality characteristics. We focus here on improving the overall makespan\(^1\) of the jobs that are planned for execution. As a result, after selecting execution scenarios for all map tasks, H-WorD identifies the tasks that would require data shipping (i.e., transferring their input data from a remote node). Using such information, we can proactively perform data redistribution in advance for boosting tasks' data locality and parallelism of the MapReduce jobs.

On the one hand, the H-WorD algorithm can be used offline, complementary to existing MapReduce scheduling techniques, to automatically instruct redistribution of data beforehand, e.g., plugged as a guided rebalancing scheme for HDFS [2]. On the other hand, H-WorD can be used on the fly, with more sophisticated schedulers, which would be able to take advantage of a priori knowing potentially needed data transfers, and leveraging on idle network cycles to schedule such data transfers in advance, without deferring other tasks’ executions.

Contributions. In particular, our main contributions are as follows.

- We present an automatic approach for workload-driven data redistribution in Apache Hadoop.

- We introduce a novel algorithm, H-WorD, which, led by the real workload in the cluster, decides on a data redistribution that would improve the performance of executing that workload.

- We evaluate our approach using well-known MapReduce benchmarks, for showing the effectiveness of the H-WorD algorithm.

Outline. The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a running example used throughout this chapter. Section 3 discusses the motivation and presents the problem of data redistribution in Hadoop. Section

\(^1\)We define makespan as the total time elapsed from the beginning of the execution of a set of jobs, until the end of the last executing job [22].
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4 formalizes the notation and presents the H-WorD algorithm. In Section 5, we report on our experimental findings. Finally, sections 6 and 7 discuss related work and conclude this chapter, respectively.

2 Running Example

To illustrate our approach and facilitate the explanations throughout this chapter, we introduce a running example based on a set of three MapReduce WordCount\(^2\) jobs, with different input data sets. A MapReduce job executes in two consecutive phases, namely map and reduce [43]. Map phase processes an input file from HDFS. The file is split in logical data blocks of the same size (e.g., 64MB or 128MB), physically replicated for fault tolerance, and distributed over the cluster nodes. Each data block is processed by a single map task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>job ID</th>
<th>file ID</th>
<th>size (MB)</th>
<th>#tasks</th>
<th>(\text{dur}^{\text{mapTask}}) (s)</th>
<th>(\text{dur}^{\text{mapInTransfer}}) (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>f1</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>f2</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>f3</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Example MapReduce jobs

We profiled the example MapReduce jobs using an external tool, called Starfish [77]. Starfish can create job profiles on the fly, by applying sampling methods (e.g., while jobs are queued waiting for execution), or from previous jobs' executions. The portion of the profiles of the example jobs focusing on map tasks are presented in Table 6.1. We trace the number of map tasks, the average duration of each task (\(\text{dur}^{\text{mapTask}}\)), as well as the average duration of transferring its input data block over the network (i.e., \(\text{dur}^{\text{mapInTransfer}}\)).

Furthermore, we consider a computing cluster with three computing nodes, each with a capacity of 2CPUs and 2GB of memory, connected through the network with 100Mbps of bandwidth (see Figure 6.1). We deployed Hadoop 2.x on the given cluster, including HDFS and MapReduce. In addition, for simplifying the explanations, we configured HDFS for creating only one replica of each input data block. In Figure 6.1, we depict the initial distribution of the input data in the cluster. Note that each input data block is marked as \(DBX_{fid}\), where \(X\) is an identifier of a block inside a file, and \(fid\) is the id of the file it belongs to.

For reasons of simplicity, we configured all example jobs to require containers (i.e., bundles of node resources) with 1CPU and 1GB of memory for accommodating each map and reduce task, i.e., mapreduce.map.memory.mb = mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb = 1024, and mapreduce.map.cpu.vcores = mapreduce.reduce.cpu.vcores = 1.

\(^2\)WordCount Example: https://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/WordCount
3. The Problem of Skewed Data Distribution

We further applied the default scheduling policy of Hadoop (i.e., exploiting data locality) to our running example. An execution timeline is showed in Figure 6.2, where the x-axis tracks the start and end times of tasks and the y-axis shows the resources the tasks occupy at each moment. For clarity, we further denote a task $t_{ij}$ both with the task id $i$, and the job id $j$. Notice in Figure 6.1 that the job ids refer to groups of input data blocks that their map tasks are processing, which determines the placement of the map tasks in the cluster for exploiting data locality. First, from the timeline in Figure 6.2, we can notice that although the distribution of input data is not drastically skewed, it affects the execution of job 3, since for executing map task $m_{34}$, we need to wait for available computing resources on node1.

![Fig. 6.1: Example cluster configuration and initial data distribution](image1)

![Fig. 6.2: Timeline of executing example MapReduce jobs, baseline](image2)

Furthermore, we can also observe some idle cycles on the computing resources (i.e., node3), that obviously could alternatively accommodate $m_{34}^3$, and finish the map phase of job 3 sooner. However, node3 does not contain the needed input data at the given moment, thus running $m_{34}^3$ on node3 would require transferring its input data (i.e., $tt_{34}^3$), which would also defer its execution (see alternative execution of $m_{34}^3$ in Figure 6.2).

Having such information beforehand, we could redistribute data in a way that would improve utilization of cluster resources, and improve the makespan.
Such data redistribution could be done offline before starting the execution of MapReduce jobs. However, note that there are also idle cycles on the network resource (e.g., between $s^1$ and $s^2$, and between $s^2$ and $s^3$). This is exactly where having more information about the imposed workload makes the difference. In particular, knowing that the higher workload of node1 can potentially affect the makespan of the jobs’ execution, we could take advantage of idle network resources and plan for timely on the fly transferring of $m^3$’s input data to another node, in overlap with other tasks’ execution, and hence improve the execution makespan. Such alternative execution scenario is depicted in Figure 6.3.

We showcased here in a simple running example that in advance data redistribution can moderately improve the makespan. However, typical scenarios in Hadoop are much more complex, with larger and more complex cluster configurations, greater number of jobs, more complex jobs, and larger input data sizes. Thus, it is obvious that estimating the imposed workload over cluster resources and deciding on data and workload redistribution is intractable for humans and requires efficient automatic means. At the same time, in such real world scenarios improving resource utilization and minimizing the execution makespan is essential for optimizing the system performance.

We further studied how to automatically, based on the estimated workload, find new execution scenarios that would improve data distribution in the cluster, and hence reduce the makespan. Specifically, we focused on the following challenges:

- **Resource requirements.** For obtaining the workload that a job imposes over the cluster, we need to model cluster resources, input MapReduce jobs, and the resource requirements of their tasks.

- **Alternative execution scenarios.** We need to model alternative execution scenarios of MapReduce jobs, based on the distribution of input data in
4. Workload-driven Redistribution of Data

In this section, we tackle the previously discussed challenges, and present our algorithm for workload-driven redistribution of data, namely, H-WorD.

4.1 Resource requirement framework

In this chapter, we assume a set of previously profiled MapReduce jobs as input (see the example set of jobs in Table 6.1). Notice that this is a realistic scenario for batched analytical processes that are run periodically, hence they can be planned together for better resource utilization and lower makespan. For instance, in a grid manager system, a set of jobs are queued, waiting for execution, during which time we can decide on a proper distribution of their input data.

A set of MapReduce jobs is submitted for execution in a cluster, and each job \( j_x \) consists of sets of map and reduce tasks.

\[
J := \{j_1, \ldots, j_n\}, \quad j_x := MT_x \cup RT_x
\]  

(6.1)

The set of all tasks of \( J \) is defined as \( T_J = \bigcup_{x=1}^{n} j_x = \bigcup_{x=1}^{n} (MT_x \cup RT_x) \).

These tasks can be scheduled for execution in the cluster that comprises two main resource types, namely: computing resources (i.e., nodes; \( R_{cmp} \)), and communication resources (i.e., network; \( R_{com} \)).

\[
R := R_{cmp} \cup R_{com} = \{r_1, \ldots, r_n\} \cup \{r_{net}\}
\]  

(6.2)

Each resource \( r \) (computing or communication) has a certain capacity vector \( C(r) \), defining capacities of the physical resources that are used for accommodating MapReduce tasks (i.e., containers of certain CPU and memory capacities, or a network of certain bandwidth).

\[
\forall r \in R_{cmp}, C(r) := \langle c_{cpu}(r), c_{mem}(r) \rangle; \forall r \in R_{com}, C(r) := \langle c_{net}(r) \rangle
\]  

(6.3)

Each task \( t^j_x \) requires resources of certain resource types (i.e., computing and communication) during their execution. We define a resource type requirement
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$RTR_k$ of task $t^j_i$, as a pair $[S,d]$, such that $t^j_i$ requires for its execution one resource from the set of resources $S$ of type $k$ ($S \subseteq R_k$), for a duration $d$.

$$RTR_k(t^j_i) := [S,d], \text{ st. } S \subseteq R_k \quad (6.4)$$

Furthermore, we define a system requirement of task $t^j_i$, as a set of resource type requirements over all resource types in the cluster, needed for the complete execution of $t^j_i$.

$$SR(t^j_i) := \{RTR_1(t^j_i), ..., RTR_l(t^j_i)\} \quad (6.5)$$

Lastly, depending on specific resources used for its execution, task $t^j_i$ can be executed in several different ways. To elegantly model different execution scenarios, we further define the concept of execution modes. Each execution mode is defined in terms of a system requirement that a task poses for its execution in a given scenario (denoted $SR(t^j_i)$).

$$M(t^j_i) := \{SR_1(t^j_i), ..., SR_m(t^j_i)\} \quad (6.6)$$

Example. The three example MapReduce jobs (job 1, job 2, and job 3; see Table 6.1), are submitted for execution in the Hadoop cluster shown in Figure 6.1. Cluster comprises three computing resources (i.e., node1, node2, and node3), each with a capacity of $<2CPU,2GB>$, connected through a network of bandwidth capacity $<100Mbps>$. Map task $m^1_1$ of job 1 for its data local execution mode requires a container of computing resources, on a node where the replica of its input data is placed (i.e., node1), for the duration of 40s. This requirement is captured as $RTR_{cmp}(m^1_1) = [(node1), 40s]$. □

4.2 Execution modes of map tasks

In the context of distributed data processing applications, especially MapReduce jobs, an important characteristic that defines the way the tasks are executed, is the distribution of data inside the cluster. This especially stands for executing map tasks which require a complete data block as input (e.g., by default 64MB or 128MB depending on the Hadoop version).

Data distribution. We first formalize the distribution of data in a cluster (i.e., data blocks stored in HDFS; see Figure 6.1), regardless of the tasks using these data. We thus define function $f_{loc}$ that maps logical data blocks $DBX_{fid} \in \mathbb{DB}$ of input files to a set of resources where these blocks are (physically) replicated.

$$f_{loc} : \mathbb{DB} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(R_{cmp}) \quad (6.7)$$

Furthermore, each map task $m^j_i$ processes a block of an input file, denoted $db(m^j_i) = DBX_{fid}$. Therefore, given map task $m^j_i$, we define a subset of resources where the physical replicas of its input data block are placed, i.e., local resource set $LR^j_i$.

$$\forall m^j_i \in MT_J, LR^j_i := f_{loc}(db(m^j_i)) \quad (6.8)$$

Conversely, for map task $m^j_i$ we can also define remote resource sets, where some resources may not have a physical replica of a required data block, thus
executing $m_i^j$ may require transferring input data from another node. Note that for keeping the replication factor fulfilled, a remote resource set must be of the same size as the local resource set.

$$\forall m_i^j \in MT_j, \mathcal{R}_j^i := \{ R_j^i, RR_j^i \in (\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{R}_{cmp}) \setminus LR_j^i) \land |RR_j^i| = |LR_j^i|\} \quad (6.9)$$

Following from the above formalization, map task $m_i^j$ can be scheduled to run in several execution modes. The system requirement of each execution mode of $m_i^j$ depends on the distribution of its input data. Formally:

$$\forall m_i^j \in MT_j, \mathcal{M}(m_i^j) = \{ SR_{loc}(m_i^j) \} \cup \bigcup_{k=1}^{\mathcal{R}_j^i}[SR_{rem,k}(m_i^j)], s.t.:$$

$$SR_{loc}(m_i^j) = \{[LR_j^i, d_i^j, sr_{mapTask}]\}; SR_{rem,k}(m_i^j) = \{[RR_j^i, d_i^j, com, \{net\}, d_i^j, com]\} \quad (10)$$

Intuitively, a map task can be executed in the local execution mode (i.e., $SR_{loc}(m_i^j)$), if it executes on a node where its input data block is already placed, i.e., without moving data over the network. In that case, a map task requires a computing resource from $LR_j^i$ for the duration of executing map function over the complete input block (i.e., $d_i^j, sr_{mapTask}$). Otherwise, a map task can also execute in a remote execution mode (i.e., $SR_{rem}(m_i^j)$), in which case, a map task can alternatively execute on a node without its input data block. Thus, the map task, besides a node from a remote resource set, may also require transferring input data block over the network. Considering that a remote resource set may also contain nodes where input data block is placed, hence not requiring data transfers, we probabilistically model the duration of the network usage.

$$d_i^j, com = \begin{cases} \frac{|LR_j^i|}{|RR_j^i|} \cdot dur_{mapInTransfer}, & \text{if on the fly redistribution} \\ \text{0}, & \text{if offline redistribution} \end{cases} \quad (11)$$

In addition, note that in the case that data redistribution is done offline, given data transfers will not be part of the jobs’ makespan (i.e., $d_i^j, com = 0$).

Example. Notice that there are three execution modes in which map task $m_i^3$ can be executed. Namely, it can be executed in the local execution mode $SR_{loc}(m_i^3) = \{[[node1], 40s]\}$, in which case, it requires a node from its local resource set (i.e., $LR_3^i = \{node1\}$). Alternatively, it can also be executed in one of the two remote execution modes. For instance, if executed in the remote execution mode $SR_{rem,2}(m_i^3) = \{[[node3], 40s, \{net\}, 6.34s]\}$, it would require a node from its remote resource set $RR_3^i = \{node3\}$, and the network resource for transferring its input block to node3 (see dashed boxes in Figure 6.2).

Consequently, selecting an execution mode in which a map task will execute, directly determines its system requirements, and the set of resources that it will potentially occupy. This further gives us information of cluster nodes that may require a replica of input data blocks for a given map task.
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To this end, we base our H-WorD algorithm on selecting an execution mode for each map task, while at the same time collecting information about its resource and data needs. This enables us to plan data redistribution beforehand and benefit from idle cycles on the network (see Figure 6.3).

4.3 Workload estimation

For correctly redistributing data and workload in the cluster, the selection of execution modes of map tasks in the H-WorD algorithm is based on the estimation of the current workload over the cluster resources.

Algorithm 3 getWorkload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>inputs: $SR(t^i_j)$; output: $W: R \rightarrow Q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: for all $r \in R$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: \hspace{1em} $W(r) \leftarrow 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: for all $[S,d] \in SR(t^i_j)$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: \hspace{1em} for all $r \in S$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: \hspace{2em} $W(r) \leftarrow W(r) + p^i_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: \hspace{1em} end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our context, we define a workload as a function $W: R \rightarrow Q$, that maps the cluster resources to the time for which they need to be occupied. When selecting an execution mode, we estimate the current workload in the cluster in terms of tasks, and their current execution modes (i.e., system requirements). To this end, we define the procedure getWorkload (see Alg. 3), that for map task $t^i_j$, returns the imposed workload of the task over the cluster resources $R$, when executing in execution mode $SR(t^i_j)$.

Example. Map task $m^3_4$ (see Figure 6.2), if executed in local execution mode $SR_{loc}(m^3_4)$, imposes the following workload over the cluster: $W(node1) = 40$, $W(node2) = 0$, $W(node3) = 0$, $W(net) = 0$. But, if executed in remote execution mode $SR_{rem2}(m^3_4)$, the workload is redistributed to node3, i.e., $W(node1) = 0$, $W(node2) = 0$, $W(node3) = 40$, and to the network for transferring input data block to node3, i.e., $W(net) = 6.34$. \hfill $\square$

Following from the formalization in Section 4.1, a resource type requirement of a task defines a set of resources $S$, out of which the task occupies one for its execution. Assuming that there is an equal probability that the task will be scheduled on any of the resources in $S$, when estimating its workload imposed over the cluster we equally distribute its complete workload over all the resources in $S$ (steps 4 - 8). In this way, our approach does not favor any specific cluster resource when redistributing data and workload, and is hence agnostic to the further choices of the chosen MapReduce schedulers.
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4.4 The H-WorD algorithm

Given the workload estimation means, we present here H-WorD, the core algorithm of our workload-driven data redistribution approach (see Alg. 4).

Algorithm 4 H-WorD

inputs: $MT_j$

1: $todo \leftarrow MT_j$
2: for all $r \in R$ do $W(r) \leftarrow 0$; end for
3: for all $t \in MT_j$ do
4:   $SR_{cur}(t) \leftarrow SR_{loc}(t)$;
5:   $W_t \leftarrow \text{getWorkload}(SR_{cur}(t))$;
6:   for all $r \in R$ do
7:     $W(r) \leftarrow W(r) + W_t(r)$;
8:   end for
9: end for
10: while $todo \neq \emptyset$ do
11:   $t \leftarrow \text{nextFrom}(todo)$; $todo \leftarrow todo\setminus\{t\}$;
12:   $SR_{new}(t) \leftarrow SR(t) q(W + \Delta_{cur}) = \min_{SR_j(i) \in MT_j \setminus \{SR_{cur}(i)\}} \left\{ q(W + \Delta_{cur}) \right\}$
13:   if $q(W) > q(W + \Delta_{new, cur})$ then
14:     $SR_{new}(t) \leftarrow SR_{new}(t)$;
15:     $W \leftarrow W + \Delta_{new, cur}$;
16:   end if
17: end while

H-WorD initializes the total workload over the cluster resources following the policies of the Hadoop schedulers which mainly try to satisfy the data locality first. Thus, as the baseline, all map tasks are initially assumed to execute in a local execution mode (steps 2 - 9).

H-WorD further goes through all map tasks of input MapReduce jobs, and for each task selects an execution mode that potentially brings the most benefit to the jobs' execution. In particular, we are interested here in reducing the execution makespan, and hence we introduce a heuristic function $q(W)$, which combines the workloads over all resources, and estimates the maximal workload in the cluster, i.e., $q(W) = \max_{r \in R}(W(r))$. Intuitively, this way we obtain a rough estimate of the makespan of map tasks executing in the cluster. Using such heuristic function balances the resource consumption in the cluster, and hence prevents increasing jobs' makespan by long transfers of large amounts of data.

Accordingly, for each map task, H-WorD selects an execution mode that imposes the minimal makespan to the execution of input MapReduce jobs (Step 12). The delta workload that a change in execution modes ($SR_{cur} \rightarrow SR_{new}$) imposes is obtained as: $\Delta_{new, cur} = \text{getWorkload}(SR_{new}(t)) - \text{getWorkload}(SR_{cur}(t))$.

Finally, for the selected (new) execution mode $SR_{new}(t)$, H-WorD analyzes if such a change in execution modes actually brings benefits to the execution of input jobs, and if the global makespan estimate is improved (Step 13), we assign the new execution mode to the task (Step 14). In addition, we update
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the current total workload over the cluster due to changed execution mode of the map task (Step 15).

Example. An example of the H-WorD execution is shown in Table 6.2. After H-WorD analyzes the execution modes of task \( m_4^3 \), it finds that the remote execution mode \( SR_{rem,2}(m_4^3) \) improves the makespan (i.e., 440 → 400). Thus, it decides to select this remote execution mode for \( m_4^3 \).

Table 6.2: H-WorD algorithm: example of the improved makespan for task \( m_4^3 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>After task ( m_4^3 )</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W(node1)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(node2)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(node3)</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(net)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the order in which we iterate over the map tasks may affect the resulting workload distribution in the cluster. To this end, we apply here a recommended longest task time priority rule in job scheduling [22], and in each iteration (Step 11) we select the task with the largest duration, combined over all resources. H-WorD is extensible to other priority rules.

Computational complexity. When looking for the new execution mode to select, the H-WorD algorithm at first glance indicates combinatorial complexity in terms of the cluster size (i.e., number of nodes), and the number of replicas, i.e., \( |RR| = \frac{|R_{cmp}|}{|R_{cmp}| - |LR_t||LR_t|} \). The search space for medium-sized clusters (e.g., 50-100 nodes), where our approach indeed brings the most benefits, is still tractable (19.6K-161.7K), while the constraints of the replication policies in Hadoop, which add to fault tolerance, additionally prune the search space.

In addition, notice also that for each change of execution modes, the corresponding data redistribution action may need to be taken to bring input data to the remote nodes. As explained in Section 3, this information can either be used to redistribute data offline before scheduling MapReduce jobs, or incorporated with scheduling mechanisms to schedule input data transfers on the fly during the idle network cycles (see Figure 6.3).

5 Evaluation

In this section we report on our experimental findings.

Experimental setup. For performing the experiments we have implemented a prototype of the H-WorD algorithm. Since the HDFS currently lacks the support to instruct the data redistribution, for this evaluation we rely on simulating the execution of MapReduce jobs. In order to facilitate the simulation of MapReduce jobs we have implemented a basic scheduling algorithm, following the principles of the resource-constrained project scheduling [100].
5. Evaluation

Inputs. Besides WordCount, we also experimented with a reduce-heavy MapReduce benchmark job, namely TeraSort\(^3\). We started from a set of three profiled MapReduce jobs, two WordCount jobs resembling jobs 1 and 2 of our running example, and one TeraSort job, with 50 map and 10 reduce tasks. We used the Starfish tool for profiling MapReduce jobs [77]. When testing our algorithm for larger number of jobs, we replicate these three jobs.

Experimental methodology. We scrutinized the effectiveness of our algorithm in terms of the following parameters: number of MapReduce jobs, initial skewness of data distribution inside the cluster, and different cluster sizes. Notice that we define skewness of data distribution inside a cluster in terms of the percentage of input data located on a set of \(X\) nodes, where \(X\) stands for the number of configured replicas. See for example 37\% skewness of data in our running example (bottom of Figure 6.1). This is important in order to guarantee a realistic scenario where multiple replicas of an HDFS block are not placed on the same node. Moreover, we considered the default Hadoop configuration with 3 replicas of each block. In addition, we analyzed two use cases of our algorithm, namely offline and on the fly redistribution (see Section 4.4). Lastly, we analyzed the overhead that H-WorD potentially imposes, as well as the performance improvements (in terms of jobs’ makespan) that H-WorD brings.

Scrutinizing H-WorD. Next, we report on our experimental findings.

Note that in the presented charts we analyzed the behavior of our algorithm for a single parameter, while others are fixed and explicitly denoted.

Algorithm overhead. We first analyzed the overhead that the H-WorD algorithm imposes to scheduling of MapReduce jobs. Following the complexity discussion in Section 4.4, for small and medium-sized clusters (i.e., from 20 to 50 nodes), even though the overhead is growing exponentially (0.644s \(\rightarrow\) 135.68s; see Figure 6.4), it still does not drastically delay the execution of input MapReduce jobs (see Figure 6.5).

Performance improvements. We further report on the performance improve-

---
\(^3\)TeraSort: https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r2.7.1/api/org/apache/hadoop/examples/terasort/package-summary.html
ments that H-WorD brings to the execution of MapReduce jobs.

• **Cluster size.** We start by analyzing the effectiveness of our approach in terms of the number of computing resources. We can observe in Figure 6.5 that skewed data distribution (50%) can easily prevent significant scale-out improvements with increasing cluster size. This shows another advantage of H-WorD in improving execution makespan, by benefiting from balancing the workload over the cluster resources. Notice however that the makespan improvements are bounded here by the fixed parallelism of reduce tasks (i.e., no improvement is shown for clusters over 40 nodes).

• **“Correcting” data skewness.** We further analyzed how H-WorD improves the execution of MapReduce jobs by “correcting” the skewness of data distribution in the cluster (see Figure 6.6). Notice that we used this test also to compare offline and on the fly use cases of our approach. With a small skewness (i.e., 25%), we observed only very slight improvement, which is expected as data are already balanced inside the cluster. In addition, notice that the makespan of offline and on the fly use cases for the 25% skewness are the same. This comes from the fact that “correcting” small skewness requires only few data transfers over the network, which do not additionally defer the execution of the tasks. However, observe that larger skewness (i.e., 50% - 100%) may impose higher workload over the network, which in the case of on the fly data redistribution may defer the execution of some tasks. Therefore, the performance gains in this case are generally lower (see Figure 6.6). In addition, we analyzed the effectiveness of our algorithm in “correcting” the data distribution by capturing the distribution of data in the cluster in terms of a Shannon entropy value, where the percentages of data at the cluster nodes represent the probability distribution. Figure 6.7 illustrates how H-WorD effectively corrects the data distribution and brings it very close ($\Delta \approx 0.02$) to the maximal entropy value (i.e., uniform data distribution). Notice that the initial entropy for 100% skew is in this case higher than 0, since replicas are equally distributed over 3 cluster nodes.
6. Related Work

- Input workload. Lastly, we analyze the behavior of our algorithm in terms of the input workload, expressed in terms of the number of MapReduce jobs. We observed (see Figure 6.8) that the performance gains for various input load sizes are stable (~48.4%), having a standard deviation of 0.025. Moreover, notice that data redistribution abates the growth of makespan caused by increasing input load. This demonstrates how our approach smooths the execution of MapReduce jobs by boosting data locality of map tasks.

![Fig. 6.8: Performance gains - workload (skew: 0.5, #nodes: 20)](image)

Lastly, in Figure 6.5, we can still observe the improvements brought by data redistribution, including the H-Word overhead. However, if we keep increasing the cluster size, we can notice that the overhead, although tractable, soon becomes severely high to affect the performance of MapReduce jobs’ execution (e.g., 2008s for the cluster of 100 nodes). While these results show the applicability of our approach for small and medium-sized clusters, they at the same time motivate our further research towards defining different heuristics for pruning the search space.

6 Related Work

Data distribution. Currently, distributed file systems, like HDFS [156], do not consider the real cluster workload when deciding about the distribution of data over the cluster resources. By default, data are distributed randomly, without a guarantee that they will be balanced. Additional tools, namely balancer, are provided to balance data offline. However, such balancing is still done blindly, without considering the real usage of such data by the given workload.

Data locality. Hadoop’s default scheduling techniques (i.e., Capacity [3] and Fair [4] schedulers), typically rely on exploiting data locality in the cluster, i.e., favoring query shipping. Moreover, other, more advanced scheduling proposals, e.g., [85, 197], to mention a few, also favor query shipping and exploiting data locality in Hadoop, claiming that it is crucial for performance of MapReduce jobs. The approach in [197] in addition proposes techniques that address the conflict between data locality and fairness in scheduling MapReduce jobs. For
achieving higher data locality, they delay jobs that cannot be accommodated locally to their data. While we agree that data locality is essential for boosting the execution of MapReduce jobs, these approaches overlook the fragileness of such techniques to skewed distribution of data in a cluster.

Combining data and query shipping. To address such problem, other approaches (e.g., [72, 194]) propose combining data and query shipping in a Hadoop cluster. In [72], the authors investigate on data locality, and claim that having a global overview of the executing tasks, rather than one task at a time as in current techniques, gives better opportunities for optimally scheduling tasks and selecting local or remote execution. [194], on the other side, uses a stochastic approach, and builds a model for predicting a workload over the cluster resources, when deciding on data locality for map tasks. We find the ideas and techniques for estimating resource workload of these approaches motivational for our work. However, these techniques do not leverage on the estimated workload to perform in advance data transfers and additionally boost data locality for map tasks.

Finally, the first approach that tackles the problem of adapting data placement to the workload is presented in [127]. We find this work especially interesting for our research. The authors argue for the benefits of having a data placement aware of the cluster workload. However, while the authors propose an efficient framework for load-aware data placement, they consider data placements for single jobs, in isolation. In addition, they propose different placement techniques depending on the job types. We, on the other side, propose more generic approach relying only on an information gathered from job profiles, and consider a set of different input jobs at a time.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we have presented H-WorD, our approach for workload-driven redistribution of data in Hadoop. H-WorD starts from a set of MapReduce jobs and estimates the workload that such jobs impose over the cluster resources. H-WorD further iteratively looks for alternative execution scenarios and identifies more favorable distribution of data in the cluster beforehand. This way H-WorD improves resource utilization in a Hadoop cluster and reduces the makespan of MapReduce jobs. Our approach can be used for automatically instructing redistribution of data and as such is complementary to current scheduling solutions in Hadoop (i.e., those favoring data locality).

Our initial experiments showed the effectiveness of the approach and the benefits it brings to the performances of MapReduce jobs in a simulated Hadoop cluster execution. Our future plans focus on providing new scheduling techniques in Hadoop that take full advantage of a priori knowing more favorable data distribution, and hence use idle network cycles to transfer data to the
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

Abstract

In this chapter, we summarize the main results of this PhD thesis, presented in Chapters 2 - 6. In addition, we propose several promising future directions stemming from this thesis work.

1 Conclusions

In this PhD thesis, we presented our approach for managing different phases of the data-intensive flow lifecycle. The main goal of this thesis is to provide means for automating and facilitating burdensome tasks of the design and optimization of data-intensive flows. The thesis included a theoretical study, by means of a literature survey, aiming at indicating the main challenges in the field of DIFs in today’s BI applications. Considering the remaining challenges identified in the literature, this thesis further presented several approaches for facilitating the DIF lifecycle. In particular, we focus on design, optimization, implementation, execution, and maintenance of DIFs.

In what follows, we first summarize the contributions presented in chapters 2 - 6, and finally conclude the overall thesis.

Chapter 2 presented the survey of the current literature in the field of DIFs. The goal of this survey was on studying the related work in the field, and consequently on identifying the remaining challenges and gaps in the design and optimization of DIFs. The first result provided a clear picture of the theoretical underpinnings of DIFs in today’s BI applications. Moreover, the study further identified the main challenges that distinguish traditional, batched DIFs (e.g., ETL processes) that typically integrate in-house data for loading DW for further strategic analysis, and today’s DIFs that require means for efficiently dis-
covering and integrating a plethora of both internal and external sources, in near real-time. We accordingly, using these challenges as dimensions, classified the current approaches based on the level they achieve in each of these dimensions. Finally, as the main outcome of this study, we proposed a high-level architecture for managing the burdensome lifecycle of DIFs. The architecture captures in a holistic way the complete lifecycle of DIFs, and as such, it can be seen as a roadmap for both academia and industry toward building DIFs in next generation BI systems. In particular, in this PhD thesis, the results of this survey served as a cornerstone for further studying in detail some of the remaining challenges in the field of DIFs.

Chapter 3 presented our approach for dealing with the design, maintenance, and multi-flow optimization of DIFs. In particular, we presented the novel algorithm, called CoAl, which facilitates the incremental consolidation of DIFs, starting from data flows satisfying individual information requirements. CoAl iteratively searches for different possibilities of integrating new data flows into the existing multi-flow, focusing on maximizing data and operation reuse, and finally, proposes a unified solution satisfying all information requirements. In Chapter 3, we formalized the notion of DIFs, including the formalization of DIF’s operation semantics. Furthermore, in terms of this notation we introduced novel techniques for operation comparison and operation reordering, which are used by the CoAl algorithm when searching for maximizing the DIF reuse. Finally, using the implemented prototype of the CoAl algorithm, we presented the evaluation results of our approach. The results presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated the efficiency and scalability of our approach, as well as the quality of produced solutions. In particular, we report the improvements of the overall execution time and other benefits of integrated multi-flows.

Chapter 4 presented our semi-automatic method, called ORE, for iteratively creating DW schema designs, based on information requirements. ORE starts from MD interpretations of single requirements, and incrementally builds a unified solution satisfying the complete set of information requirements. Chapter 4 formalized the notion of information requirements and their MD interpretations, as well as the MD schema, and further presented two main algorithms that support the integration of MD schemata, i.e., fact matching (FM) and dimension matching (DM). Apart from the main goal of providing semi-automatic support for the design and maintenance of MD schema, an important objective of this approach was to provide systematic collection of metadata during the entire evolution cycle, in order to “fuel” the process of design and adaptation of back-end DIFs (i.e., ETL processes) to the occurred evolution events. Given the generally high complexity of the MD schema integration process, caused by the plethora of different integration possibilities, ORE uses a customizable cost model for evaluating the resulted solutions, in order to prune the search space and offer a user only solutions that satisfy the previously set objectives. Using such heuristics, in Chapter 4, we lastly evaluated the performance and
different characteristics of the ORE method, demonstrating its efficiency in dealing with increasing problem size (i.e., number of input information requirements). In addition, we also reported the results of evaluating the benefits of our semi-automatic approach, by measuring the emotional aspects and the considerable amount of human efforts required for manually handling the design and evolution of a DW schema.

Chapter 5 presented our approach, called BabbleFlow, for supporting the implementation and deployment of DIFs, potentially spanning diverse execution and storage engines. In particular, the main objective of this work was to provide the engine independence for DIFs, enabling processing of DIF at the logical level, as well as their further deployment on a variety of execution engines. Chapter 5 thus introduced our logical encoding of DIFs, called xLM. We further presented the techniques for parsing DIFs from different execution engines into xLM, and also back to the same or different execution engine(s). In Chapter 5, we also demonstrated an important functionality of our approach for building hybrid DIFs, by means of decomposing a logical DIF, and generating code for specific subflows executing on different engines. Finally, we extensively evaluated our approach using data flows from TPC-H and TPC-DS benchmarks, as well as custom made data flows combining ETL and analytical functionalities. The results showed both the efficiency of our approach for translating DIF into deployable formats, as well as different benefits that it can bring to the optimization of hybrid DIFs.

Chapter 6 presented our approach, called H-WorD, for supporting the scheduling of execution of DIFs with workload-driven data redistribution. The main goal of this work was to build a system to analyze the workload that DIFs impose over execution resources, and decide on a better redistribution of input data that improves their overall makespan. In particular, we presented a model, exemplified with the MapReduce framework, which based on the placement of data inside the cluster, estimates DIFs’ execution times and defines different execution modes in which data processing tasks can execute. Furthermore, the H-WorD algorithm uses such model for deciding more beneficial execution modes of data processing tasks, and hence the distribution of their input data in the cluster. We demonstrated two use cases of our approach, namely, offline, complementary to existing scheduling algorithm, where the redistribution of data is performed beforehand, and on the fly, which requires adaptation of current scheduling algorithms, to leveraging on idle network cycles, schedule needed data transfers on the fly, in advance, without deferring other task’s executions. Finally, we evaluated our approach by means of simulating the MapReduce jobs executions, and using typical MapReduce benchmark examples from the Apache Hadoop distribution (i.e., WordCount and TeraSort). The results showed the efficiency of H-WorD in dealing with small and medium-sized clusters, while also indicated a need for introducing heuristics for pruning the search space when looking for the more beneficial data
distribution. More importantly, the evaluation results largely corroborated the benefits that improving the distribution of data in the cluster brings to the execution makespan of DIFs.

Overall, the burdensome tasks of designing, deploying, and optimizing the execution of data-intensive flows in BI systems require considerable amount of human effort, which in today’s hectic business environments is not always affordable, both in terms of money and time. Moreover, the maintenance of DIFs in front of changed information requirements demands a continuous support of a designer during the entire lifecycle. To this end, this PhD thesis proposed automated means for efficiently supporting tasks in different phases of the DIF lifecycle, namely design, optimization, implementation, execution, and maintenance (see Figure 7.1). In particular, we started from CoAl (Chapter 3) which facilitates the incremental design of DIFs and their maintenance in front of evolving analytical needs of end users. Moreover, CoAl also provides support for multi-flow optimization of DIF by means of maximizing the data and operation reuse among DIFs. Next, we proposed ORE (Chapter 4), which automates the incremental design of MD schema and at the same time systematically traces metadata of such process in order to further support the
design of back-end, batched DIFs in DW systems, and their adaptation to the evolution of the target schema. Furthermore, for implementing DIFs, we proposed BabbleFlow (Chapter 5), which provides support for deploying DIFs over single or multiple execution engines. Moreover, it also facilitates the design of DIFs, specially in the case when they span multiple execution or storage engines (i.e., hybrid data flows). Finally, we proposed H-WorD (Chapter 6), to facilitate the execution of DIFs, by means of supporting their scheduling with workload-driven data redistribution.

The main results of this PhD thesis were integrated as modules inside Quarry, our platform for managing the lifecycle of analytical infrastructures (see Appendix A). As we showed above, these modules automated to large extent the burdensome tasks during the DIF lifecycle, previously typically left to the manual efforts of BI system designer.

Moreover, during the last five years, the Quarry project has included collaboration with other researchers, bachelor, master, and PhD students, which overall resulted in modules that encompass the complete lifecycle of DIFs (see Figure 7.1). The GEM system [146] was in fact a springboard for the research path of this PhD thesis, introducing automatable means for analyzing information requirements of business users and designing MD schemata and ETL processes that satisfy them. GEM's development and integration was the topic of my master thesis [86]. Next, MineDigger module provided graphical interface to the Quarry platform, largely facilitating the process of requirements elicitation and analysis for end users, and providing high usability of the complete Quarry platform. Its development and integration with Quarry platform was the topic of the bachelor degree project, done by Héctor Candón [33]. Lastly, a critical part of the DIF lifecycle, i.e., testing, was largely facilitated by Bijoux, the data generation tool for evaluating different quality objectives of DIFs [178]. The Bijoux module resulted from the collaborative work with a master student Emona Nakuci, working on her master thesis [123], and a fellow colleague PhD student, Vasileios Theodorou.

2 Future Directions

In this PhD thesis, we provided the means to fully or partially facilitate the phases of the DIF lifecycle. Nevertheless, there are several possible directions for future work inside the Quarry project.

Regarding the design of DIFs, driven by information requirements, although high automation is achieved, it required lowering the level of abstraction for providing the requirement, tightening the requirements to a multidimensional model. Further research is needed to bridge the gap between the typical ways end users define their requirements and how these requirements are further automatically translated into deployable DIFs.
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In the context of DW systems, DIFs are highly correlated to the design and constraints imposed over the target MD schema. Thus, the design and maintenance of ETL processes must be instructed by the design decisions made at the MD schema side. We made a step toward this in our ORE approach. However, further study is required to handle and exploit such interdependence between the MD schema and ETL process design (i.e., ORE and CoAl), and explore the possibilities how each of these design processes can benefit from the relevant information inferred by the other process. For instance, the aggregation and normalization levels of the produced schema could be reconsidered, since this would affect the way the back-end ETL process is tailored (i.e., trade-offs between materialized views and OLAP querying). Similarly, checkpointing or bottlenecks detected at the ETL level may cause changes at the MD schema for the sake of performance.

The implementation and deployment of DIFs is largely supported by the automatable means for translating DIFs to executable formats, provided by BabbleFlow. On the one hand, the extension of such system for more high-level functional, procedural, or object-oriented languages (e.g., Java, Scala, Python) would require further work, and it would be immensely beneficial for applying the approach for modern data processing platforms, like Apache Spark, Hadoop, etc. On the other hand, further work in this topic should be directed toward enabling smarter deployment of DIFs, especially for deciding the target execution engine(s) of DIFs in the hybrid execution environments.

Lastly, further work is also required for building more sophisticated scheduling techniques for executing DIFs in distributed data processing systems. Our results in Chapter 6 showed that we can benefit from smarter data redistribution when scheduling DIFs. Thus the plan here is to study how such information can be further included inside the scheduling policies of data processing systems (e.g., Hadoop and Spark). Another interesting research direction is toward providing a more dynamic scheduling system. Instead of starting from a static set of DIFs, the scheduler should only use a high level notion of cluster workload (e.g., DIF types, arrival rates, service rates), and by means of prediction models, anticipate future workload over the cluster resources, and decide on the needed, in advance, data transfers, hence avoiding deferment of data processing tasks.
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Quarry: Digging Up the Gems of Your Data Treasury
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Abstract

The design lifecycle of a data warehousing (DW) system is primarily led by requirements of its end-users and the complexity of underlying data sources. The process of designing a multidimensional (MD) schema and back-end extract-transform-load (ETL) processes, is a long-term and mostly manual task. As enterprises shift to more real-time and 'on-the-fly' decision making, business intelligence (BI) systems require automated means for efficiently adapting a physical DW design to frequent changes of business needs. To address this problem, we present Quarry, an end-to-end system for assisting users of various technical skills in managing the incremental design and deployment of MD schemata and ETL processes. Quarry automates the physical design of a DW system from high-level information requirements. Moreover, Quarry provides tools for efficiently accommodating MD schema and ETL process designs to new or changed information needs of its end-users. Finally, Quarry facilitates the deployment of the generated DW design over an extensible list of execution engines. On-site, we will use a variety of examples to show how Quarry facilitates the complexity of the DW design lifecycle.
1 Introduction

Traditionally, the process of designing a multidimensional (MD) schema and back-end extract-transform-load (ETL) flows, is a long-term and mostly manual task. It usually includes several rounds of collecting requirements from end-users, reconciliation, and redesigning until the business needs are finally satisfied. Moreover, in today’s BI systems, deployed DW systems, satisfying the current set of requirements is subject to frequent changes as the business evolves. MD schema and ETL process, as other software artifacts, do not lend themselves nicely to evolution events and in general, maintaining them manually is hard. First, for each new, changed, or removed requirement, an updated DW design must go through a series of validation processes to guarantee the satisfaction of the current set of requirements, and the soundness of the updated design solutions (i.e., meeting MD integrity constraints [114]). Moreover, the proposed design solutions should be further optimized to meet different quality objectives (e.g., performance, fault tolerance, structural complexity). Lastly, complex BI systems may usually involve a plethora of execution platforms, each one specialized for efficiently performing a specific analytical processing. Thus, the efficient deployment over different execution systems is an additional challenge.

Translating information requirements into MD schema and ETL process designs has been already studied, and various works propose either manual (e.g., [97]), guided (e.g., [13]) or automated [18, 131, 146] approaches for the design of a DW system. In addition, in [52] a tool (a.k.a. Clio) is proposed to automatically generate correspondences (i.e., schema mappings) among different existing schemas, while another tool (a.k.a. Orchid) [44] further provides interoperability between Clio and procedural ETL tools. However, Clio and Orchid do not tackle the problem of creating a target schema. Moreover, none of these approaches have dealt with automating the adaptation of a DW design to new information needs of its end-users, or the complete lifecycle of a DW design.

To address these problems, we built Quarry, an end-to-end system for assisting users in managing the complexity of the DW design lifecycle.

Quarry starts from high-level information requirements expressed in terms of analytical queries that follow the well-known MD model. That is, having a subject of analysis and its analysis dimensions (e.g., Analyze the revenue from the last year’s sales, per products that are ordered from Spain.). Quarry provides a graphical assistance tool for guiding non-expert users in defining such requirements using a domain-specific vocabulary. Moreover, Quarry automates the process of validating each requirement with regard to the MD integrity constraints and its translation into MD schema and ETL process designs (i.e., partial designs).

Independently of the way end-users translate their information requirements
2. Demonstrable Features

Quarry presents an end-to-end system for managing the DW design lifecycle. Thus, it comprises four main components (see Figure A.1): Requirements Elicitor, Requirements Interpreter, Design Integrator, and Design Deployer.

For supporting non-expert users in providing their information requirements into the corresponding partial designs, Quarry provides automated means for integrating these MD schema and ETL process designs into a unified DW design satisfying all requirements met so far.

Quarry automates the complex and time-consuming task of the incremental DW design. Moreover, while integrating partial designs, Quarry provides an automatic validation, both regarding the soundness (e.g., meeting MD integrity constraints) and the satisfiability of the current business needs.

Finally, for leading the automatic integration of MD schema and ETL process designs, and creating an optimal DW design solution, Quarry accounts for user-specified quality factors (e.g., structural design complexity of an MD schema, overall execution time of an ETL process).

Since Quarry assists both MD schema and ETL process designs, it also efficiently supports the additional iterative optimization steps of the complete DW design. For example, more complex ETL flows may be required to reduce the complexity of an MD schema and improve the performance of OLAP queries by pre-aggregating and joining source data.

Besides efficiently supporting the traditional DW design, the automation that Quarry provides, largely suits the needs of modern BI systems requiring rapid accommodation of a design to satisfy frequent changes.

Outline. We first provide an overview of Quarry and then, we present its core features to be demonstrated. Lastly, we outline our on-site presentation.
Appendix A. Quarry: Digging Up the Gems of Your Data Treasury

Fig. A.2: Requirements Elicitor

at input, Quarry provides a graphical component, namely Requirements Elicitor (see Figure A.2). Requirements Elicitor then connects to a component (i.e., Requirements Interpreter), which for each information requirement at input semi-automatically generates validated MD schema and ETL process designs (i.e., partial designs). Quarry further offers a component (i.e., Design Integrator) comprising two modules for integrating partial MD schema and ETL process designs processed so far, and generating unified design solutions satisfying a complete set of requirements. At each step, after integrating partial designs of a new requirement, Quarry guarantees the soundness of the unified design solutions and the satisfiability of all requirements processed so far. The produced DW design solutions are further sent to the Design Deplo yer component for the initial deployment of a DW schema and an ETL process that populates it. The deployed design solutions are then available for further user-preferred tunings and use.

To support intra and cross-platform communication, Quarry uses the communication & metadata layer (see Figure A.1).
2. Demonstrable Features

2.1 Requirements Elicitor

Requirements Elicitor uses a graphical representation of a domain ontology capturing the underlying data sources. A domain ontology can be additionally enriched with the business level vocabulary, to enable non-expert users to express their analytical needs. Notice for example a graphical representation of an ontology capturing the TPC-H\(^1\) data sources in top-left part of Figure A.2. Apart from manually defining requirements from scratch, Requirements Elicitor also offers assistance to end-users' data exploration tasks by analyzing the relationships in the domain ontology, and automatically suggesting potentially interesting analytical perspectives. For example, a user may choose the focus of an analysis (e.g., Lineitem), while the system then automatically suggests useful dimensions (e.g., Supplier, Nation, Part). The user can further accept or discard the suggestions and supply her information requirement.

2.2 Requirements Interpreter

Each information requirement defined by a user, is then translated by the Requirements Interpreter to a partial DW design. In particular, Requirements Interpreter maps an input information requirement to underlying data sources (i.e., by means of a domain ontology that captures them and corresponding source schema mappings; see Section 2.5), and semi-automatically generates MD schema and ETL process designs that satisfy such requirement. For more details and a discussion on correctness we refer the reader to [146].

In addition, Quarry allows plugging in other external design tools, with the assumption that the provided partial designs are sound (i.e., meet MD integrity constraints) and that they satisfy an end-user requirement. To enable such cross-platform interoperability, Quarry provides logical, platform-independent representations (see Section 2.5). Generated designs are stored to the Communication & Metadata layer using corresponding formats and related to the information requirements they satisfy.

2.3 Design Integrator

Starting from each information requirement, translated to corresponding partial MD schema and ETL process designs, Quarry takes care of incrementally consolidating these designs and generating unified design solutions satisfying all current requirements (see Figure A.3).

MD Schema Integrator. This module semi-automatically integrates partial MD schemas. MD Schema Integrator, comprises four stages, namely matching facts, matching dimensions, complementing the MD schema design, and integration. The first three stages gradually match different MD concepts and

\(^1\)http://www.tpc.org/tpch/
Fig. A.3: Design integration & deployment example

explore new DW design alternatives. The last stage considers these matchings and end-user’s feedback to generate the final MD schema that accommodates new information requirements. To boost the integration of new information requirements spanning diverse data sources into the final MD schema design, we capture the semantics (e.g., concepts, properties) of the available data sources in terms of a domain ontology and corresponding source schema mappings (see Section 2.5). MD Schema Integrator automatically guarantees MD-compliant results and produces the optimal solution by applying cost models that capture different quality factors (e.g., structural complexity).

ETL Process Integrator. This module processes partial ETL designs and incrementally consolidates them into a unified ETL design. ETL Process Integrator, for each new requirement maximizes the reuse by looking for the largest overlapping of data and operations in the existing ETL process. To boost the reuse of the existing data flow elements when answering new information requirements, ETL Process Integrator aligns the order of ETL operations by applying generic equivalence rules. ETL Process Integrator also accounts for the cost of produced ETL flows when integrating information requirements, by applying configurable cost models that may consider different quality factors of an ETL process (e.g., overall execution time).

More details, as well as the underlying algorithms of MD Schema Integrator can be found in [91] and of ETL Process Integrator in [89].
2. Demonstrable Features

Fig. A.4: Example design process

2.4 Design Deployer

Finally, Quarry supports the deployment of the unified design solutions over the supported storage repositories and execution platforms (see example in Figure A.3). By using platform-independent representations of a DW design (see Section 2.5), Quarry is extensible in that it can link to a variety of execution platforms. At the same time, the validated DW designs are available for additional tunings by an expert user (e.g., indexes, materialization level).

2.5 Communication & Metadata Layer

To enable communication inside Quarry, the Communication & Metadata layer uses logical (XML-based) formats for representing elements that are exchanged among the components. Information requirements are represented in the form of analytical queries using a format called xRQ\(^2\) (see bottom-left snippet in Figure A.4). An MD schema is represented using the xMD format\(^3\) (see top-right snippet in Figure A.4), and an ETL process design using the xLM format [160] (see bottom-right snippet in Figure A.4). Moreover, the Communication & Metadata layer offers plug-in capabilities for adding import and

\(^2\)xRQ’s DTD at: www.essi.upc.edu/~petar/ xrq.html

\(^3\)xMD’s DTD at: www.essi.upc.edu/~petar/xmd.html
export parsers, for supporting various external notations (e.g., SQL, Apache PigLatin, ETL Metadata; see more details in [93]).

Besides providing the communication among different components of the system, the Communication & Metadata layer also serves as a repository for the metadata that are produced and used during the DW design lifecycle. The metadata used to boost the semantic-aware integration of DW designs inside the Quarry platform, are domain ontologies capturing the semantics of underlying data sources, and source schema mappings that define the mappings of the ontological concepts in terms of underlying data sources.

2.6 Implementation details

Quarry has been developed at UPC, BarcelonaTech in the last three years, using a service-oriented architecture.

On the client side, Quarry provides a web-based component for assisting end-users during the DW lifecycle (i.e., Requirements Elicitor). This component is implemented in JavaScript, using the specialized D3 library for visualizing domain ontologies in form of graphs. The rest of modules (i.e., Requirements Interpreter, MD Schema Integrator, and ETL Process Integrator) are deployed on Apache Tomcat 7.0.34, with their functionalities offered via HTTP-based RESTful APIs. Such architecture provides the extensibility to Quarry for easily plugging and offering new components in the future (e.g., design self-tuning). Currently, all module components are implemented in Java 1.7, whilst new modules can internally use different technologies. For generating internal XML formats (i.e., xRQ, xMD, xLM) we created a set of Apache Velocity 1.7 templates, while for their parsing we rely on the Java SAX parser. For representing domain ontology inside Quarry, we used Web Ontology Language (OWL), and for internally handling the ontology objects inside Java, we used the Apache Jena libraries. Lastly, the Communication & Metadata layer, which implements communication protocols among different components in Quarry, uses a MongoDB instance, and a generic XML-JSON-XML parser for reading from and writing to the repository.

3 Demonstration

In the on-site demonstration, we will present the functionality of Quarry, using our end-to-end system for assisting users in managing the DW design lifecycle (see Figure A.1). We will use different examples of synthetic and real-world domains, covering a variety of underlying data sources, and a set of representative information requirements from these domains depicting typical scenarios of the DW design lifecycle. Demo participants will be especially encouraged to
provide example analytical needs using Requirements Elicitor, and play the role of Quarry's end-users. The following scenarios will be covered by our on-site demonstration.

DW design. Business users are not expected to have deep knowledge of the underlying data sources, thus they may choose to pose their information requirements using the domain vocabulary. To this end, business users may use the graphical component of Quarry (i.e., Requirements Elicitor), and its graphical representation of a domain ontology. This scenario shows how Quarry supports non-expert users in the early phases of the DW design lifecycle, to express their analytical needs (i.e., through assisted data exploration of Requirements Elicitor), and to easily obtain the initial DW design solutions.

Accommodating a DW design to changes. Due to possible changes in a business environment, a new information requirement could be posed or existing requirements might be changed or even removed from the analysis. Designers thus must reconsider the complete DW design to take into account the incurred changes. This scenario demonstrates how Quarry efficiently accommodates these changes and integrate them by producing an optimal DW design solution. We will consider structural design complexity as an example quality factor for output MD schemata, and overall execution time for ETL processes. The participants will see the benefits of integrated DW design solutions (e.g., reduced overall execution time for integrated ETL processes, executed in Pentaho PDI).

Design deployment. Finally, after the involved parties agree upon the provided solution, the chosen design is deployed on the available execution platforms. In this scenario, we will show how Quarry facilitates this part of the design lifecycle and generates corresponding executables for the chosen platforms. We use PostgreSQL for deploying our MD schema solutions, while for running the corresponding ETL flows, we use Pentaho PDI.
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